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For little more than a century military service enacted cherished Swedish values of equality, solidarity and doing one’s part for the common good. What started out as a military recruitment policy in 1901 matured into an institutional feature of Swedish society; appreciated by society, the conscripts, the Armed Forces and by political parties to the left and the right.

In a pursuit to preserve military service in the post-cold war period, governments to the left and the right initiated a reform in the early 1990s. In contrast to the political objective, however, it leads parliament to suspend military service in 2009. By tracing the policy process from 1990 to 2009, Mårten Lindberg answers why military service was suspended in Sweden, identifying new explanatory concepts and mechanisms.

Mårten Lindberg’s dissertation focuses on the importance of institutions (written and unwritten rules, norms and social expectations) for the functioning and efficiency of public policy. It also points out the importance that public policy has in creating and maintaining institutions in society.
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Abstract

For little more than a century military service enacted Swedish values of equality, solidarity and doing one’s part for the public good. What started out at as mere military recruitment policy in 1901 developed into an institutional feature of Swedish society: appreciated by society, the conscripts, the Armed Forces and by political parties to the left and the right. In a pursuit to preserve military service in the post-cold war period, governments to the left and the right initiated a reform in the early 1990s. In contrast to the political objective it leads parliament to suspend military service in 2009. This is surprising, given that the literature suggests that well-entrenched institutions are change-resistant. Other countries in Europe had already swapped from conscripted to professional armies. The explanatory concepts in this literature do however not apply to the Swedish case. Why, then, did Sweden suspend military service in 2009? This dissertation introduces two concepts that help us understand the Swedish outcome. First, the reform sets in motion a deinstitutionalisation of military service. This is a process where the features that had institutionalised military service in the 1900s are taken away in the 1990s and early 2000s. This process is driven by strategic adjustments in Sweden’s two largest political parties: the Social Democratic Party (SAP) and the Moderate Party. In the post-cold war period both have issue-reputations in defence policy that enable and constrain them in a new governing context. In a struggle to reinvent themselves both parties adjust their issue-reputations by: (a) disassociating themselves from reputations that constrain them; (b) elevating reputations that enable them; and (c) adopting the enabling reputations of the opposing party.

After two decades of this behaviour military service has none of the features that once enabled its institutional reproduction and effective functioning. This is why military service was suspended in 2009.
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Part I

Theory, Problem, Argument
Chapter 1

AN INSTITUTIONAL PERSPECTIVE

March, 2009. In a couple of months, parliament will vote on a bill just presented by the centre-right government. It recommends that Sweden swaps from a conscripted to a professional army. Instead of enlisting citizens to give them basic military training, the Armed Forces should recruit soldiers on full time contractual employments. The social democratic opposition opposes the bill. A poll reveals that a majority of the public supports military service. The Supreme Commander is equally hesitant and so is his equal in Finland, advising Sweden not to pull through. Reports from other European countries and a special report by the Nato have pointed out great problems with a professional army — both in recruiting and retaining soldiers. Less than a year earlier Russia had unlawfully invaded Georgia, putting a question-mark on the idea that national wars were “a thing of the past” and that conscripted armies would not be needed in the future.

What the government wants to do is to end a policy dating back to 1901. From that year and throughout the 1900s, military service had matured from a military recruitment policy to an institutional feature of Swedish society. It was a policy that had enjoyed strong support in parties across the political spectrum, in the Armed Forces, in the public and even in the conscripts. One part of what made military service so special was that it enacted cherished Swedish values of collective responsibility, duty, equality, solidarity and “doing one’s part”. Another part was that it was a necessary element of Sweden’s equally cherished neutrality policy in its foreign affairs, dating back even longer, to 1814.\footnote{Sweden adopted a form of neutrality policy in 1814 when King Charles XIV}
Neutrality demanded a strong and unilateral defence and military service was the most natural way of achieving this. The centre-right government nonetheless pulls through. In June 2009, parliament decides that Sweden will swap from a conscripted to a professional army.

Some public policies take on a life of their own. They become entrenched in society to such a degree that their functional purpose becomes less important than what the policy symbolises or “does” to society. Such developments can become a double edged sword for policy makers. On the one hand it means that the policy enjoys public support and legitimacy which makes it easier to devote energy, time and money for pursuing the policy. On the other hand it makes it more difficult to change the policy if change becomes necessary for purely functional reasons. Social welfare in Sweden is a well studied example of this. When governments in the early 1990s embarked on a series of entrenchment reforms of the Swedish welfare-system, it was painful both for the governments and for society. Another less studied example of changing highly institutionalised policies is Sweden’s reform to military service in the 1990s and early 00s. During the 1900s military service took on a life of its own, quite a part from its purely military function. It matured into an “institution” with formal and informal rules — stipulating that doing one’s service marked not only entrance into adult life but into Swedish society and its norms and expectations of what it meant to be a member of society. Even if the service was only for men it developed into an institutional feature of Swedish society.

This dissertation is an attempt at answering why Sweden suspended military service. According to a large body of literature, deeply entrenched institutions such as military service in Sweden become “sticky” and difficult to change. Even if military service fits the description of a sticky institution the Swedish outcome violates the theoretical prediction from the literature. It should however be noted that in the 1990s a number of European states swapped from conscripted to professional armies. The explanatory concepts in this literature, for instance membership in Nato or criticism against military service from society, do not apply to the Swedish case. This gives the research question for this dissertation: Given that military service was a “sticky” institution in Sweden, and given that Sweden shows an uneasy fit with the scholarship on why European states shifted from conscripted to professional armies, why did Sweden suspend military service in 2009?

To answer this question this dissertation takes an “institutional perspective”. An institutional perspective regards long-standing institu-
tional frameworks as “the building blocks of social and political life” (Krasner 1988: 67). It believes that political outcomes are not so much the result of individual choice, or the aggregations of individual actions, as they are the result of enduring institutions that constrain and enable opportunities for action. It holds that earlier institutional choices put a heavy hand on the manoeuvring capability of policy makers. At any given time, policy makers operate within an institutional framework with formal and informal rules, inherited from earlier generations, and this framework limits their menu of choice. Institutions create behavioural regularities and patterns. Institutionalists will take special care to understand the conditions and/or mechanisms that produce these, and what makes them endure over time, even in the absence of “repeated collective mobilisation or authoritative intervention” (Jepperson 1991: 145). For explaining outcomes, institutionalists will first examine the contents of the institution (its formal and informal rules), what kind of circumstances that transformed a policy into an institution and what enabled the institution to survive over time. With this information, they will then try to identify internal or external changes that can account for why an institution changes or is replaced all together. Typical to an institutional perspective is thus to look for explanations at a “higher level to explain something at a lower level” (Amenta & Ramsey 2010: 15; Clemens & Cook 1999: 444). This being said, an institutionalist analysis begins by searching for information on the institution’s origins, then teasing out factors that can account for its endurance, and with this information identify changes in these factors to bring forth hypotheses and explanations for why the institution changed or was replaced (Krasner 1988: 66-73; Huntington 1968: 12).

Structure

This dissertation has three sections and is divided into six chapters. The first section provides the theoretical framework of the dissertation, presents the problem and introduces two social mechanisms that will be used as analytical tools to answer the research question. It starts by explaining the theoretical foundation of the dissertation, suggesting that we should understand the conscripted and professional army as two recruitment models that have two different “institutional logics”. It also presents a short historical overview of how military service developed in Sweden and why it matured from a military recruitment model into an

---

2The literature is rich and and a non-exhaustive list of higher-order effects are: culture, ideas, macro-politics, macro-economics, political/party systems, path-dependence — or a mixture of them. For a review of the different “institutionalisms” see for instance Hall & Taylor, 1996.
institutionalised feature of Swedish society. It then introduces the idea that we should understand military service as a “sticky” institution and explains what this means. It also visits the literature on why European countries have swapped from conscripted to professional armies, and asks whether the Swedish outcome can be explained with this literature. Finding the causal concepts in that literature unsatisfactory for explaining the Swedish outcome, the section ends with introducing two alternative concepts, derived from institutional theory and partisan theory.

The second section applies the two concepts to the empirical material. In three chapters, we follow the policy process from 1990 to 2009. The focus is on policy formation, why the two largest parties in Sweden at the time behaved the way they did and what consequences their policies had on the institutional development of military service.

The third and concluding section gives a theoretical summary of the main findings of the dissertation. It also attempts to address the dissertation’s contribution, if any, to policies on military recruitment.
1.1 Two Kinds of Armies

Recruiting soldiers to the military is one of the most important functions of the state. Without soldiers there is no defence and without this the state fails to uphold its part of the social contract. Recruiting soldiers is normally executed by the Armed Forces or a closely associated government agency and the challenges are plenty. One is attracting civilians to a life in the military. Another is having them stay there. A third is recruiting civilians in sufficient numbers. A fourth is recruiting civilians of the right quality.

What recruitment model the Armed Forces use varies on functional and social imperatives (Huntington 1957: 2). The functional imperative asks: which recruitment model produces the best defence? Functional variations ideally dovetail changes in war. Recruitment is inescapably coupled to social context, or the “social forces, ideologies, and institutions dominant within society” (Ibid). The social imperative asks: which recruitment model best reflects the values in society? Functional and social imperatives interact. Variations in war and variations in society have historically shaped and shoved the choices that states make in their recruitment policies. The decision is important because it will affect quantitative issues of force size, the supply of the military forces, and the proportion of state resources devoted to military needs, as well as qualitative issues of organisation, composition, equipment, deployment of the military forces, the locations of bases, types of weapons, as well as arrangements with allies, and so on (Huntington 1957: 1).

Two important concepts in this dissertation are organisational purpose and organisational design. The former refers to policies on the deployment of military forces: when and under what conditions should force is brought into action. In other words, what is the purpose of the Armed Forces and what should it be doing? The second concept, organisational design, refers to policies on how the Armed Forces should be designed to achieve its purpose. Policies on design are normally and ideally a product of (earlier) decisions on the purpose of the Armed Forces. In most liberal democracies decisions on purpose and design are ultimately political decisions. Even if the Armed Forces can advise with its expertise on what the purpose should be and which design best suits the purpose, the ultimate decisions come down to policy makers, what suggestions that are presented to parliament and how parliament votes.

Two kinds of recruitment models — two kinds of armies — have dominated in Western history: professional armies and conscripted armies. As we will see, they differ in both organisational purpose and organisational design. As we also will see, questions of organisational design and organisational purpose hang together. By “professional” armies this
dissertation refers to armies that employ their rank and file soldiers and where these soldiers are “career soldiers”. By “conscripted” armies it refers to armies where the rank and file are conscripted, without pay, and only serve for a short period, often less than two years. Professional armies have four distinguishing traits (Ingesson et al. 2018). Occupational: Soldiers serve voluntarily in exchange for financial compensation. Experts on the application of force: The soldiers are experts on using violence to achieve political goals. Low rank: They are employed primarily to serve as rank-and-file, not for creating the next generation of commanders. Expeditionary capability: Employed soldiers can be used to serve on and beyond national territory. For our purposes, it can be argued that the organisational purpose of a professional army typically emphasises the capability to act outside of the national territory and to conduct expeditionary missions. The organisational design equally and typically stresses different efficiency enhancing solutions, such as organisational output, value for money, keeping costs down and placing a premium on quality over quantity. Professional armies are thus marked by a policy dyad of expeditionary capability and efficiency/quality. These kind of armies pre-figured modernity but experienced a rebirth in the last two decades, when it replaced conscripted armies and military service (Huntington 1957; Moskos et al. 2000; King 2011; Tresch 2014). Conscripted armies figured already in Ancient Greece and Rome, then disappeared for many centuries, only to reappear and have its acme between the early 19th to late 20th century (Finer [1962] 2017).

Conscripted armies have four distinguishing traits (Ingesson et al. 2018).\(^3\) Compulsory service: The law provides that military service is a duty. All male citizens have mandatory enlistment tests and if enlisted they must serve. Refusal is penalised. Temporary citizen service: Conscript armies are citizen armies. Only citizens, or prospective citizens, serve. The conscript leaves his current vocation for a period of service. No compensation: The citizen serves regardless of compensation. National orientation: The law permits conscripts only to be used on national territory. As we can see, conscripted armies differ from professional armies in organisational purpose and organisational design. The organisational purpose is territorial, typically to defend the national territory against violations by the Armed Forces of another country. In terms of organisational design, it is an Armed Forces with roots in the concept of a “nation-in-arms” or “citizen army” where (all) eligible male citizens serve. As a consequence of limits on how much the state can

\(^3\)Another useful list of criteria, though partly different because it defines “mass armies”, is offered by Haltiner 1998.
spend on defence this policy often produces an organisational design with a premium on quantity over quality of soldiers. In contrast to professional armies, conscripted armies are “amateur armies”, though made up of a professional core of officers. Conscripted armies are thus marked by a policy dyad of territoriality and universal service.

Sweden introduced a limited form of military service in 1901, expanded the scope of it in the 1950s, 60s, 70s and 80s, and suspended it in 2009. During this period it included the above listed traits. During the cold war, all men between the ages of 18 and 47 had a duty to do military service. The length of basic training varied between half a year to two years and was rounded off with a Basic Combat Unit Exercise. One year after basic training the servicemen were normally called to their first refresher training. Every year about 50,000 servicemen served while about 60,000 to 120,000 took part in refresher trainings. Each serviceman would take part in about five refresher exercises before he turned 47. The purpose of the service was to build a large and resilient armed force that could deter adversaries from exploiting Swedish territory. Every serviceman received a war placement order, telling him where to report in the event of mobilisation. For several decades the Swedish military was the forth largest in the world: Roughly equal in size to that of Britain, France or West Germany (Agrell 2000: 129–32). It should be mentioned that military service was bound up in a greater defence structure of Sweden. Another critical component was the mobilisation of combat units on home leave, the so-called “Home Guard”. It counted to about 125,000 soldiers. The Home Guard had weapons and other equipment at home and could be in place quickly after the mobilisation alarm had been activated. In addition, Sweden could mobilise nearly 150,000 civilian conscripts and approximately one million citizens who voluntarily enlisted to perform civilian functions in the event of war (including control of coordination, supply, psychological defence, health and medical care and other community functions). An estimated half a million of Swedes took part in some form of voluntary defence activity. Some 65,000 volunteers, mainly women, enlisted for service in the total defence in the event of an emergency or war. Over 65,000 were members in the FBU movement (a voluntary officer training directed to teens). Approximately 250,000 people were members of so-called “contract organisations”, responsible for arranging training leading to a contract for voluntary service in war. Other examples include the highly active Swedish Women’s Voluntary Defence Service (Lottakåren), and the 400,000 strong voluntary rifle club. The voluntary organisations were self-governed but enjoyed substantial government funding.

Most European states swapped from professional to conscripted armies somewhere between the late 1700s to the early 1900s (Palmer 1986: 119;
Rothenberg 1994: 86; Black 1994; Keegan 1993). The shift was gradual but decisive. In a span of a few decades “mercenaries went out of style” (Avant 2000: 41). Sociologists and realists have identified the shift to functional demands placed by the outside environment. For realists the move was necessary to increase the chance of winning wars (Cohen 1985; Gooch 1980; and Posen 1993). Sociological accounts on the other hand stress emerging ideas on citizenship, national identity and democracy (Hintze 1975; Thomson 1994; Janowitz, 1983: 31; Paret 1992a; 1992b; Kestnbaum 2000). In most accounts, however, both explanatory concepts are present. Functional and social imperatives have interacted and reinforced one another (Paret 1986; Tilly 1990; Keegan 1993; Huntington 1957). We can see this by visiting Carl von Clausewitz’s “trinity” of war ([1832] 1989). In the nineteenth century the purpose of conscripted armies was to conduct “trinitarian wars”, being wars that are: (a) fought between states; (b) by armies organised and financed by governments; and (c) with extensive engagement of the warring societies (Summers 1982; Howard 1983; van Creveld 1991: ch. 2).4 In trinitarian wars soldiers were pulled from the citizenry and engaged entire societies. The French decree from August 1793 illustrates the nexus between the social and functional imperative:

From this moment until the enemy is driven from the territory of the Republic, all the French people are permanently requisitioned for the armies. The young men will go to the front, married men will forge arms and carry supplies, women will make tents and clothing, children will divide old linen into bandages, old men will be carried into the squares to rouse the courage of soldiers, to teach hatred of kings and the unity of the republic (quoted in Townsend 2005: 6).

The effect of the trinitarian kind of war was that across Europe life homogenised within states and heterogenised among states (Tilly 1990: 116). It made citizens of individuals and spawned a willingness to take part in creating public goods for the society they lived in. Once the trinitarian war was born it became a self-reinforcing logic. The mass armed force that military service made possible forced states that before

4This interpretation of Clausewitz’s trinity has been criticised by many for being misguided (e.g. Villacres & Bradford 1995). As interpreted by Villacres and Bradford, Clausewitz’s trinity is composed of: “(1) primordial violence, hatred, and enmity; (2) the play of chance and probability; and (3) war’s element of subordination to rational policy” (Ibid: 9). In spite of this the division into “people, army, and government” offered by Summers, Howard and van Creveld and others is useful for our purposes since it illustrates how warfare from the point of the French Revolution up until recently, through public policy, engaged entire peoples and had certain nation-building qualities.
employed their soldiers to swap to military service or face defeat at the battlefield. As conscripted armies became the norm, this whipped up sentiments of national union. The functional imperative for military service thus co-evolved with a social context, and so military service and conscripted armies spread throughout Europe. As it did war and preparation for war became a “normal social activity” (Tilly 1990: 107-113; Paret 1992a: 65-66; Mann 2003: 16-17; Burk 2006). European states became “warrior societies” in which war and preparation for war became part of the modern political culture and military service a “rite de passage”, an “important cultural form” and through its universality a “ready acceptance by electorates as a social norm” (Keegan 1993: 21). This dynamic reached its peak with the First and Second World Wars, and was not broken with the development of nuclear weapons during the cold war. In the event of nuclear war, the purpose of the conscript shifted from being one of fighting and winning battles to one of deterring hostile states and preventing conflicts from escalating into nuclear war (Brodie et al. 1946: 76; 1978: 66; Downes 1985: 156).

1.2 Two Kinds of Institutions

Beyond functional differences, what sets the conscripted and the professional army apart are the means by which they move the individual into action. They are different in the “internal mechanisms by which organisations coerce or persuade members to act” (Hodgson 2006: 10). What is more, this dissertation supports the view that “to be institutional, structure must generate action” (Tolbert and Zucker 1996: 179). An institution is a structure that creates a presence of certain normative elements that are internalised in its members and move them into action (Scott 2004). A structure that does not generate action in its members is not institutional. Finally, a structure that no longer moves members into the desired course of action is no an institution. A useful way to distinguish how the two armies differ in their internal mechanisms of moving their members into action is by using James March and Johan Olsen’s two logics of human action: the “logic of appropriateness” and

---

5 This is an important, though often, neglected difference between conscripted and professional armies. As an example, in their discussions on demise of conscripted armies in Europe, Haltiner and van Doorn (in two influential studies) omit the institutional perspective on armed forces. They, as Haltiner argue, “do not consider the important sociopolitical attributes of mass armies, especially those that correlate with the features of social mobilization” (Haltiner 1998: 10). Instead they focus only on “military structural variables” such as size and the level of military technology. This, I believe, is an important deficiency since the conscripted and professional armed forces are two different kind of institutions, with different social rules, norms and values.
the “logic of consequences” (1995: 30-31). Both logics are present in both armies, but they are so to different degrees. They have different “master logics”. In short, in the conscripted army the logic of appropriateness is the master logic, whereas in the professional army the logic of consequences is the master logic. To understand the meaning of this I will briefly explain the basics of these concepts.

In the logic of appropriateness, action is rule-governed. We follow rules not because we expect anything in return, but because we see them as “natural, rightful, expected, and legitimate” (March & Olsen 2008: 689). When actors act “appropriately”, they do so to fulfil an obligation encapsulated in a “role” or “identity”, often for the purpose of making social belonging easier (Checkel 2005: 810). In the conscripted army, servicemen comply with the laws on serving as part of social norms and expectations from others, often coupled to notions of civic duty, national belonging and solidarity (Paret 1992: 55).

In a logic of consequences, however, action is the result of rational evaluations of how an action serves the individual’s preference and interest. On this view, political organisations are not so much the result of citizens led by social rules as they are a collection of “contracts negotiated among actors with conflicting interests and varying resources” (March & Olsen 2008: 949). Whether there is coordination or not depends on the “bargaining positions” between the state and the citizen. As in any business, thus, in a professional army the soldier serves as a consequence of personal interest, working conditions and financial offers.

In military sociology, Charles Moskos among others similarly describe the distinctions by calling the professional army “occupational” and the conscripted army “institutional” (1977a: 44; 1977b; 1986; 1988; Segal 1983; 1986; Segal & Hee-Yoon 1984). A conscripted army is institutional because the loyalty is not to the individual-self, but to the institution and the values it embodies. Action in an institutional setting is directed toward a “presumed higher good” (Moskos 1977a; 1977b: 24). Elsewhere, Moskos has argued that the institutional model is based on a “calling”, which the individual willingly acts on because he wants to belong to a social group.\(^6\) The professional army is occupational since it appeals to “marketplace values” (see also Huntington 1957: 19-59). The soldiers enjoy influence in determining their salaries and working conditions in exchange of meeting the, contractually defined, obligations of

\(^6\) A calling usually enjoys high esteem from the larger community because it is associated with notions of self-sacrifice and complete dedication to one’s role. ...One thinks of the... fixed terms of enlistment, liability for 24-hour service availability... subjection to military discipline and law, and inability to resign, strike, or negotiate over working conditions... [and] compensation received in non-cash form” (Moskos 1977b: 24; 1977a: 42).
their employment (1977: 43). The point with introducing the two different logics is to highlight that the two armies differ in how they persuade their members to act. In the conscripted army, soldiers are persuaded to serve because they fulfil a socially defined role. In the professional army, soldiers are persuaded by the conditions of their employment contract. Importantly (and in spite of Moskos’ slightly confusing terminology), both kinds of armies are nonetheless inculcated with social codes on how or how not to act. That is, in both armies action takes place within an institutional framework, only different ones.\footnote{Geoffrey Hodgson among others has argued that most organisations are also institutions (2006: 10).}

Institutions are generally described as “the prescriptions that humans use to organise all forms of repetitive and structured interactions” (Ostrom 2005: 3). They govern action by informal rules, such as “sanctions, taboos, customs, traditions and codes of conduct” and formal rules such as “constitutions, laws, property rights” (North 1991: 97).\footnote{Douglass North’s definition of institutions is roughly similar to Elinor Ostrom’s, namely the “humanly devised constraints that structure political, economic and social interaction” (North 1991: 97).} It is when a behaviour recurs over time that it settles into an institutionalised form. Samuel Huntington denotes this process as “institutionalisation”, the “process by which organisations and procedures acquire value and stability” (1968: 12). The more institutionalised a practice is the more resilient and effective it will be in achieving its purpose, simply because the behaviours become more stable, predictable and certain. In Sweden, military service included both formal and informal rules. Its formal rules denote those that can be found in the laws or policies that stipulate, for instance, a universal duty for all 18 year olds to take an enlistment test and for all that are enlisted to proceed with basic training. Informal rules are by definition more fluid. Normally, informal rules are distinguished from formal rules by the location of enforcement. Formal rules are enforced at the state level and informal rules at the level of society. On this view, the informal rules of military service can be found only in society. They structure behaviour through norms, traditions and expectations on what to do and not to do. Although this dissertation supports this distinction, for our purposes the “location” differentiation has an important analytical drawback since it tells us little about how informal rules are created, and therefore limits our estimations of how, when and why they change.

This is especially important when it comes to analysing change in military service because the informal rules of military service were a product of formal policies and policy makers who acted as norm entrepreneurs, transforming formal rules into norms and moral expectations.
in society. In contrast to what one can believe when one considers the positive and stable support of military service in Swedish society, the policy on military service was in the early 1900s not a response to “bottom up” pressures from society, nor was its spreading in society during the 1900s (as we will see later, antimilitarism was among the working class widespread in the early 1900s). The institutionalisation of military service was an entirely “top down” process; The result of policies by the highest political authority: the state. Helmke and Levitsky have distinguished between “reactive” and “spontaneous” informal institutions (2003: 17). Spontaneous informal institutions “emerge independently of (and frequently pre-date) formal institutional structures”, whereas reactive informal institutions:

are established in direct response to incentives created by the formal rules. Whether they are created to “fill in the gaps” of, mitigate the effects of, substitute for, or subvert the formal rules, these informal institutions are created by actors who are motivated by an expected outcome associated with the relevant formal structures. A variety of bureaucratic, legislative, judicial, intra-party, and other organisational norms fall into this category, as do many of the informal power-sharing arrangements that govern elite behaviour within democratic regimes (Helmke & Levitsky 2003: 17). 9

The informal institution that developed around military service was a reactive one. Even though military service, as I have argued, developed “a life of its own”, it did this as a consequence of a stable and predictable legal framework and set of policies that supported military service in different ways (social policy and macroeconomic policy included). By working with formal policies (or formal rules), policy makers signalled to society what it expected as appropriate behaviours, norms and attitudes, not only with regard to military service but with regard to the citizen’s responsibility for the collective good writ large. Military service was one example of signalling what was expected concerning the individual citizen’s part in the common defence. Paying (comparatively

9It should also be noted that when it comes to explaining changes to informal reactive or spontaneous institutions, Helmke and Levitsky believe, as does this dissertation, the functionalist approach is insufficient: “A key challenge for informal institutional analysis... lies in avoiding accounts that either take informal institutions as historical givens or explain them in functionalist terms. To do this, we must move beyond the what and the why of informal institutions to identify the who and the how. An important first step in explaining the emergence of any informal institution is to identify the relevant actors, coalitions, and interests behind it” (Ibid: 18).
speaking) high income taxes was another way of signalling what was expected of the individual in contributing to common welfare. The policy on a universal duty to serve signalled that the citizen had a (moral) responsibility to do his part in creating the military defence of the nation. These policies created certain norms and, in the same way, removing the duty to serve weakens the norm and can even set in process a development of a new norm where military service is not something you have to do. This is how policies create and change norms and expectations on individual behaviour in society.

The meaning of this is that although informal rules “live” and “grow up” at the level of society, they are born with policies crafted by policy makers and their narratives. In his doctoral dissertation on the swap in Sweden from full employment policy — a distinctive mark of the so-called Swedish Model — to disinflation policies, Johannes Lindwall has argued similarly on the role that policies have in shaping norms in society and what it means for public policy (Lindwall 2004). He argues that in policy areas with far reaching consequences for the development of society: “the state’s involvement in social life also produces expectations, norms, regarding the state’s role and purpose” and that policies are instrumental in shaping the norms that govern not only the relation between the state and society, but also in shaping the development of public policy (2004: 149). This is especially true for Sweden, he argues, because “the objective of full employment became linked to the very idea of the modern state” and when the state decided to abandon full employment policies in favour of disinflation this “was a process intimately linked to developments on the level of norms: just as full employment had led to new ways of thinking about the state, giving up that objective required a break with these norms” (2004: 150). The point is that policies are sometimes used to create norms and when policies change so do the norms in society, and in ways that will affect future policy. I agree with this view and argue it applies equally to our study of military service: what policies the state decides on in recruitment also affect the norms on serving. The argument that Lindwall presents can even be expected to apply even more strongly to our case of military service. Military service only engages half of the population for a brief period of time, and it does not affect the private affairs of people (the way full employment policies do). Further, the possibility for creating these norms are primarily through physical engagement in the institution (basic training) which is limited to a brief period of time. But to function effectively military service nonetheless depends on a stable presence of supportive norms from all society (not only the servicemen) and over time. This places certain demands on the recruitment policy in the sense that it must be designed in ways so that it engages the entire pop-
ulation, if not physically then at least morally and socially. Changes in the formal policies of military service can therefore be expected to have significant effects on the informal institution of military service. In sum: policy formation in a policy area such as recruitment policy must take into account the norms it creates and weakens in society, especially if norms are an important part for the policy to function as intended.

That policies shape norms have further consequences for the research design in this dissertation. For us to understand and analyse change we must direct our analytical focus to how the formal rules develop during the studied period, and with this information estimate what kinds of informal rules policy makers encourage and/or discourage with their policies. The basic theoretical assumption in this dissertation is that the formal rules of military service are not only important for setting the “formal” structure of military service, they are essential for providing the informal “social” structure of military service, too.\textsuperscript{10}

Now then, if both kind of armies have institutional frameworks, then why do military sociologists describe the conscripted army as “institutional” and the professional army as “occupational”? The crucial point of difference is that the conscripted army depends on the presence of a logic of appropriateness. It is part of the model that there are no financial inducements and that you are compelled by law to serve. A conscripted army would not be possible if there was not some basic level of willing compliance to obey the law. It\textit{ depends} on its members to act “appropriately”.\textsuperscript{11} It is not possible, or at least not desirable, to coerce tens of thousands of 18 year old men to serve. As a growing strand of literature in institutional theory has identified, informal institutions have an important problem-solving and supportive role for “formal institutions”. They are potent in solving problems of social interaction and coordination as well as enhancing the efficiency and performance of public policies (Helmke & Levitsky 2003: 11). This is also why, historically, states that have used conscripted armies have also stressed to the public the importance of “collective responsibility”, “national union”, “civic duty”, “solidarity” and similar. By opting for a conscripted army there is, in other words, a functional imperative for creating and maintaining certain\textit{ social} imperatives. In contrast, the professional army is at much greater freedom to engage in both a logic of appropriateness (e.g. patriotism, sense of civic duty) and a logic consequences (attract-

\textsuperscript{10}It is on this assumption that we will examine informal rules by looking at how the formal rules develop, and not examine what society thinks at any given moment during the period from 1990 to 2009.

\textsuperscript{11}It should be noted that there is, to be sure, a logic of consequences in play also in the institutional model. Just consider the brute fact that if a serviceman fails to comply with the law he risks penalisation.
ive working conditions and financial compensation). Where the two armies differ, from an institutional perspective, is the relative standing of the two logics in the organisation. In the professional army the logic of consequences is master (without attractive pay it will be hard to recruit soldiers), in the conscripted army the logic of appropriateness is master (without laws on serving, penalty for not serving, and without a collective ethos of serving and social sanctions for not serving, it will be difficult to enlist servicemen without falling back on pure coercion). You can hardly add financial inducements to military service without at the same time compromising the basic institutional logic of the recruitment policy (that serving in the military is a legal duty without pay).

The basic conclusion from this exercise is that: to function effectively a conscripted army must be designed, with policies, so that it spawns a logic of appropriateness for serving in the Armed Forces.

1.3 Military Service in Sweden

The Swedish experience of military service is a successful example of how policy makers created a reactive informal institution and how a set of formal and informal rules over time become nested within a network of other institutions and became institutionalised in society. Military service survived more than forty governments and enjoyed support from both the Armed Forces and the public. During the cold war the Swedish Armed Forces conscripted as much as 80 percent of the male cohort of 18 year olds. Achieving this without greater ordeal suggests a logic of appropriateness has been alive in society. One token of this is that the defence willingness in society has been exceptionally high, between 66 and 84 percent (with the odd exception of 55 percent in 1955), placing Sweden among the countries with the highest defence willingness in the world (Borell 1983: 45; SPF 1973-1990). The polling also shows that the defence willingness among the young have been exceptionally high, ranging between 61 and 88 percent (SPF 1992). When measures on military service began in 1973, those in favour ranged between 81 and 90 percent in the general population, and between 73 and 89 percent.

12The Board for Psychological Defence (SPF) did not measure support for military service until 1973. Before that it measured the defence willingness as a proxy for support of military service. It did this with a yes or no question: “Assume that Sweden is under attack, would you defend the country even if the outcome is unknown?” This measure was in particular used as a proxy for the support for military service among the young, given that about half of the eighteen to twenty-four year olds just had served or was about to serve.
It was the then Conservative Party that in the late 1800s suggested that Sweden follow the European trend and switch to a conscripted army (Ericson 1999; Leander 2005). The semi-professional army that Sweden used at the time limited how large the Armed Forces could grow since it was sensitive to costs and also dependent on the ups and downs of the labour market. With a legal duty to serve the Armed Forces could achieve better stability and allow for (rapid) quantitative growth, should this be needed. During the cold war the party’s support for military service solidified. One reason for this was that half of the territorial border between the “East” and the “West” ran through Scandinavia. For the Moderate Party, Swedish security did not begin or end with the territorial border. It had to be understood in the Nordic context. Norway was a member of the Nato, but not Sweden and Finland. If Sweden joined the Nato, the Western border would move from the eastern border of Norway to the east-coast of Sweden, which could escalate an aggression toward Finland from the Soviet Union. In such a case, the buffer zone between the two superpowers’ sphere of interests would shrink and Sweden would share borders with the Soviet Union. For this reason the Moderate Party believed that Sweden had a moral obligation to remain nonaligned and not join Nato. It had to “go for it alone” and assume the role of a regional power in Scandinavia. To do this military service was essential since only it could create a sufficiently large army to defend a large country such as Sweden. The party’s solidarity with Finland was especially important in reaching this conclusion. To the Moderate Party, Finland was both the political and, possibly, military scene of action in the battle between democracy and socialism. Because Finland provided a buffer zone for Sweden, Sweden also had a moral obligation to share the costs for preserving the status quo in the region. It did so by remaining nonaligned and building a unilateral defence capability — thus shouldering the financial, social, political and military responsibility for geopolitical stability in Scandinavia.

---

13 The SPF polled on a yearly basis between 1975 and 1991. The support for military service was measured with a “yes” or “no” question: “Do you think it is right that the country’s male population do military service for our military defence?”

14 The recruitment benefited from high unemployment and suffered in low unemployment.

15 One of the Soviet Union’s most important military bases was located in Murmansk, only three hundred kilometres from Swedish territory. It harboured most of the Soviet Union’s nuclear weapons and submarines, and more than half of the Soviet shipyard was in the Baltic. Access to and from these bases was of great significance to both power blocs in the event of a conflict in Europe. The easiest way from the Atlantic to Murmansk was by road across northern Norway, Sweden and Finland. For Swedish decision makers the implication was clear: a conflict between the power blocs would inevitably involve Sweden, maybe by using Sweden as a forward base.
inavia (Dahl 2014: 75-82; Moderate Party 1972, 1978). This was the organisational purpose of the Armed Forces, and it reduced the menu of choice when it came to choosing between a conscripted and professional army. With a purpose to unilaterally defend the entire territory and deter a militarily superior Russia there was no other option than building a large conscripted army.\textsuperscript{16} As the party put it in a motion from 1972, the decision on having a universal military service is not one reached by politicians, “but by the outside world” (Moderate Party 1972: 54). It should also be mentioned that for the Moderate Party the geopolitical situation during the cold war was one that it believed would persist for a long time. The need for a strong national defence would thus stretch far into the future, which made generous financial and political investments in the Armed Forces worthwhile.\textsuperscript{17}

Notwithstanding the party’s financial and political support of conscription, aiming for great quantity of soldiers, it was equally important that the Armed Forces always strived toward efficiency and quality. Quality and efficiency was not only important for making the possible use “of the taxpayer’s money”, but also because the defence willingness of the people was dependent on their faith that the Armed Forces were capable of achieving their organisational purpose of defending Sweden (Moderate Party 1973a; Moderate Party 1973b: 39). “To maintain our country’s defence willingness”, it often repeated, “the servicemen must perceive their service as meaningful and feel that their interests are met” (Moderate Party 1973b: 40). Even though the room for modernisation during the cold was was limited because of the financial costs of conscripting nearly all men in a cohort, the Moderate Party normally suggested ways of modernising the organisation and improving its quality, without doing away with universality. One example is in 1978 when

\textsuperscript{16}Sweden is a territorially large country. As large as Germany, Switzerland, Austria, the Netherlands, and Belgium combined. But only with a twelfth of their population.

\textsuperscript{17}One illustrative example of the party’s skepticism is the its analysis of the SALT (Strategic Arms Limitation Terms) treaty between the United States and the Soviet Union. For the SAP the treaty signalled the beginning of detente in Europe. For the Moderate Party, however, there was “a risk of taking the present hopes as cues for our next defence decision.” Against the SAP it stressed that the treaty “should not be allowed to influence the long term development of our defence policy.” The defence policy must take a perspective of at least ten to twenty years, and this meant there were few “possibilities for revising” the need for a strong national defence (Moderate Party 1972: 52). In 1981, it argues similarly that “the basic elements of our geopolitical situation will hardly change. Our country is placed in a vast territory of immediate significance to the [Soviet Union]. There are no signs that this will change. To the contrary, ...the strategic importance of our location will increase” (Moderate Party 1981). Only with universal conscription army could the “Armed Forces use the totality of our society’s combined defence capability” (Moderate Party 1981).
it suggested a division of the cohort in two. One part would be trained only for a few months in the basics and then serve in a local defence. The other would train for a longer period, with more sophisticated training and equipment and be used nationally. By dividing the conscripts in this way the cost of the defence would not go down, “but the training will doubtlessly become more effective” (Moderate Party 1978: 18). The Moderate Party’s approach to what determined society’s “defence willingness” was equally very different from the SAP’s, who believed that defence willingness was more likely the effect of how many that were conscripted and the equality of conscription. The two most important policies for the Moderate Party have thus been a strong national defence that is efficient in its use of resources — on the principle that it is the functional purpose of the Armed Forces that should guide any decisions on organisational design.

In political debates, the SAP has as a rule tried to stress the military worth of military service. Military service insures that the Armed Forces is understood and known by the people, which in turn make the citizens more inclined to participate in the Armed Forces, accept their demands and paying taxes for defence expenditure. Serving together in close quarters also fashions solidarity between citizens and a spirit of civic mindedness, which the Armed Forces benefit from by making it easier to recruit future conscripts and students to the military academies. The bond between the Armed Forces and society is captured with the Swedish term *folkförankring*, loosely translated as “public anchoring”. To ensure public anchoring the Armed Forces must be structured in ways that invites citizens to participate in the military. The Swedish military is for this reason referred to as *Folkförsvaret*, which in English translates into the “People’s Defence”.

Even if the military worth of military service has been important to the SAP, as an account of the party’s bond to the recruitment model it is incomplete. It is a perspective where the influence of SAP ideology is acknowledged (collective participation and social integration), but kept at arm’s length. Stopping with the functional worth we miss an important story for how military service connects with the SAP at a deeper level. We are also left with no real answer for why military service matured from a mere recruitment model in the early 1900s to an appreciated and politically untouchable institution, by the right and the left, from the 1930s to the early 2000s. The SAP’s support for the conscripted army derives from two higher-order objectives: (a) it was a vehicle for promoting social democratic values; and, (b) a conscripted army was a necessity because of the policy of neutrality, which enabled Sweden (and the party) a strong role on the international scene as norm-entrepreneur for peace and solidarity (Bjereld et al. ch. 4, 312). The
most interesting part of the SAP’s support of military service is how it continuously nested it to the party’s advancement of political and social rights during the 1900s. By serving in the military you must get welfare in return, and an expansive welfare system depends on solidarity, which military service helped bring into being.

This reasoning first took off with the first chairman of the party, Hjalmar Branting. In exchange for introducing military service he demanded that the Conservative opposition had to introduce suffrage to all men. As he put it in 1901: “For the civic spirit, that will give our national defence its strength, there will have to be social reform policies that lift the now neglected classes and give the step-children a place next to the privileged. ...This is why we may again repeat, that a right to vote is our first defence policy” (Branting 1900/1901). Extending the suffrage was strategically important for the SAP since this would further the possibilities to mobilise the working class politically; what Esping-Andersen has called the “power-resource theory” or “social class as agent for mobilisation” theory (Esping-Andersen 1991: 16). In the first two decades of the 1900s, the SAP’s slogan was “one man, one vote, one rifle”. The second chairman of the party, Per-Albin Hansson, similarly used military service as a means for integrating the working class in mainstream society. To this end he wanted to transform the military from a tool by the ruling class to an “ally of the working classes and its aspirations”, emphasising that “the young men in the working class owe themselves and their social class this sacrifice” (Isaksson 1990: 75). In the 1920s he began describing the SAP as a party for the “people” with his speech on the “People’s Home” (folkhemmet). With it, he aspired to bring into life a certain “spirit” in society where all citizens participated, did their duty, “felt obliged to pay”, and was in turn duly rewarded (Isaksson 2000: 126; Esping-Andersen 1985: 28). The People’s Home was fully consistent with the People’s Defence and the universal military service “became one of the sites where it could be promoted, actively constructed and of course defended” (Leander 2005: 17; Molin 1991:

18Neither Branting nor Hansson believed socialist change could be brought by revolution (Berman 2006: 152-176). Socialism was an evolutionary process that had to work from within the bourgeois hegemony, through reforms (Ibid: 154-158; Karlsson 2001: 460, 498).

19The most cited part of the speech is this: “The basis of the home is community and togetherness. The good home does not recognise any privileged or neglected members, nor any favourite or stepchildren. In the good home there is equality, consideration, co-operation, and helpfulness. Applied to the great people’s and citizens’ home this would mean the breaking down of all the social and economic barriers that now separate citizens into the privileged and the neglected, into the rulers and the dependents, into the rich and the poor, the propertied and the impoverished, the plunderers and the plundered” (quoted in Berman 2006: 163).
When the service was extended during the cold war the party also expanded the welfare. The quid-pro-quo argument that began in 1901 by Branting is visible in a 1975 report by the party’s Defence Committee:

The will to defend the country is strongly rooted among the people. Our defence willingness is of course dependent on the extent to which the citizens feel solidarity and community with society. Defence policies can for this reason not be isolated to debates on weapons and expenditure. It is intimately connected to investments in the welfare of citizens, eradicating class differences and social and economic injustices (SAP 1975: 11).

An earlier example of the same nexus between social policy and defence policy reads as follows:

A positive evaluation of what the Swedish democracy can offer its citizens is the foundation for the willingness to defend the country. From this follows an obvious connection to the social, cultural and social development within the country. The experiences in the last few decades shows that in a democratic society with high employment, social security, levelling out economic differences, increasing material and cultural standard and freedom for the citizens the defence willingness will naturally follow (SAP 1960: 14).

The extension of social reforms in the 1950s, 60s and 70s had “increased the spirit of community in society” and therefore created “more and more to defend”, demanding a strong defence, which only was possible by “continuing the progressive reforms”, for they had become “a necessary condition for a strong national defence, which means a high willingness to defend the country... without which an effective defence is impossible” (SAP 1975: 20). This is why military service was first and foremost an “an ideological question” where issues on organisational design and purpose had “to be fitted to universal military service” because it had “in itself, always, an intrinsic worth” (Ibid: 37).

A conscripted army was also an essential part for realising the SAP’s preferred foreign policy of neutrality, also it with ties to advancing political and social rights. In 1960, the SAP explicitly spells out that a large

---

20 Using military service in this way was not unique to the SAP. As Ronald Krebs have explained, using military service as a “school of the nation” was widespread in Europe and North America during the 19th and 20th century (2004; see also Hacker 1993).
conscripted army “is in the current world necessary to support our foreign policy” but that “it has been political considerations, not military, that in the end has determined a foreign policy of nonalignment... any military demands are and will be subordinate to foreign policy” (SAP 1960: 15). The preference for neutrality not only had to do with geopolitics, as in the Moderate Party. Neutrality and the large conscripted army that it required was justified by the good that Sweden could do as a neutral state. By remaining outside of the alliances in the East and the West, Sweden could position itself as an “impartial observer” on the world stage, “hold views” and “take stands” and act as a “norm-entrepreneur”, especially to promote global disarmament (Palme 1970: 1-2; Ingebritsen 2002: 11). “Having a relatively strong defence and work for peace and disarmament are two sides of the same coin” as Olof Palme once put it (1976: 17).\(^{21}\) The party (and others) believed Sweden was well positioned to assume this role given its long period of uninterrupted peace and advanced social welfare system (Bjereld 1992; Lödén 1999). Indeed, the preference for neutrality has by others been understood as an extension of the party’s welfare policies (Ruth 1984; Kuisma 2007; Bergman 2007; Trägårdh 2002). Lars Trägårdh has for instance described Sweden’s international activism during the cold war as being about “spread[ing] the Good Message of social democracy” (Trägårdh 2002: 132). Neutrality and social welfare both had the same goal of improving justice in the world and ultimately rested on a similar moral argument. They were, as one scholar has put it “two different colour threads that are sewed into the same socio-political fabric” (Ruth 1984: 71; Kuisma 2007: 13). Welfare investments at home provided a moral imperative of doing the same abroad, and helping distant strangers placed a moral imperative of doing the same at home. As Palme used to emphasise: “we cannot speak about solidarity across borders if we forget those who are poor within our own borders” (quoted in Bergman 2007: 85-86). As part of this narrative Sweden was an eager participant in UN-led peace-building missions and “bridge-building” in conflicts (Bjereld 1995). The two most important policies for the SAP were thus a universal military service that encapsulated as many servicemen as possible, and a foreign policy of neutrality that enabled Sweden a progressive role on the international scene.

It is important to underscore that the SAP’s preference for an encompassing military service and building an extensive military defence of Sweden was by no means certain. The SAP were strongly antimilitarist in its early years (1900-1930). The dominant mode of thought was\(^{21}\)A battery of studies have examined the SAP’s preference for neutrality with focus on its ethics (Brommesson 2007; Nilsson 1991; Bjereld et al. 2008; Möller & Bjereld 2010; Möller 2011).
that the Armed Forces were a bulwark of capitalist society and inimical to the interests of the working class (Ericson 1999: 106; Granström 2002: 32). The Armed Forces posed an “internal threat” to the working class because it was considered an instrument by those in power. To be sure, at the time the “aristocracy” – some 0.25 percent of the Swedish population – made up a full 38 percent of the officer corps (Borell 1989: 32). When military service was introduced in 1901 it was consequently opposed by large portions of the SAP, especially its more left leaning segments. These segments urged the party leadership for a policy either of complete disarmament or, alternatively, a militia similar to the Swiss model with “the rifle on the kitchen wall”. The views of chairman Branting and Hansson must therefore be considered a minority view.

Why, then, did they prefer military service? Their analysis was that Sweden was governed by a small ruling class, but the ambition of Branting and Hansson was to tilt the balance of power in favour of the considerably larger working class. One way to do this was through revolution, as the left-leaning segments in the party suggested. Another, however, was to work through strategic reforms. The latter was the view supported by Branting and Hansson, and military service was one way of achieving this. For them and for their successors throughout the 1900s, the “socialist revolution” was an evolutionary process. It had to develop by democratic procedures and reform, working from within the existing bourgeois hegemony, not outside of it (Karlsson 2001: 460, 498). For Branting, military service could help in this regard. As an example, Branting believed the working class was in need of a “deproletarianisation.”22 The weak position of the working class had to do with a lack of political power which led them inactive, compliant and disinterested in society. The “social isolation” of the working class was “the central problem of proletarisation” as one of his closest advisors put it (Ibid). Defeating it meant devising political strategies which “humanised” the working class. Military service yielded such humanising effects since it forced the working class to participate in society. He reveals the connection between evolutionary socialism and military service in his speech on the International Workers’ Day in 1901:

\[
\text{Pure defence-nihilism is sectarianism. Least of all if fits, more deeply, a social class with great aspirations in society, which feels that the future is ahead of her, and which prepares herself to recapture her own and too long withheld inheritance (Branting 1900/01).}
\]

By participating in society the working class would be invigorated and

\[\text{22Branting’s was heavily influenced by professor of sociology Mr. Gustav Steffen (Karlsson 2001; Isaksson 2002).}\]
stand a chance of shaping society to work in its favour (Karlsson 2001: 362). Hansson was of a similar mind. By contributing in equal part to society the working class would free themselves of their “slave-mentality” (slavsinne) (Karlsson 2001: 463-470). This mentality led the working class to be indifferent on social affairs and was a cultural legacy of capitalism in which the working class had been lulled into servility and reduced to second class citizens “deprived of its basic humanity” (Ibid). It was the slave mentality that nurtured the revolutionary minded socialists to advocate antimilitarism and more generally to see the political landscape as one marked by class struggle. For the radicals, the only way to advance the interests of the working class was to redistribute income and upend the power of the wealthy by revolutionising against it. For Hansson it was a policy bound to fail since it violated democratic principles, would isolate the working class even further and would fail in bringing about the socio-phycological change he saw as necessary for long-term political change in favour of the working class (captured in the speech on the People’s Home). Above all, it was a policy that never would take the SAP to government. For Hansson, socialism was a dynamic process with giving and taking, always conditioned on the working class being prepared to engage and take responsibility for society. Politically, this led him to believe that “the working class’ full participation in society” had to be “the goal of all social democratic efforts” (Ibid).

What is more, although the SAP was divided on the issue of military service for the first decades of the 1900s, the case for military service was strengthened by the “Ådalen shootings” in 1931. In the small town of Ådalen, a group of workers took to the streets to demonstrate against their working conditions. The demonstration got out of hand and the local police called in military reinforcements. These were employed soldiers and when they arrived on the scene tumult broke out and five of the demonstrating workers were shot dead. Even if military service was introduced in 1901, by the 1930s there were still considerable parts of the military with only employed soldiers and many in the working class viewed the military as an oppressive tool of the ruling class. The Ådalen event seemed to give evidence to this view. For our purposes, the event meant that within the SAP the case for military service was strengthened. Military service was now increasingly believed to be of immediate interest to the working class since it would help them protect themselves against the risk of “internal threats”. If the working class made up the bulk of the Armed Forces it would be an ally to them, and

23Mr. Hansson was heavily influenced by the reformist socialism of the contemporary ideologue Mr. Nils Karleby (Isaksson 1996; 2000).
no longer to the ruling class. From the days of the Ådalen-event, the SAP has held a deeply rooted antagonism against the idea of employed soldiers. If the working class wanted to voice their concerns, criticism and demand their rights, the Armed Forces had to protect Sweden not only from external but also from internal threats. The Ådalen-event has thus been a memory alive in the SAP for many years later. In 1976, Prime Minister Olof Palme argued in a speech, with direct reference to Ådalen, that: “It should be obvious for every democrat that Sweden must have a People’s Defence standing on a universal military service, not a military that could be used against its own people” (1976: 5).

Back to the institutionalisation of military service, it is no understatement that by nesting foreign-, defence- and social policy the SAP created an institutional framework that functioned as a political instrument in favour of the party’s long-term and strategic interests. The three policy areas supported one another and rested on a similar and consistent political foundation, with visible social democratic values. That the SAP successfully developed such a strategy of mutually supportive policies has been noted by others as a characteristic trait of the party (Berman 2011). Indeed, the relative power of the party in Sweden during the 1900s has by others been explained with its proficiency in “institutionalising” social democracy:

[the SAP] inculcated an ethos of the public interest and championed institutions that promoted and solidified that ethos. These norms and institutions played a critical role in creating the public-spirited Swedish citizenry... The SAP did this not only because it believed that such societal values were desirable in themselves, but also because it recognised that such values were necessary to support the welfare state and other policies to which it was committed (Ibid: 241, 251).

Military service was for many decades one of the sharpest tools by the party to entrench that “ethos” which Berman refers to. Esping-Andersen has similarly argued that the “beauty of the social democratic strategy” in Scandinavian countries rests not in taxing, welfare spending or mobilisation of the working class, but in building an institutionalised base that supports the welfare state (1991: 32; 1985).24 The SAP successfully cultivated a “collective identity” for these groups and “tied them to the fate of the labour movement generally” (1985: 32). This is partly also
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24 This is part of what is often referred to as the “power resource theory”. Social welfare is a function of social democratic parties’ skill in mobilising its resources, including institutional design (Esping-Andersen 1985; Korpi 1988).
why opinion polls show that the SAP constituency is highly supportive of military service but have a marginal interest in defence policy generally (SPF 1993: 92, 100). In sum, the SAP’s approach to military service has been one where military service has been viewed as a great tool for national integration, and what Ronald Krebs has called a “school of the nation”, especially shoring up the national construct in social democratic values such as equality, solidarity and doing one’s part for the common good at home and abroad (Krebs 2004). This is nothing unique to the SAP, as Krebs argue: “This view of the military as a key institution for the labelling and transmission of social values has roots stretching back to ancient Greece, but the armed forces first achieved great popularity as a nation builder toward the end of the nineteenth century” (Ibid: 85).

The nexus between social- and defence policy was supported in the top segment of the Armed Forces. In 1947, the Supreme Commander Helge Jung proposed an organisational expansion capable of fostering national union and solidarity between citizens (Jung 1947; see also Sköld 1974). Paraphrasing prime minister Hansson’s speech on the People’s Home, Jung suggests that Sweden’s defence willingness can be damaged if social inequality is allowed to increase: “Just like in social policies, national defence is concerned about security, without which there can be no real freedom. The two are inseparable” (Jung 1947: 14). Further, he points out the connection between a strong defence and a strong welfare system on the argument that “national security is an indispensable condition for social security, but inner freedom and inner security is just as important for building a strong national defence” (Ibid: 18).

The Armed Forces’ possible support of the interdependence between social- and defence policy has been noted elsewhere. In one study, Gunnar Åselius has traced the relative success of two “competing visions of national defence” (2005: 28). One is the People’s Defence and the other is the High-Tech Defence. The People’s Defence has been “the logical way to defend the Swedish People’s Home” whereas the High-Tech Defence emphasises military professionalism and modernisation as conditions for a democratically legitimate military. The two emphasises different versions of modernity: If “modernity is to form the basis for the nation’s identity, what part of that modernity should be reflected in the country’s Armed Forces? ...should it be informed by the democratic and egalitarian ideals that pervade Swedish society, or by notions of technical effectiveness and rational management?” (Ibid: 29). In this dissertation I believe that the SAP have strived to the former, and developed an issue-reputation for this, and that the Moderate Party have developed an issue reputation for the latter, even if it for purely functional reasons have accepted the organisational design that follows
from the former. In any case, and as Åselius also concludes, during the cold war the People’s Defence and its version of modernity has more or less consistently (exception 1958) trumped the High Tech Defence (Ibid: 35-36).

The People’s Defence was not a view that the SAP “forced upon reluctant military professionals”, but one which the military has willingly accepted (Ibid: 29). Whenever economic cuts have been necessary, military service has been spared (and maybe unwisely so). As a rule, cuts have targeted the Air Force and the Navy, more than the Army where the majority of officers and conscripts served. When cuts to the Army have been inevitable, as in the 1970s, the damage was limited to postponing or even cancelling the modernisation of equipment.

1.4 The Problem

One consequence of conceptualising the conscripted army as an institution, and observing that military service over the 1900s developed into an institutional feature of Swedish society, is that it leads to the expectation that it should persist over time. According to a large body of literature, “institutions are sticky; that is, they persist over time and are only changed with great difficulty” (Fukuyama 2011: 17, 450; see also Ikenberry 1998-1999: 45). Once an institution has formed, it tends to reinforce itself, creating “positive feedbacks”, leading to “path dependence” and inertia (2008: 167-169; see also Krasner 1988: 83; Goodin 1996: 23).

There are several reasons for this. One is unpredictability. Given the complexity of social systems it is difficult to predict ahead of time the possible end-states of new solutions. Another is the large set up costs of new practices. Changing an institutional set-up is costly both in terms of bringing “in” the new but also in “doing away” with the old. An institution is usually nested within a network of other institutions and rules, making change costly. If the benefits of change cannot be precisely known organisations tend to avoid change. It will be less costly to proceed on the same path than going on a new (Levi 1997: 28). There are “increasing returns” for staying with the existing path (Pierson 2000: 252). One increasing return has to do with learning. With recurrent use, repetition and experience of a practice this reduces uncertainty and lower the transaction costs for achieving the organisational ends. We form expectations around rules and changing them makes predictability harder. Returns also increase as a consequence of coordination effects. We shape our behaviour in light of the social expectations we have of others. The benefits that the individual receives
from conforming to a practice is higher if others act in the same way. This logic is well documented in the social sciences, as Alexander Wendt has noted: “identities and interests are not only learned in interaction, but sustained by it” (1999: 331). With long standing public policies, a standard of appropriateness develops, which produces a collective and self-reinforcing process (Hall 1993; Blyth 2002). Taken together, institutions tend to be conservative because human behaviour tend to be conservative.

In the literature on military organisations it is especially assumed that military organisations qua military organisations are reluctant in taking on new practices, and have very high thresholds for doing away with already developed practices (e.g. Lang 2013 [1965]; Allison 1999; Kier 1997; Rosen 1991; Posen 1984; 2015; Avant 1993). This literature does not ask why militaries change. It asks why it is that militaries are reluctant to change. As Janine Davidson puts it: “In contrast to Clausewitz, modern theories of military change suggest that militaries will have a difficult time innovating at all. ...The critical point of agreement among scholars is that if left alone, the military would be unlikely to change” (2010: 10). Barry Posen has argued that military organisations are risk-aversive because of the uncertain conditions in which they operate (1984; 2015). There is uncertainty from the international environment, from domestic politics, from changes in defence budget, from society on which it depends for personnel, and from the fact that Armed Forces rarely (and luckily) get to practice what they train for. This means that the possibility for acting “rationally” is bounded. They therefore develop practices to control as many sources of uncertainty as possible. They create a “fictive certainty”, or what James March and Herbert Simon once called “bounded rationality”, based on “institutionalized principles”, “standard operating procedures”, tradition, routines and habits — all to heighten the sense of control and certainty (March & Simon 1958; Allison 1999). The fictive reality is what makes up the military “doctrine” (Posen 1984; 2015). The doctrine helps the Armed Forces direct their efforts, send messages to militaries in other countries, speak to society on what it must provide in terms of people and money, inform what the Armed Forces are doing and enables organisational coordination and cooperation, not the least on the battlefield. This is why Armed Forces favour the known over the unknown and why change and experimentation only are accepted if they minimise disruption.

When military service was suspended in 2009, the centre-right government thus violated the expectation of institutional theory. Yet it should also be noted that with the decision the government at the same time joined Sweden to a European trend where a growing number of states since the 1990s already had swapped from conscripted to profes-
sional armies. This trend had led some to talk of a “transformation of Europe’s armed forces” or the “definite end of the mass army” (King 2011; Dandeker 1994; Haltiner 1998). The transformation was one where the former policy-dyad of territoriality-universality was replaced by a more fluid dyad of expeditionary missions and a “concentration” of military capability that placed a premium on efficiency and quality (King 2011: 32). Even if Sweden was among the last countries in Europe to swap recruitment policy the speed of change from 1990 to 2009 was still fast. As Kjell Engelbrekt has noted:

Seen over a twenty-year period the transition has been radical. ...a civil servant at the ministry for foreign affairs or the Armed Forces who had been in coma the last twenty years would have a very hard time recognising himself. To be sure, the changes have been underway in two decades, but are nonetheless dramatic in their character and [and have altered] the basic premises [of Sweden’s defence policy] (2010: 10).

The question, then, is whether the Swedish outcome can be explained with reference to the rich literature on the European transformation? The explanatory concepts in this literature have been dominated by rational-functional arguments: pointing to deficiencies in the conscripted army and that these were solved by swapping to a professional army. This, in short, was why European states swapped. Three explanatory categories can be identified in the plethora of studies over the European transformation: Evolution-Chock, Nato, and Social Critique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.1: Taxonomy of explanatory concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agent to agent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Levels of analysis:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1.1 both “Nato” and “Evolution-Chock” are categorised as func-
It should however be noted that the mechanism behind “Social Critique” also has functional properties. The problem to be solved is not a military one, as in Nato and Evolution-Chock, but a social one of criticism from society. All categories are similar in that they perceive the change to be driven by an “outside” structure that compels the agent, in this case the Armed Forces, to change. Nato is slightly different in this sense since this explanation points to the leverage that one agent (Nato) has over another (the government or Armed Forces in a country). Though it should be pointed out that changes in the Nato in turn are, possibly, the result of structural changes.

Evolution-Chock. “If, in warfare, a certain means turns out to be highly effective, it will be used again; it will be copied by others and become fashionable; and so, backed by experience, it passes into general use and is included in theory” (Clausewitz 1976 [1832]: 125). In this passage Carl von Clausewitz spells out the “mimetic principle” of war. In a struggle for survival, states adapt to the evolving demands of the international system (Waltz 1979: 76-77; Resende-Santos 2007: 7; Hobson 2003: 26). As they do they abandon outdated practices and adopt new alternatives. If an organisation has failed to evolve it can experience a “punctuated equilibrium” (Krasner 1984). “Equilibria are upset, norms break down, and new institutions are generated” (Orren & Skowronek 1994: 316). With the end of the cold war “new wars” replaced “old wars” (Krause & Williams 1996: 229; Buzan 1991; Crawford 1991; Kaldor 1998; 1999; 2013; Duffield 2001). These were “non-trinitarian” and rendered Armed Forces structured along the “Clausewizian lines” obsolete (Kaldor 2013: 12, 138; Crevel 1991: 49).

Another chock-theory can be found in the literature on the “revolution in military affairs” (RMA) (Snow 1991; Toffler and Toffler 1993; Jablonsly 1994; Cohen 1996; Biddle 1996). The RMA replaced mass armed force with special forces on the ground, supported by aerial bombardment from the sky. Essential to the new doctrine was that new technology enabled better communication between soldiers on the ground and the central command. In Sweden, it has been argued that this revolution prompted the “military elite” to favour a military strategy that, in the long run, rendered a conscripted army obsolete (Agrell 2011: 51, 103-109, 199). Even if the other factors also contributed to the decision, such as the focus on expeditionary missions and budget cuts, the RMA-
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25 In spite of the fact that there is no, or only marginal, literature written with reference to for instance “structure to structure” I keep these boxes to point out where the literature has developed and where it has not.

26 It should be mentioned that this perspective has been contested by others. James Burk and Karl Haltiner has argued that the priority to out-of-area operations by no means prevented using military service (Burk 1992: 56; Haltiner 2006: 370).
debate has a special role in phasing out military service in Sweden. As Agrell puts it:

The big change of the Swedish military did not take place in a closed system. The American RMA-debate played a critical role, both as a source of inspiration in the question of technological possibilities and by presenting a threat against which the People’s Defence with its orientation toward strategic defence and large organisation was portrayed not only as inferior but also as hopelessly old-fashioned (2011: 151).

Eva Haldén has also studied the Swedish defence reform, and offers a slightly different account, but also based on a rational-functional argument. In her doctoral dissertation she sets out to give an account of the “circumstances that affected the possibility of radical transformation” to the Swedish Armed Forces in the post-cold war period (Haldén 2007: 4). She does not treat military service specifically, though like Agrell she points out that the reform was transformative in scope with an ambition of replacing the “People’s Defence” with a “High-tech Defence”. Whereas Agrell seems to point out the personal interests of certain high-ranking officers in the Armed Forces, for Haldén the transformation was a more straightforward matter of civil servants (the high-ranking officers) acting rationally to external changes and on political instructions. Throughout the process the “reformers” in the Headquarters remained committed to what she calls the “instrumentalist perspective” (Ibid: 5, 211).

From an instrumentalist perspective public organisations are viewed as more or less neutral tools or instruments in service of society. The purpose of these organisations or authorities is to the best of their abilities, and within existing laws and rules, execute legitimately decided political decisions (Ibid: 7). Armed with this perspective, Haldén portrays the reform as a rational process that was disrupted by unwelcome interruptions, chiefly cuts in the defence budget and lack of time for the Armed Forces to conduct a careful analysis of how to conduct an orderly change (Ibid: 4, 98-100, Ch. 6). It is however difficult to tell Haldén’s views of how these two factors affected the end-result of the reform since she deliberately avoids any such judgements (Ibid: 28).

Neither Agrell nor Haldén examine recruitment policy specifically, but they agree that an important backdrop to the reform was the lack of modernisation during the cold war. To be sure, the Armed Forces struggled to keep up a sufficient pace of modernisation during the cold
war. What is more, from the 1960s and onward the size of the conscripted cohort was not in balance with the size of the military expenditure, which created a system imbalance in quantity and quality. Together with a growing demographic size of available servicemen, the universality principle led to delayed, postponed or even cancelled modernisations.

When political decisions in favour of modernisation and quality began in the 1990s, the purpose was however not to change the recruitment model or move away from a conscripted army. On the contrary, the arguments from both the SAP, the Moderate Party and the Supreme Commanders (except from 2007 and onward) was that adjustments were necessary to preserve the legitimacy and effective functioning of military service in a new governing context. The argument from evolution and new wars draw on the same mechanism as the chock-based theories. Armed Forces that fail to evolve will sooner or later suffer from an external chock, and with this follows an immediate need for draconic change. In our case, the evolvement in question mainly has to do with the Armed Forces’ expeditionary capability. Armed Forces with little or no experience of doing this and with a conscripted army will be more likely to shift to a professional army when they also adjust their organisational purpose. When the cold war ended, overseas operations were organisationally understood in the Swedish Armed Forces. Since 1956, it had regularly participated in overseas operations and had in this process developed organisational procedures and practices to that end (Ydén 2008). In the period between 1956 and 1995 Sweden deployed an average of 2099 soldiers per year, with an average of 2 casualties per year (Armed Forces 2017). From 1995 to 2014 Sweden deployed an average of 913 soldiers per year, with an average casualty rate of less than one per year (Ibid). The movement toward expeditionary capabilities cannot be said to have “chocked” the Swedish Armed Forces or caused a punctuated equilibrium. To the contrary, a list of defence ministers and supreme commanders stressed the importance of military service as a consequence of the changed environment and the resulting new (political) commitment to expeditionary missions. Soldiers with civil backgrounds — as conscripts had — were believed to be a valuable asset in conflict-resolution. In addition, when Sweden responded to the European trend of a modern Armed Forces capable of expeditionary missions, this happened in the years between 1999 and 2001, though the whole point of this change was to keep military service. Finally, when Sweden suspended military service in 2009 it was many years after most European states. By then it was visible that the swap from a conscripted to a professional army was also marred by severe problems in recruitment and retention of soldiers, giving rise to volumes with titles such as Europe without soldiers? (Trech & Leuprecht 2010). That the pro-
fessional army had severe recruitment and retention difficulties across Europe was information that was fully available and presented to the responsible policy makers in 2008 and 2009 (Tolgfors 2017; Svärd 2017). Thus, whereas there are several possible answers to the development of the Swedish defence reform in general, this does not automatically mean that these answers also apply to the 2009 decision.

Nato. The transformation evolved together with the enlargement of Nato in eastern Europe. Nato uses “standardisation agreements” for all members. The purpose is to ensure that all members can operate together on, for instance, expeditionary missions. Conscripts cannot be used abroad and expeditionary forces are expensive. For this reason many new members have reshaped their organisations in the process of becoming members of the Nato (Donnelly 2000; Edmunds 2003: 157). Sweden was not a member of the Nato and had no plans of joining. Although Sweden became a partner in the Nato-led Partnership for Peace in 1994, together with Finland, this did not compel Sweden to change its policy for recruiting soldiers. Nato explicitly abstains from meddling with the internal affairs of its member- and partner states.²⁷

Social Critique. In military sociology, the swap from conscripting to employing soldiers is believed to be a bottom-up social mechanism. Armed Forces are vulnerable to social pressures because they are “open-ended systems” (Feld 1977). It has been argued that with the end of the cold war European societies wanted to move away from the “draft ideology” where the master values were nationalism, honour, obedience, solidarity and civic duty, to instead champion individualism, contractual obligations, freedom and norm critique (Burk 1992: 47; Dandeker 1994; 2006; Van der Meulen & Manigart 1997; Haltiner 1998; Moskos 2000; Manigart 2003: 331). The causal mechanism suggested is that is that change is rooted in pressures from society and their preferences for a professional over a conscripted army, and that policy makers as well as the Armed Forces have merely responded to this by replacing the conscripted with a professional army.

In Sweden, military service enjoyed a high level of social, political and military support. A poll in 2009, a few months before the decision to suspend military service, showed that 63 percent of the population supported military service (Sifo 2009). Incidentally, the largest support could be found among young men. This poll followed a fairly stable trend that could be observed throughout the 1990s and into the first decade of the 00s. Between 1992 and 1994, the Board for Psychological Defence (SPF) polled the attitude toward the serviceman’s

²⁷It should be mentioned that Nato members such as Norway and Denmark developed expeditionary capabilities by a mix-system of conscripts and professionals.
duty to immediately mobilise if called on by the military. The support ranged between 87 and 91 percent in the general population, and between 88 and 90 percent among 18-24 year olds. In 1995 to 2000, the SPF asked whether conscripts should or should not be financially compensated. One third believed military service is a duty without pay, whereas two thirds believed conscripts should be compensated (SPF 1995-2000). Does this tell anything about the support for military service? Both yes and no. The issue is the fairness of the system, given that some serve while others are exempted. Yet it involved no debate on the desirability of the model. In 2000 to 2009, the SPF polled the level of support for three alternative models: voluntary military service (whether doing the service should be based on voluntary interest), military service (traditionally understood) and employed soldiers (voluntary soldiers on employment contracts). It is only the last alternative that departs from the idea of military service. The support for the traditional military service ranged between 30 and 52 percent, a voluntary military service between 16 and 29 percent, and employed soldiers between 14 and 43 percent (SPF 2000-2009).

In sum: up until the late 1990s the public was highly supportive of military service. In 2000 the support for military service dropped by more than twenty percent compared to 1991, and continued to fall in the following years without regaining its historical popularity. In spite of this military service was still by far the most popular model and there is no public criticism or “bottom-up pressure” to swap to a professional army. Military service did not suffer from social critique, even if the support was weaker in the 2000s compared to the 1960s, 70s and 80s.

Shortcomings

If we permit a contingent generalisation of the European causal path it would look something like this. A state has no hostile border, is a member of the Nato (or will soon be), has a presence of social criticism and the Armed Forces are insufficiently prepared for new wars and lags behind in military technology.\textsuperscript{28} Hence the state decides to abolish military service.

The Swedish experience deviates from this path. On the explanatory concepts the Swedish values point in favour of preserving military service or have only weak values for suspension. Sweden should theoretically behave as an “easiest test case” (George & Bennett 2005: 122).

\textsuperscript{28}States that would fall into this category include: Slovakia, Slovenia, Romania, Bulgaria, Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, Italy, Spain, Portugal, the Netherlands and Belgium.
Its weak or negative values on the explanatory concepts suggests a likelihood for preserving military service. However, the actual outcome in Sweden means that instead of being an easy test case, Sweden is a “deviant case”. It deviates from the expectations we have from existing explanatory concepts (Seawright & Gerring 2008: 302). It is beyond doubt that new conditions raised issues of prudent adjustments of the Swedish Armed Forces. It is less obvious how or in what way the explanatory factors (listed above) compelled a Swedish decision to swap to a professional army. In general, it is not possible to convincingly show that military service was suspended in Sweden for the same reasons that it was suspended in other European countries. Nor is it possible to argue that the main ideas of the Swedish defence reform also prompted the 2009 decision. The main issues of the existing literature are the following: (a) Sweden suffered from no social criticism against military service; (b) Sweden’s response to new wars and the RMA was different from that of many other European states, not only in kind but also in time. Sweden responded to new wars and RMA with a political commitment to preserve by modernising military service, which happened in 2000/01, and later in 2004; (c) When Sweden suspended military service in 2009 it was many years after other European states had already done this and by then the case for suspension had changed in a negative direction, advising not to change to a professional army. The experiences from other countries pointed to serious problems in recruitment and retention of soldiers in a professional army, in such a way that the swap hampered instead of facilitated expeditionary missions. In summary, the literature offers no convincing account that can explain why Sweden suspended military service in 2009.

A general weakness in the literature on the European transformation is that it has predominantly offered functionalist arguments. Explaining change has been a relatively straightforward task of examining the Armed Forces’ functioning, on the presumption that if there is a deficiency in the organisation it will automatically change. From this perspective the analytical task has been to identify possible factors that can rationalise decisions by looking into deficiencies in conscripted armies in relation to new organisational purposes, and then comparing these weaknesses to the strengths of professional armies. With this approach the explanations omit the widely shared assumption that the conscripted army in Europe was an institutional feature of the modern welfare state, was nested into other institutions and policies, and that change in the Armed Forces has historically been

\footnote{For a full criticism of functionalism in institutional change see Paul Pierson (2000).}
a product of changes in both social and functional imperatives and these interact. By focusing only on military variables, the existing literature has shut out the relevance of other contextual factors, such as partisan effects, who is in government (and their political ideology), other relevant trends (for instance in public administration or the emergence of the European Union), organisational culture and institutional theory.

Military service was an institution in Sweden (and in many other European countries) and a convincing theory of institutional change must in some way specify: “what kinds of institutional changes [are] propelled by what kinds of social processes [and how these] are most likely under what kinds of political configurations” (Hacker et al. 2015: 180). Equally, the functional view ignores that conscripted armies are institutions in their own right, with entrenched social rules norms and expectations that are, according to the literature, change resistant. The literature on the European transformation reveals a theoretical assumption where institutional change is explained by tracing why the advocates for change were successful in pressing their demands. It is a view where everything in society can be explained by asking “who wanted it?” (see Popper 1963: 124-124). But for change to occur in highly institutionalised policies it is not enough to explain why advocates for change were successful in pressing their demands, as is popular in the literature. A full account must equally trace the weakening of the elements that earlier had worked to enforce the status quo. As Paul Pierson has argued: “The successful generation of grievances against particular arrangements must be understood as partly a breakdown in the factors reinforcing the status quo. An adequate theory of institutional development must pay sustained attention to the issue of institutional resilience” (2004: 142). To explain change we must therefore not only bring politics back in, we must also take an interest in the mechanisms that account for both the retrenchment of already existing practices and the emergence of new ones. This is the purpose of the following chapter.
Chapter 2

TWO MECHANISMS

In this chapter I will introduce two causal concepts, and their connected mechanisms, that I believe can help us account for the 2009 outcome in Sweden: deinstitutionalisation and issue-reputation. Both concepts are part of analysing the 2009 outcome from an institutional perspective.

Military service was not just a recruitment model in Sweden. To account for the 2009 outcome we must treat military service as an *institution* and study it from an institutional perspective. The argument in this dissertation is that with the end of the cold war, military service is thrown into a process of *deinstitutionalisation*. This was an unintended process that followed from strategic policy changes in Sweden’s then two largest parties, the SAP and the Moderate Party. The concept of *issue reputation*, borrowed from the literature on partisan theory, best explains these strategic changes. In the studied period, both parties selectively championed policies which they had a developed reputation of defending and which suited the new governing context. Both parties similarly abandoned policies which they had a reputation for defending but which did not suit the new governing context. Both parties also adopted the enabling issue reputations of the opposing party. Their decisions on which policies to champion, which to abandon and which to steal was what initiated the deinstitutionalisation process and kept it alive for two decades. This was a process that gradually dismantled the formal and informal institutional framework of military service, reduced its functioning and efficiency, and ultimately led to the 2009 outcome. This dissertation therefore identifies two mechanisms that account for the 2009 outcome: (a) Deinstitutionalisation explains how the institutional framework of military service was dismantled; (b) Issue reputation explains why deinstitutionalisation emerged and was left uninterrupted for two decades.
2.1 Deinstitutionalisation

Between 1990 and 2009, military service is in a process of “deinstitutionalisation”. In deinstitutionalisation “once-stable institutional arrangements are challenged, undermined, and, gradually, replaced with different beliefs, rules, and models” (Scott 2004: 22; see also 2008: 196). It is a reverse process of institutionalisation, pointing as it does to an erosion-process where the institution gradually loses its means for reproducing itself. As Oliver puts it, the institution loses its means for reproducing “previously taken-for-granted organisational actions” (Oliver 1992: 564; see also Scott 2004; 2008; Zucker 1988; Tolbert and Zucker 1996). “Deinstitutionalisation” is fairly uncommon in the literature on institutions, but it is however widely believed that the endurance of institutions depend on whether they are reinforced through interaction, socialisation and legitimation while at the same time working to holding other behavioural prescriptions, or “scripts”, “unimaginable” (Clemens & Cook 1999: 446). Indeed, from the institutional literature one can extract something of a basic condition for institutional survival: for institutions to thrive and survive it is necessary that the institution is “implanted in individuals or organisations, and that they continue to tie up resources” (Ibid: 445). This is how institutions are able to reproduce themselves. Failure in this results in deinstitutionalisation. Further, just as institutionalisation is a process where a policy area acquires value and stability, as Huntington described it, deinstitutionalisation is a process where the value becomes differentiated, where stability is offset and the functioning and efficiency of the institution plummets (1968: 12). The informal institution to a formal set up is a problem solving device that provides coordination and lowers transaction costs. Failure to uphold such a structure invites problems in functioning and efficiency. The end point of deinstitutionalisation, I argue, can be said to exist when the structure in question no longer have the normative elements to generate action in its members or would be members (Tolbert & Zucker 1996: 179).

In this dissertation, deinstitutionalisation is understood as one single mechanism that stretches from 1990 to 2009. It its however a mechanism that changes in its dynamics over time and should therefore be divided into three (sequential) stages or “sub-mechanisms”. It is the sequential ordering of these that, I argue, produce a complete deinstitutionalisation. The sub-mechanisms are: disruption, conversion and displacement. While there may be other ways of breaking down this period in an analytically useful taxonomy, I believe these three sub-mechanisms sufficiently capture the basic elements of the different stages in the reform and how these are connected.

Disruption. When something happens is as important as what hap-
pens. If we wish to understand outcomes we should be interested in timing (Pierson 2004: 54). Interaction effects, conjunctures, overlaps and intersections means the result will be different from when events happen in temporal separation (Ibid: 55). In the early 1990s, several events strike Swedish defence policy at the same time, and combined, these produce a critical juncture where policy axioms in both purpose and design become open for contestation and redefinition. This does not necessarily result in a “punctuated equilibrium” (where equilibria is “upset, norms break down, and new institutions are generated”), but it does mean that previously unchallenged policies are now debated, contested and redefined (Orren & Skowronek 1994: 316). The first sub-mechanism thus works to destabilise a formerly stable policy area.

Conversion. Disruption of previously taken for granted policies sets the door ajar for the next sub-mechanism, conversion. When an institution is converted it means that it “remains” in place but is altered in its internal structure for the purpose of serving new ends (Streeck & Thelen 2005; Thelen 2002, 2004; Hacker et al. 2015). Conversion is widely described as a method for adjusting old, and possibly archaic, institutions to a new environment without having to upend the institution all together (Hacker et al. 2015: 181). This is a solution that might come in handy in policy areas that have high public support but must nevertheless still be changed for purely functional reasons. This is what the SAP-government does to military service in the late 2000s. Generally, conversion is described as an important tool for policy makers that wish, or are forced to, keep an institutional set-up but must also adjust to a changing governing context (it allows policy makers to escape the double edged sword of popular policies).

Displacement. As with disruption to conversion, conversion sets the door ajar for a process of displacement which is the final sub-mechanism of deinstitutionalisation. As can be seen in Sweden from 2001 and onward, displacement is a process when established rules, norms and expectations are pushed aside to alternative institutional forms, which grow from within an already existing institution and produces path-altering dynamics and “differential growth” between “old” and the “new” formal and informal rules (Thelen 2004: 34; Streeck & Thelen 2005: 23). It is a process that takes away the chances for interaction, so-
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1 As the historical sociologist Charles Tilly once put it: “When things happen within a sequence affects how they happen” (Tilly quoted in Pierson 2004: 54).
2 Other possible concepts are what Steinling and Trampusch refers to as “institutional shrinkage,” a scaling back of the main institutional dimensions (2012: 256). This concept omits the importance of differential growth. Military service not only shrinks as an institution, at the same time new practices develop and the organisation takes on a new development.
cialisation and legitimation. As this process gains momentum, old way becomes redundant, unwanted, discredited and even viewed as obstacles. It is especially in this sub-mechanism that the institution is deprived of its means for reproduction, creating decreasing instead of increasing returns. The longer this process is permitted to continue, the more weakened the (original) institution becomes.

2.2 Issue Reputation

In addition to deinstitutionalisation, this dissertation employs three concepts borrowed from partisan theory to explain why military service is thrown into deinstitutionalisation. Before introducing these, I want to stress three things.

First, deinstitutionalisation was not the consequence of or in any way driven by the Armed Forces (Haldén 2007; cf. Dandeker 1994; Agrell 2011). It was a consequence of new policies, invented, designed and pushed by policy makers, and these policies had an unintended effect of deinstitutionalising military service. All along, the purpose of the policies was to preserve military service. Equally, the officers that pushed for change also, in general, did so with an eye to preserving military service. Second, the changes that took place in defence policy in the studied period are in their kind not limited to defence policy. In fact, a more appropriate picture is that the kind of changes that took place in defence policy were fairly typical to the period and could be seen especially in changes to welfare policy. The changes in defence policy are in other words part of a larger political movement during the same period. Third, even though they are derived from partisan theory and the agenda-setting literature, the concepts below should not be understood as a deviation from the institutional perspective. By contrast, they help showcasing how institutions enable and constrain policy makers in a way that is central to explaining the development of an institution since they give us a window for seeing how an institution is affected by the broader governing context and changes in it, and how policy makers deal with this in different ways and in connection to other policy areas. This, I believe, is essential information for understanding institutional development because institutional change does not take place in isolation to developments in other policy areas. As the earlier chapter suggested, this is especially the case for military service which in Sweden was tied up with both foreign- and social policy.

**Issue-reputation.** Parties “own” different issues (Budge & Farlie 1983a; Petrocik 1996; Lefevere et al. 2015). John Petrocik defines issue-ownership as the party’s “reputation for policy... produced by a
history of attention, initiative and innovation toward problems, which leads voters to believe that one of the parties is more sincere and committed to do something” (Petrocik 1996: 826). Issue-ownership does not mean that parties have “opposing preferences”. Ownership is marked by “selective emphasising”, where parties stress different perspectives on a policy, and do what they can to make their perspective the most salient (Budge & Farlie 1983b). Ownership works for good and for bad, and this depends on the governing context (Baumgartner & Jones 1993). It can enable the party in the sense that its association with the issue suits the demands in an already existing or emerging context. In such cases the party is furnished with great policy capability because it (perceives) its ideas, taste and perceptions — its “policy paradigm” — to be “aligned” with the prevailing mode of thought in society (Sheingate 2000: 336). In the same way, issue-ownership can constrain the party if it is, or is perceived to be, outmoded and unsuitable in an existing or emerging context. To take the example of social welfare, issue-ownership is enabling for a party that is pro-welfare if the governing context is one where social welfare is popular, but if not ownership of social welfare can instead be a disadvantage.

Strategic adjustment. Social welfare is a useful example for bringing in the next concept — strategic adjustment by a party as a response to changes in the governing context, manifest by a new ideological direction (Kitschelt 1994; Green-Pedersen et al. 2001; Green-Pedersen & Blomqvist 2004; Nygård 2006). Parties are problem solvers and are sensitive to contextual cues. As the governing context changes so will the policy makers’ conceptions of what constitutes “viable policy options” (Jones 1995). The starting point for this concept is that the prevailing ideas and perceptions in society structure how policymakers define problems and identify solutions (Skogstad 1998). When the governing context changes in ways that are discrediting to the party, it is compelled to adjustments to ensure that the party realigns to the prevailing mode of thought in society. This to ensure that the party stays relevant in the short and long term perspective — hence we are talking about a “strategic” adjustment and not just a minor adjustment on a single policy issue. One well-studied example of this is that in the early 1990s, social democratic parties in Europe, Sweden included, began a process of retrenching the welfare state and moving rightward (Gamble & Wright

---

3The purpose of this dissertation is to explain the causes for policy change, which is why real or perceived alignment with the electorate are just as important. Whether the policy maker is correct in his analysis is of less importance.

4It should be added that the lion’s share of the massive literature on “new social democracy” that have emerged in the post-cold war period take this assumption as the point of departure.
social democratic parties... have not departed... or reverse[ed] policies implemented by previous governments. ...[I]t might even be argued that, within a relatively short period of time, traditional pro-welfare social democrats have introduced more radical, and in some ways more restrictive, measures than their conservative or liberal predecessors (2002: 67).

Social democratic parties adjusted social welfare by cutting benefits and by introducing market-accommodating reforms in a wide spectre of welfare, ranging from primary schools, health care and pensions. In this process they follow what some have called “new public management” (Premfors 1998: 142; Hood 1991; 1995; Denhardt & Denhardt 2000). The purpose of the “new” public management was to correct perceived shortcomings in the “old” public management as a way of improving the efficiency in delivering public services. This could be achieved by introducing market norms and “business-like” managerial techniques, including: discipline in resource use (“do more with less”); explicit standards and measures of performance; greater usage of rewards and incentives; branding and marketing; focusing on goals, objectives and results more than procedures and traditions (Hood 1991: 4-5; 1995). It is widely believed that these changes were strategic and a consequence of changes in the governing context brought about by earlier, centre-right governments. An often cited example of strategic adjustment by the left to the centre is the Labour Party in Great Britain, and its strategy of a “Third Way” between the “left” and the “right.”

As one of its architects, Anthony Giddens, have put it:

The advent of new markets, and the knowledge economy, coupled with the ending of the Cold War, have affected the

---

5The literature on the turn to the right by (Western European) social democratic parties is immense. This is just a few examples of the studies that have been produced over the years.

6Some point to changes in the fiscal possibilities of the state — meaning that welfare became too expensive (Pierson 1996; 2001). Others point to sociological changes in society, both with a liberalisation of values and the role of the market vis-à-vis the state, and a movement from “class based” to “issue-based” voting (Kitschelt 1993; 1994; 1999).

7“Third Way” social democracy was also popular in Scandinavia, France and Germany. With reference to the issue of issue-ownership, social democratic parties, perceived their association to the “old” welfare state (“a highly statist brand of social democracy”) as becoming constraining instead of enabling (Blair 1998).
capability of national governments to manage economic life and provide an ever-expanding range of social benefits. We need to introduce a different framework, one that avoids both the bureaucratic, top-down government favoured by the old left and the aspiration of the right to dismantle government altogether. ...Some neoliberal reforms were 'necessary acts of modernisation' (Giddens 2001: 2, 4 [emphasis added]).

Policy reversal. Strategic adjustment points to larger ideological redirections by a party. These can lead to, and often involve, unexpected changes in single policies, so called “policy-reversals”. Movements to the centre by parties to the left and (later) by parties to the right have only been possible by policy reversals. The frequency of these in the 1990s have led some to ask if the “old” conceptualisations of the “left” and “right” still matter or if “parties still matter” (Pierson 1994; 1996; Huber & Stephens 2001). This dissertation argue they do, but how they do has changed in the sense that party preferences take new expressions, largely as a consequence of issue ownership (Cukierman & Tommasi 1998; Ross 2000; Nygård 2006; Green-Pedersen 2002; Jensen 2011: 127). In changing governing contexts, the probability for substantial policy change is higher for parties that are the most unlikely to reverse their stance on a given policy issue (Nygård 2006: 360). Parties (or individual politicians) whose traditional position was to defend a policy and reject its alternative solution are more likely to revise their standpoint and introduce the alternative solution if the context calls for it, than parties with an ideology that predictably would suggest the alternative solution (Cukierman & Tommasi 1998: 180). Policy change is, in other words, driven by the “wrong” parties. Such “inverse” party effects are sometimes called the “Nixon-goes-to-China” dynamic. The reason why parties act in this way has to do with accountability and whether a party will be subjected to accountability pressures. In short, a party with a historical commitment to an issue can “afford” reversal. To explain why it was the left, and not the right, that pushed the welfare entrenchments in Scandinavia, Fiona Ross hence suggests that:

cuts imposed by the left may be viewed as “trade-offs” for increased spending in other areas, absolute essentials, strategic necessities, or, at minimum, lower than those that would be experienced under parties of the right (2000a: 165).

\[\text{8}\] During his presidency, Nixon branded himself as an anti-Communist, but yet he visited and took part in the international legitimisation of the People’s Republic of China in 1972. It would have amounted to political suicide for a Democratic president to attempt such a trip; exposing the party to the “soft on communism” charge. Given Nixon’s reputation as an anti-Communist he immunised himself against such criticism.
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The possibility for welfare retrenchment by rightist parties are more slim: “Voters do not trust rightist parties to reform the welfare state whereas they assume that leftist parties will engage in genuine reform rather than indiscriminate and harsh retrenchment” (Ross 2000b: 174). The reason for this is that the public believes the reversal by the left to be “objectively motivated”, and not the consequence of right-wing ideology. When strategic adjustment is deemed necessary, parties will in other words not refrain from reversing their stance on issues that they previously and historically have defended. It is also more likely that the party that owns the issue will initiate the reversal, since it is afforded with the greatest possibility for leadership in the change. Thus, and as a number of accounts of the welfare retrenchment reforms in Sweden have shown, the SAP cut back more on social welfare in the 1990s than the Moderate-led government did in the period between 1991 to 1994 (Balslev 2002). As Anders Lindbom among others have noted, this illustrates how structurally (or “institutionally”) limited especially liberal governments are in their policy formation when there is institutionalised support for “social democratic” polices (Lindbom 2010: 146).

Policy-reversal is often coupled with “blame avoidance”. When policy makers impose substantial change, they have strategies for minimising criticism. Typically by defending the change as a necessary course of action for preserving the endurance or legitimacy of an existing system — turning vice into virtue (Levy 1999; Giger & Nelson 2010; Pierson 1996). This makes perfect sense, since the objective in politics usually is the actual outcome of a policy, not how the outcome is produced. Blame avoidance coupled to a focus on outcome, and hence the legitimacy of the policy, is something that Michael Klitgaard believes explains why Scandinavian social democratic parties turned to the centre in the 1990s:

[S]ocial democratic governments decide upon reforms when the party elite perceive policy problems as a threat to the legitimacy of the universal welfare state. Political institutions, i.e. welfare policies, functioning as power resources, need to be legitimate otherwise they may work against basic political interests (2007: 172).

Presented in this way, policy reversals are something rational that parties do and which policy makers expect they will be rewarded for. What is more, policy reversal gives us an idea for understanding how policy makers deal with issue-reputations in connection to institutions and changes in the governing context.

The two concepts and their mechanisms — deinstitutionalisation and issue reputations — explain different things but are equally important for accounting for the 2009 outcome and the process leading up to it.
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It gives us the tools to address the questions that Hacker identified as necessary for explaining institutional change: “what kinds of institutional changes [are] propelled by what kinds of social processes [and] are most likely under what kinds of political configurations” (Hacker et al. 2015: 180). The mechanism of deinstitutionalisation and its three sub-mechanisms of disruption, conversion and displacement are driven by specific party behaviours which this dissertation believes are captured in the three concepts of: issue-ownership, strategic adjustment and policy-reversal.

2.3 Method and Research Design

To explain the 2009 outcome and apply our analytical tools we must trace and analyse the processes leading up to the 2009 decision.

“Process-tracing” is a common methodological approach in qualitatively oriented single case studies, where the focus is on accounting for a single political outcome. It has been defined as an “analysis of evidence on processes, sequences, and conjunctures of events within a case for the purposes of either developing or testing hypotheses about causal mechanisms that might causally explain the case” (Bennett & Checkel 2015: 7; see also Bennett & George 2005; Bennett 2006, 2008). Process tracing is especially useful when the outcome deviates from theoretical expectations since it helps gauge new explanatory models. In such cases, as ours, it invites to identify yet undiscovered causal paths and/or explanatory concepts (Seawright & Gerring 2008: 302). In process tracing there is a strong assumption about linearity (A causes B, B causes C, C causes D, and so on). The task is to identify the step between A and B and so on, what produces these steps — the “causal chain” —, and tracing their effect down to the outcome. It assumes there is no immediate relation between the first cause and the final outcome. Instead, the outcome is perceived as the result of the intermediate steps. If the researcher is successful in identifying these, he reduces the “distance” between cause and effect and helps us see the number of events and decisions that, when combined, gauged the final outcome (Checkel 2006: 363; Bennett & George 2005: 147). Process-tracing in this sense retells the story by reversing the tape.

Process tracing is a methodological approach with a heavy dependence on qualitative material. This dissertation makes use of archival

---

9 Another term is “causal mechanisms” or what Collier calls “causal-process observations” (CPOs) (2011: 12). One way of minimising the lag between cause and effect is by proposing a set of possible social mechanisms to be in play and examining the presence or absence of the mechanism through a fine grained analysis.
documents, elite interviews, diaries, e-mail correspondence, comments and articles in media by policymakers and senior officers, formal reports by the government, parliament, governmental and parliamentarian committees, reports and memos by the military Headquarters as well as earlier research. The official reports and memos from government and the military have been used to trace the chronology of the decision-making process and the major political events and developments. Comments and appearances in the media by key actors have been used to get an idea of the social and political climate as the decision-making process proceeded. Archival research has been limited to the military’s own analyses of key decisions, as well as to the parliamentarian committees that have examined the development of Sweden’s recruitment models.

An important part of the sources in this dissertation is semi-structured elite interviews. The interviews have almost exclusively been with senior decision makers including the defence ministers (with one exception), the supreme commanders, director generals of the National Recruitment Agency, members of parliament and committees. The interviews have been semistructured, recorded and transcribed. In every interview, the respondent has later read and approved the transcript. The point with the interviews has mainly been to cover gaps in the policy process by obtaining information that could not be gathered in any other way. They have played an important part for retelling the story, and have added a sense of social context, but have not been instrumental in accounting for the outcome. If anything, they have added confidence to conclusions that could, theoretically but with less confidence, otherwise also be drawn from the other sources of information.

Two challenges, validity and reliability, should be mentioned when it comes to interviewing. Validity points to the possible problem on whether the interview, with the information coming from the respondent, actually gauges the properties it is supposed to measure. Validity can be offset by asking the wrong questions or if the respondent answers in deceiving ways. This dissertation has tried to overcome this obstacle by gaining as much knowledge as possible about the topic for the interview beforehand (reading research by others, looking into media appearances from the time, and using the information from other interviews). This has enabled a careful and informed use of the interview material. Another and maybe more important approach is that the interviews have focused on “what-” questions rather than “why-” questions. That is, asking what happened, (focusing on behaviours) at a specific juncture, instead of asking why something happened (probing for explanations) (Mosley 2013: 21). The why-questions are ultimately up for the combined analysis to come down to, even though it must
be mentioned that the respondent’s “why” view is a valuable piece of information for getting an idea of his view at things. Moreover, the respondents are asked to remember things that happened between one and two decades ago and may choose either to revise their accounts to their favour or, less sinfully, for remembering things in the wrong way. That is, can we be confident that the information gathered from the interviews are accurate? First off, most of the respondents had few problems of retelling their accounts even in detailed ways. Maybe because most of the respondents were at the top of their careers and the subject was an important one in their portfolio. This speaks in favour of their ability to remember things correctly. Moreover, in using the interview material the dissertation has made use of triangulation with other sources of information to guard against potential reliability problems. Cross-checking and triangulating with other sources of information (e.g. journalistic accounts and earlier research) is widely believed to be an important and useful way of guarding against reliability problems (King et al. 1994).

Triangulating has been especially important in certain parts of the policy process, to make sure that the account given is balanced and correct. Such parts especially include the years between 1998 and 2001 and the years between 2007 and 2009. In these parts I have as far as possible tried to cross check the data with several sources and kinds of information, including interview accounts from different persons, media, official documents and, if possible, secondary literature. To take one example, the conflict between the Headquarters and the Defence Ministry on the organisational purpose of the Armed Forces has been corroborated by interview accounts of the three main involved actors, media, official documents and secondary literature. The work of the 2007 Committee on Military Service was similarly cross checked with different sources of information. When sensitive information has been provided about a certain situation, for instance in an interview, but that information could later not be corroborated in other sources I have opted for rejecting the information. While this sometimes can mean that an important piece of information is excluded, it however ensures that the argument given in this dissertation is as valid as empirically possible given the available data.

That being said about validity, there is also a reliability problem that points in the other direction. Namely whether the researcher used interview material selectively to support the argument. This is especially important to highlight since thus dissertation makes extensive use of quotations from interviews conducted recently, but the period under study occurred several years ago. On a general note I have as far as possible extracted the main points of information given by each interview
subject. This means that I have extracted quotations that capture the general picture provided to me by the person being interviewed. What is more, the arguments presented in this dissertation have only been formed after the interviews have been conducted. That is to say, the theoretical arguments have not been developed before the interviews. I have first gathered the empirics, and then developed my theoretical account. This I believe minimises the risk of using the data selectively, even unintentionally. In addition, when there is a quote the date for that is explicitly stated — which indicates to the reader that it is temporally separated from the other text. The tense also changes in these quotes, from present to past tense. All transcriptions from the interviews have been read and approved by the interview subjects. Finally, in general, the interviews have offered few surprises when it concerns the big picture of the account given in this dissertation. The accounts offered by the respondents have most of the time not departed from the ones that transpire in comments to media and other sources of publicly available information.\textsuperscript{10}

2.4 Objectives, Contributions and Limitations

This dissertation has two objectives. The \textit{first} is to offer a theoretical and empirical account of how and why a deeply institutionalised feature of Swedish politics could be deinstitutionalised in less than two decades. The \textit{second} is to offer a so far missing institutional perspective in the literature on the transformation of the European Armed Forces, including the Swedish, from conscripted to professional armies.

The dissertation engages three kinds of literatures: institutional theory, partisan theory, and the literature on the change of Europe’s Armed Forces from the 1990s and onward. It offers four contributions to what we already know. \textit{First}, it offers a study that focuses exclusively on why military service was suspended in Sweden. Other similar studies have been put forth before, but these focus on the transformation of Sweden’s Armed Forces in general and therefore omit details that are necessary to fully understanding why military service, a substantial element in the Swedish Armed Forces, was abandoned (Agrell 2011; Haldén 2007). Earlier studies have also failed to include the politics of the transformation, including partisan effects. Something this dissertation does. \textit{Second}, it offers a contribution to the literature on institutional change,\textsuperscript{10}This being said, the questions posed in the interviews complement the already existing account in that they have been asked in different ways (in a research context) and with a different purpose (answering the research question).
pointing out the possible hazards involved in change through “conversion”. In the existing literature, conversion (and displacement) is usually used to explain why institutions change, in the meaning that they persist but take on a new format (Thelen 2004; Streeck and Thelen 2005: 19-31; Hacker et al. 2015). Indeed, it is explicitly argued that both change and displacement are concepts that explain “transformation of existing institutions rather than institutional replacement” (Hacker et al. 2015: 181). This dissertation however shows that conversion and displacement can be part of deinstitutionalisation. What is more, in a typical study only one “change concept” is used to explain change. In this study, three concepts (our three sub-mechanisms) are used to explain deinstitutionalisation, because the deinstitutionalisation process includes three specific sub-mechanisms. Any one single concept fails to explain the entire process.\footnote{More recent research have moved in a similar direction. In later publications Hacker, Pierson and Thelen have reached the conclusion that the separate concepts are “related to each other” (Hacker et al. 2015: 181). “In prior writings we have explored drift... and conversion... largely as separate processes. In our collaboration here, we present a unified perspective that shows how drift and conversion, seen alongside each other, enhance our understanding of institutional change...” (Ibid).}

Third, the literature on institutional change has paid attention to internal and external sources of change, often by pointing to major but single events. It has paid less attention to how politics, and especially partisan effects, affect such events over time. This study shows that deinstitutionalisation was a function of partisan effects. By combining partisan theory with the literature on deinstitutionalisation (and disruption, conversion and displacement) we get an idea of the political and institutional mechanisms behind institutional change. Fourth, the study contributes to the literature on the European transformation of the Armed Forces by identifying a deviant case and offers an explanation to it. It also offers a non-functional account to the literature and one that challenges the conventional bottom-up theory on the European transformation.

The dissertation has four limitations. The first relates to the time frame of the study, 1990 to 2009. The starting year is primarily motivated by the fact that the cold war had just ended and with it a new geopolitical landscape in Europe, affecting Swedish defence policies as much as the defence policies across Europe. The end year reflects the year when parliament suspended military service. Arguably, the study could have travelled further back in time — maybe to the early 1980s when the organisational purpose of the Armed Forces was slightly adjusted. Though, I believe that my account of the institutionalisation of military service in the previous chapter gives the reader a sufficient
account of the development of Swedish defence politics during the cold war. What is more, I do not believe that travelling further back in time would affect the argument in this dissertation in any substantial way. Second, the dissertation has a limit in its choice on which actors to include and which to exclude. It includes, mainly, the defence ministers, supreme commanders and the special defence committee (SDC). These are the key actors in formulating and executing defence policy in Sweden. The dissertation could have benefited from including the prime ministers and the parliamentarian defence committee (PDC). It passes on these actors because they would, to my belief, not add anything of substantial value. Including them would not have changed the argument in this dissertation in any significant ways. The defence minister should be understood to act on directives from the prime minister, and the PDC is in Sweden a less important actor in shaping the defence policy and staking out its direction. What the SDC decides generally trumps the PDC, which is often in agreement with the SDC. Finally, the dissertation takes the Social Democratic Party (SAP) and the Moderate Party as the central political actors. The reason is that they were the largest parties of the right and the left, respectively, during the time and that they have held the governments during the studied period, including the defence ministry.

Third, the dissertation does not dig into defence budgets in any greater detail, the way for instance Wilhelm Agrell does in his study (2011). The reason is that this dissertation is primarily interested in tracing the development of the formal and informal rules of military service. Defence budgets take a part but are not understood as the most important element. It is an element where changes in its values affects both organisational purpose and design, but the important perspective in this dissertation is why reductions have been carried out and how the actors have dealt with the consequences, for instance by adjusting the design of the Armed Forces.

Fourth, and finally, this dissertation does not engage in the policies surrounding the Swedish deployment to Afghanistan from 2002 onward. The reason is that this policy-area is too extensive to cover in this dissertation. Suffice to notice that the willingness to create a greater expeditionary capability in the first decade of the 2000s was in large part coupled to the ongoing Swedish deployment to Afghanistan. A detailed study of this commitment in Sweden can be found in Wilhelm Agrell’s book *Ett Krig här och nu* (2013).
Part II

Process: 1990 to 2009
Chapter 3

Disruption

During the cold war Swedish defence policy sorted more or less itself, as a consequence of the fixed geopolitical situation. The stability ends in early 1990s and Sweden’s defence policy is swung into a historically unusual period of disruption where decades of standard operating procedures become open to contestation and redefinition. To understand the situation of the 1990s we must go back several decades. It is no exaggeration that the disruption of the early 1990s was a consequence of a persistent political failure to revise and update Swedish defence policy during the 1960s, 70s and 80s. During this period, policy makers follow the defence decision that was put into place in 1948. It spelled out that:

...a Swedish defence must have the capacity to express the entire people’s defence willingness. Every Swede, who are not already committed to a defence duty must, in one way or another, participate in the struggle for the country’s independence. The Armed Forces must be designed so that an aggressor to the furthest possible degree is prevented from entering Swedish territory and so that no part of the country is surrendered without tough resistance (quoted in Sköld 1989: 9).

The 1948 decision sets out a number of principles for the future development of the Armed Forces. The most important, for our purposes, was that the Armed Forces had to enlist all legible servicemen, the so called “universality policy”.1 This policy meant that the most capable would be enlisted as elite soldiers and the least capable to rudimentary tasks and

---

1Enlisting all legible servicemen was something new. Before, the intake was more selective (Government 1984: 21).
the bulk in between would make up the backbone of the Armed Forces — the infantry. From the 50s and onward the universality policy was engraved with “an independent ideational value” (Hedin 2011: 64). As Sweden’s demography swelled the Armed Forces had to keep up with training more and more servicemen, place them in refresher exercises and expand the organisation so that it could mobilise the servicemen if this would be needed. In reality, this meant employing more officers to train the conscripts, building more regiments and relocating resources from other parts of the organisation to training servicemen. The universality policy could only be achieved with maintained quality in the soldiers if the quantitative growth was matched with an expenditure that could finance the growth and enable necessary modernisations. Until the late 1960s the Armed Forces were ensured an annual economic compensation to pay for the increasing costs of military technology and salaries (of 2,5 per cent). In 1968 the compensation is removed and with this the organisation will in the following decades face a growing disparity between quantity and quality of its soldiers. The quantity of soldiers increases, but their quality decreases. More and more soldiers have to share a limited pool of increasingly out-of-date equipment. To deal with the situation the Army in the 1970s begin to cancel refresher exercises. In the choice between keeping the skills of the servicemen up to date and reducing the intake of conscripts, the government opts for the latter. Thus from training 100,000 ex-conscripts a year in the 1970s, the number falls to 40,000 in the 1980s whereas the intake of new servicemen still increases (Government 1995a: 36, 74). The universality policy also meant that substantial parts of the army had not been modernised since the early 1950s. Nine of the Army’s 29 brigades had not been modernised in this span of time. Only five of the remaining 2

The defence expenditure increased throughout the cold war, with peaks in 1955 and 1961 to 1966. Also in the 1970s the expenditure increased, but less than in the 1960s. In 1989, the defence budget was the largest in the 1900s (Bergstrand 2007: 52). As part of BNP, the defence expenditure was around four percent in the years after the Second World War. It decreased, though slowly, to 2.5 percent in 1989.

3 The Army was especially damaged by the imbalance, since it received the lion’s share of the conscripts. The Army typically conscripted six to seven times more servicemen than the Navy and the Air Force. When the Army conscripted 37 600 servicemen in 1987, the Airforce and Navy conscripted 5300 and 5500 each (Parliament 1992: 83). It could be argued that the disparity between quantity and quality offset the possibilities of the organisation to achieve its objective. Curiously, this sentiment was however uncommon in the Army. Throughout the cold war the sense in the Army was that quantity was more important than quality (Åselius 2005). The Army could compensate for the lack of modern technology with a combination of tactical and strategic innovation and high defence willingness. The Head of Army, General Nils Sköld famously wrote a short suggestion on the development of the Army in which it would become nothing short of a guerilla-like organisation (Sköld 1974).
20 brigades were armoured and mechanised. The remaining 15 were partly modernised but lacked armoured transportation vehicles, which severely reduced their mobility and resilience against a technologically superior adversary.

It was not until 1985 that the “system imbalance” was recognised as a threat to Sweden’s defence capability, why the Supreme Commander demanded political action. In that year, the Supreme Commander Lennart Ljung argued that the Armed Forces had reached its limit and could no longer deal with the problem. The room for “rationalisations and reductions” had been exhausted and these had resulted in a “great weakness in the organisation” (Headquarters 1985: 3). The system imbalance had to find a political, solution. By breaking the silence others soon followed in talking about the politically sensitive issue on how many servicemen Sweden should enlist in its Armed Forces. One was Ljung’s successor, Bengt Gustavsson, who similarly pointed out that the responsible policy makers had to take bold decisions, and that there was no way out of the imbalance than by reducing the size of the Armed Forces and adjusting the universality policy:

It is unavoidable that, with the current defence economy, the number of brigades must decrease. Parts of the organisation are experienced as far too unmodern. The servicemen are experiencing a cultural chock when they are enrolled for their training (Headquarters 1988: 7).

Gustavsson’s warning leads to political adjustments. In the last years of the 1980s the size of Armed Forces is reduced for the first time in a long time. The reduction is however only marginal, scrapping the infantry brigades that had not been modernised since the 1960s and would anyway be too costly to modernise (Headquarters 1988: 7). Ljung is not content. Deeper reductions would be necessary or, which was the alternative, parliament would have to substantially increase the defence budget.

\footnote{Up to this point criticisms of this sort were highly uncommon. For the better part of the cold war statements about the state of the organisation had been sugar coated. Possibly in order to avoid sending signals to the Soviet Union about the poor state of Sweden’s Army capabilities.}
3.1 A System in Imbalance

As the 1980s becomes the 1990s it is becoming obvious to policy makers that there looms a complicated tradeoff between preserving the integrity of the universality policy and having a modern Armed Forces capable of realising its organisational purpose. The SAP, in government at the time, is sceptical to both alternatives. Defence minister Roine Carlsson instead believes that there is a possibility to avoiding the issue by splitting the conscripted cohort in two groups (Carlsson 1990). One group will do a shorter service (five months) and the other the normal service of seven and more months. The Moderate Party as well as the Supreme Commander dismisses the proposal since it would produce soldiers of worth to the Armed Forces (Gustavsson 1990a). If the government insisted, Gustavsson agreed that he could reduce the training to two and a half moths, to make sure that these soldiers had no function at all to the Armed Forces. Since it amounted to virtually no training at all Carlsson rejects because it would come to close to tampering with the universality policy (Government 1990a). The Head of the Army, Åke Sagarén, sides with the government and denounces the proposal as “outrageous and a disgrace for the military” (Sagarén 1990). Military service is a “privilege” for the nation’s young men, he argues, and something that Sweden cannot afford to do away with. Gustavsson charges again, arguing that without change, thousands of conscripts will every year be enrolled and meet insufficient training and equipment (Gustavsson 1990b). His final offer is that the conscripted cohort can be reduced by creating a “reserve” or a “civil defence.” “If the defence budget remains at today’s level of 32 billion... it will not fit both universal conscription and a modernisation of the Armed Forces” (Gustavsson 1990c). This is why “at least a third of the cohort [12 000] should be placed in a reserve and only receive military training if necessary” (Gustavsson 1990d).

Also this is received with great criticism from the defence ministry. In a personal letter to the Supreme Commander, Carlsson writes that: “I want to underscore that the government expects that all proposals that comes from the Headquarters only considers the directions recommended by the government” (Carlsson 1991a). Adding that “the government has not asked of any suggestions of this sort, which is why it will not be discussed by us” (Ibid).

However, the failure to solve the issue is becoming more complicated for the SAP since it is facing an Armed Forces that repeatedly refers to the solutions by the Moderate Party as the only feasible ones, of reducing the cohort and doing away with unnecessary and unmodern deadweight in the Armed Forces. This is important because the SAP fears that the Moderate Party will use the conflict in the upcoming
election campaign that is just being started. In the spring of 1991, the government therefore puts in place a committee that will examine how to deal with the criticised system imbalance (Dir. 1991:40). Specifically, the committee is asked to identify ways in which the organisation can become more “rational” in its design by looking into the universality policy. This is the first formal step toward adjusting the universality policy that had been in place more or less without change since 1948. The purpose is to:

create common points of departure in the recruitment to the military and civil defence, and ensure a rational usage of the personnel resources to thereby create a more efficient Armed Forces. To this end the Committee should thoroughly map and analyse the personnel policies and duty of serving in the total defence (Government 1991a: 29).

The directive to the committee is analytically important because in it it is visible that the government has adopted the policy objectives of the Moderate Party, namely stressing an efficient and rational Armed Forces where the focus is on realising the organisational purpose of the Armed Forces. The focus now is on output, efficiency, rational designs and streamlining. The committee is therefore asked to examine the “best and most effective way” of “enlisting, training and placing servicemen in the war time organisation” (Ibid). Instead of the finding ways of keeping the universality policy, the government wants the committee to work with the ambition that the Armed Forces must itself determine how many servicemen it needs in order to achieve its objective, just as the Moderate Party and the Supreme Commander had asked for. The aim, however, is still that as many servicemen as possible should serve, but that this cannot be the only objective. This is what I have called a “policy reversal” in the sense that the party changes the course of a policy that it “owns” by directing it toward a new path. The reason why the party behaves in this way is as a consequence of the changing conditions of the governing context. The universality policy was no longer an asset to the party. Left unadjusted, it could risk becoming constraining instead of enabling to the party since conscripts enrolled to pointless duties without sufficient equipment would turn against the universality policy and what it stood for more generally, as a collective responsibility. This could damage an important strategic and political tool in the SAP, why the adjustment was deemed acceptable. It is however too early to argue that the policy reversal is part of a larger strategic adjustment in the party, since there are still few signs that this change is part of a wholesale rethinking of its policy doctrine. Instead, that the SAP yields to the criticism by appointing the committee should
be understood as a minor strategic manoeuvre supposed to protect an important tool for the party.

Systemic Shift

In the autumn of 1991, a centre-right government led by the Moderate Party replaces the SAP-government. With the change in government there is an entirely new view on the role of the state in society. This puts the directive and committee put in place in the spring in new light. Was its emphasis on rationality, efficiency and output part of a strategic adjustment to a changing governing context that placed a higher premium on these values? The priorities of the new government suggests it was. The new government promises a “systemic shift” in the design of the Swedish public sector, with a series of reforms that adjust the state-market relations in favour of the market. Since the 1970s, the Moderate Party has criticised the SAP for creating a large and inefficient state (Blomqvist and Rothstein 2000; Ljunggren 1992; Larsson et al. 2010). In government, it now sets out to liberalise the pensions systems, public companies and services (including education, healthcare, and social services) and deregulate the labour market (Blyth 2001). The purpose is far from upending the welfare state, it is more accurately described as about reducing the size of the state and ensuring that the delivery of welfare becomes more efficient and cost effective. These priorities do not stop with welfare. It also brings in rationalisations of the Armed Forces. When the Prime Minister, Carl Bildt, opens parliament in the autumn he stress that the Armed Forces are in immediate need of a “structural reform” for the purpose of doing away with the system imbalance and become more efficient in achieving its purpose of defending national territory (Bildt 1991a). For this reason the defence budget must increase at the same time as the Armed Forces are reduced from 21 to 16 (army) brigades, and that the universality policy is adjusted so that the Armed Forces only enlist as many servicemen as it needs to achieve its organisational purpose. To achieve all this, Bildt argues, it is necessary that parliament accepts a new defence decision in 1992.

What the Moderate Party does in government is not a strategic adjustment, nor is it a policy reversal. Instead, their suggested policies should be understood as capitalising on their issue-reputation of efficiency and a functional Armed Forces in a time when there are widely known efficiency problems in the organisation. Importantly, as it rolls forward the new policies the government simultaneously engages in a blame avoidance. The changes are necessary for preserving the legitimacy of the Armed Forces, and especially the legitimacy of military service. Having a convincing blame avoidance strategy was especially
important given that the new policies interfere with the universality policy which is ‘owned’ by the SAP. As the new defence minister, Anders Björck, takes office one of his first comments to the media was therefore that the new policies were necessary for precisely this purpose. If left unattended, the system imbalance could risk an internal collapse of the Armed Forces and indefinitely damage the public’s acceptance of the military service (Björck 1991a; 1991b; 1991c). The Moderate Party in this way disarm objections from the SAP by redefining the policy issue from being one of being “for” or “against” military service to one of being for or against a sustainable military service policy; One that ensures a long term prospect for its survival in the post-cold war period.\(^5\) Redefining the issue in this way would turn out to be of tremendous importance further down the policy process because it created a new narrative that would last well into the early 2000s. Surprisingly, it would find its most ardent defender in the two SAP governments from 1998 to 2006.

One reason for why the new narrative became successful was that evidence on the ground pointed in favour of the new government’s way at looking at the problem. For several years the Armed Forces had conscripted more servicemen than it could manage. Many of them were not even placed in the peace-time organisation after completing their service.\(^6\) In addition, the number of drop-outs were increasing, partly because of the poor conditions of the basic training.\(^7\) Drop-outs produced unnecessary costs for the Armed Forces and gave military service a bad reputation. Both because they disrupt the training for other conscripts (rearranging the groups) and, maybe more importantly, because they undercut the morale for serving among other conscripts which, if left unattended, could undercut the morale for military service generally. One reason for the negative development was, as already mentioned, the low standard of the training and the equipment. In the existing system, the lowest tier of the servicemen, the so called “F” and “G” conscripts (on a scale from A to G), in 1992 practiced combat without ammunition in their rifles (and had for several years), and this group was, incidentally,

\(^5\)This is a strategy that has been noted elsewhere in partisan theory as a typical outcome when parties want to change a policy issue that is owned by another party. In his study on American agricultural politics, Riker has noted that the party interested in changing a policy will redefine the issue dimensions of the policy for the purpose of dividing the opposition and gather support for its policy change (1986).

\(^6\)In 1988, the share of conscripts who were not placed in the peace-time organisation is 21 percent. In 1990, it had increased to 34 percent and the statistics pointed out that the trend would continue (Parliament 1992).

\(^7\)Between 1987 and 1991 an unprecedented share of 13 to 14 percent drop out from their service (Parliament 1992: 84).
also the one with the highest share of drop-outs (Parliament 1992: 85).\textsuperscript{8} This was just one indication of how the universality policy was doing more damage than good to the legitimacy of military service. Second, a growing share of the servicemen also showed deficiencies in their health conditions (National Service Administration 1998). In a normal cohort the servicemen are predictably distributed along the logic of the bell curve (Figure 3.1). In any given year, the largest group (Group Three) amounts to roughly 68 percent of the cohort. They are the backbone, the “rank-and-file” of the organisation — especially the Army — and are enlisted as privates. The group to the right (Group Two) makes up about 13 percent of the cohort and are enlisted as squad leaders. Furthest to the right (Group One) is the two percent that are enlisted as platoon leaders and will become conscript-officers in the event of war. The two groups furthest to the left (Group Four and Five), are enlisted for simple duties, or will not be conscripted at all.

\textbf{Figure 3.1: Normal distribution of servicemen}
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Between the 1960s and the 1990s the quality of Group Three soldiers are however deteriorating. A growing share of “average boys” no longer live up to the (physical, socio-phycological, and medical) requirements for serving as “rank-and-file” (Körlof 2016; Degerlund 2017). The average weight increases by several kilos, their backs and joints become weaker and they become more allergic and have weaker mental abilities than what historically had been the case (Körlof 2016). At the same

\textsuperscript{8}These conscripts are not essential for the organisation, and are therefore not prioritised in the battle over scarce resources.
time, the most skilled score even higher than before. The result in the early 1990s is thus that the worst and the average score worse than before, whereas the most capable score better (Lövgren 1993). As it was formulated in the early 1990s, the universality policy took no notice of this and would — without adjustment — anyway enlist all servicemen and therefore add burdens to an already overstretched Armed Forces. This was another example of how the universality principle weakened instead strengthened the legitimacy and effective functioning of military service, and why it had to be adjusted with new policies. Importantly, the proposed adjustment to the universality policy was applauded by the bulk of the officers in the Armed Forces. Military service could only be preserved if it was prevented from becoming a burden to the individual and to the Armed Forces: “No one, not in the Headquarters and definitely not in the Army, wanted any other system than military service, and absolutely not employed soldiers, but it was widely believed that it was in need of prudent adjustments” (Degerlund 2017).

**Ending the “Draft Ideology”**

With this in target the defence minister Anders Björck is set on elevating the Moderate Party’s reputation for a well-functioning and efficient Armed Forces. One of the first things he does is to pull off the experiment with the short-term service, initiated by former defence minister Carlsson. With immediate notice, more than 2,500 conscripts enlisted in short training are sent home and 4,000 servicemen planned to serve in the short service in the following year are relieved of their duty. The decision is met by criticism from the SAP, and Björck refers to the Head of Army, Åke Sagrén, who had informed him that the policy has become aburd to the Armed Forces in the sense that the Armed Forces do not have the means to give the conscripts meaningful training, why it would be “immoral for me to let conscripts waste their time in useless training” and why “it was important to take action and abandon the experiment” (Björck 1991d; 1991e; Sagrén 1991a).

In 1991, the Supreme Commander had asked for an additional twenty billion for the period between 1992 and 1997. The money would partly be used to finance a full enlistment of the cohort, as instructed by the SAP-government. Björck only meets him half way, with 9,5 billion.

---

9Between 1987 and 1991 the share of exemptions increases from 19 % to 26 % (Parliament 1992: 81). As Lövgren puts it: “I will not enlist a guy to service if I am not sure that he will pull through. It is better that he is exempted from service, and cheaper for the organisation since it avoids the problem of drop-outs” (Lövgren 1993).

10Major general Paul Degerlund was Inspector of the Army (1998-2000) and expert in the Committee on Military Service that the SAP put in place in 1990.
The reason is that he wants the Armed Forces to conscript only as many servicemen as necessary and this will lead to a reduction in the enlistments. In addition, the Army will shrink from 21 to 16 brigades, creating an immediate reduction of at least 6,000 servicemen. Björck however emphasises that further reductions will not be possible, since this would have the counterproductive effect of doing damage instead of strengthening the legitimacy of military service: “we have decided that a reduction of six thousand conscripts is necessary to free up new resources. But this is as far as we can go if we still want to claim that we have a system based on a universal duty to do military service,” and “[w]e are in a position were we have to pay for many years of neglect and of doing nothing about the military’s structural problems” (Defence Ministry 1991a; Björck 1992a). What is more, even if the actions reduces the number of servicemen who actually serve, the legal duty of serving will remain intact and the sanctions of not serving will become more important to use with the reduction (Ibid).

Four months after assuming office Björck presents a bill to parliament, suggesting changes to the 1941 law on military service (Government 1992: 1). Its suggestion is that the Armed Forces should only enlist as many servicemen as it judges as necessary, and only those with satisfying results in the enlistment tests should be enlisted (Government 1992: 1-5, 7). The Armed Forces in 1992 had an annual need of around 35,000 to 37,000 conscripts. Though, between 1986 and 1991 the number of servicemen varied between 50,000 and 55,000 — meaning a surplus of between 10,000 to 17,000. More importantly, between 1994 and 1999, the surplus would remain at the same level and slightly increase in the 2000s (Parliament 1992: 156). As before, he emphasises that the adjustments are necessary in order to preserve the health and legitimacy of military service. It is a mistake to imbue universal service with “intrinsic value” since it can do more damage than good to the overriding objective of keeping a conscripted army in Sweden (Ibid: 6).

Björck also argues that with the reductions it will become ever more important that the sanctions against those who refuse to serve are put into greater use than before. The sanctions are:

...necessary to preserve the respect for the universal duty, especially for those conscripts who loyally and many times with great sacrifices complete their military service. If we do not have tough sanctions this means that military service will be essentially voluntary. Those who want can do their duty, those who do not want will be granted their freedom. I do not believe this is a realistic alternative, with these principles it means we in the long run will have to use a
system with employed soldiers (Björck 1992b).

With this defence of the government’s new policies, the Moderate Party definitely redefines the universality policy and sets the debate into a new trajectory. Pointing to the need for cuts to preserve the legitimacy of military service, the government stresses outcomes that the SAP historically have defended. But with the new governing context the conditions for producing the outcome had changed and so had the need for new policies materialised, which the centre-right government had taken responsibility for. The new political situation is possibly why the SAP in their motion to the bill raise the stakes by, surprisingly, arguing that the government is not bold enough when it comes to greater quality, efficiency and rationalisation:

In order to create a more effective use of resources and achieve a long-term balance it is necessary that the organisation shrinks from today’s levels. ...We share the government’s view that material renewal and higher quality in the training will be achieved by restructuring the Armed Forces. The government’s proposal is, however, not enough. More comprehensive interventions will become necessary (SAP 1992a).

The motion is a second piece of evidence (in addition to the directive from the spring of 1991) that the foundation of military service is changing. With the motion, the SAP seems to abandon many years of close association to a large Armed Forces carried by the public. With the motion the SAP however pushes further than the government, criticising it for not doing enough in terms of rationalisations and efficiency enhancing methods. What is needed, they argue, is a “slim” organisation that is reduced not from 21 to 16 brigades, but from 21 to 13. The post-cold war order meant that the Armed Forces can be greatly reduced to only a “core” of highly trained, capable and motivated soldiers and that the Armed Forces can swell if necessary — but that for the foreseeable future a large defence of the “old” kind will not be necessary. In other words, what the SAP does in the bill is expressing a desire to do what other European states are doing, namely “cashing in” the so called “peace dividend”.

Considering the [new geopolitical situation] and the economic climate... we do not consider it justifiable to increase the defence budget or introduce an automatic increase of the defence budget. The state of the public finances demands financial restraint in all public sectors (SAP 1992a).

In this way, the SAP accepts the Moderate Party’s redefinition of the policy problem and uses the same principle on efficiency by linking it
to a policy that allows the Armed Forces to adjust its size (and costs) with the new geopolitical development. What is more, it offers a policy that depends on a smart use of taxpayers’ money by suggesting that in “good” times the Armed Forces are reduced and in “bad” times they are increased. Such up- and downsizing could be achieved by putting into place smart policies. That increasing the efficiency of the Armed Forces is suggested by both the government and the SAP is not surprising, considering that the so called NPM-style of governance (with its premium on discipline in resource use, smart solutions and output) influenced also other public domains at the time and was at the heart of the new government’s idea of governance. In other fields of the social sciences, a battery of literature has similarly described the early 1990s as a period of sweeping revision in social- and economic policy in favour NPM-style solutions. These became “well established” during this period (Boréus 1994; Ryner 2002).\footnote{See also Belfrage and Ryner 2009; Forsell and Jansson 2000; Svensson 2001.}

In the debate in 1992, it is manifest in the centre-right government’s faith in output and efficiency and in the SAP it is visible in its willingness to “streamline” the Armed Forces and designing “smart” policies that allow the Armed Forces to adjust its size and keeping costs down.

When the committee presents its result in the end of the year it similarly suggests a move in design toward efficiency, rationality and quality in the military service (Parliament 1992). It however also believed that military service should be kept, but adjusted. “For a country of the size such as Sweden with a small population we need a relatively numerically large Army. This speaks in favour of a defence based on military service, with soldiers that can be mobilised in the event of war. ... It is the committee’s strongest opinion that Sweden should keep the system with military service” (1992: 98). The most important recommendation by the committee is that the decision on enlisting servicemen must be based on the needs of the Armed Forces and the qualities of the individual serviceman. This (parliamentarian) recommendation puts a definite end to the universality policy as conventionally understood (Ibid: 18).\footnote{The needs of the civil and the military defence in peace and war should... be met in a way so that it guarantees that different objectives of the Armed Forces can be achieved in an effective way. The objectives in war and peace should govern the design of the organisation, how many servicemen that are conscripted and the length of their training” (Ibid: 18).} There is, in addition, a visible movement toward efficiency as an important objective. Only those skilled and motived enough to make a contribution to the Armed Forces should be enlisted, suggesting a new norm of “the right man in the right place”:

The right man in the right place must be the goal. A high
effectiveness in the outtake of conscripts contributes to security and stability in the efforts and keeps down the costs of military service (Ibid: 96).

The committee believes it is possible to improve the efficiency of the Armed Forces by taking away the three bottom categories of conscripts, reducing the categories from seven to four. It also takes up on Supreme Commander Gustavsson’s idea of creating a “reserve” where servicemen who are qualified but not enlisted should be placed in reserve units. If the serviceman qualifies for a position that is already full, he is placed in the reserve and should not be redirected to another position, as before.\(^\text{13}\)

For the same reason, it proposes a “radical new idea” where the service must end as soon as the training is completed (Frid 1992). With these changes, only half of the cohort will serve in the future at the same time as the Armed Forces are allowed to improve its quality and make more efficient use of its resources.

### 3.2 New Wars

In the early 1990s there was a parallel debate on the changing nature of the security environment and what this meant for the organisational purpose of the Armed Forces. When the cold war ended, the ideas of what this would mean for Europe could be sorted into three camps. One believed that nothing had changed; another that Europe was on a path toward greater peace and prosperity; a third believed that the world had become more complex and that the Armed Forces had to do more of everything. We can call the first camp “realist” in the sense that it pointed to the continued relevance of “hard” (military) power. As long as there was (in the human condition) a will to dominate others there was also a risk of war between states (Waltz 1979). The absence of military capabilities (in Russia) is less important in this view, since military power can easily be developed. The supposed demilitarisation of Russia or the collapse of the Soviet union was therefore of little strategic significance for European states. The disappearance of the stable bi-polar order was also estimated to increase the risk for war in Europe, and not be a sign of more peaceful times ahead (Mearsheimer 1990). The “liberal” camp believed that the collapse of the Soviet Union had showcased the triumph of liberal democracy. It marked nothing less

\(^{13}\)The reserve is an invention that aids the goal of rationality and efficiency in two ways. It as a way of preserving the universality principle simultaneously with reductions in number of conscripts — being placed in the reserves still signals to the serviceman that you can be called upon — and, second, it enables the goal of having the right man in the right place.
than the “End of History” and the beginning of “warless society” and a “New World Order” (Fukuyama 1989; Moskos 1992; Freedman 1991). It was not pacifistic as much as it pointed to the soft power of liberal democracy and capitalism, which were political and economic systems that history had proven superior to any other system. In this view, soft power would replace hard power and the objective was to spread democracy and in this way spread security, since democracies never fight each other — the so called “democratic peace” theory (Luttwak 1990; Kennedy 1993: 122-34; Doyle 2005). In the third group none of the two ideal types are easily accepted even if it borrows substantially from the liberal group. Instead, the truth can be found somewhere in between. Old “national” wars were becoming less relevant, and would eventually be replaced not by perpetual peace, but by New Wars that are waged within and above state borders. These will be about resource scarcity, religion, ethnicity, and environmental stress and will raise new kinds of risks and uncertainties that states will have to deal with, for instance by expeditionary missions to conflict areas (Dandeker 1993; Van Creveld 1992; Kaldor 1999). If failed states could become democracies, the chances for security would increase, thus echoing the belief in the liberal camp of democratic peace.

In which camps should we place the SAP and the Moderate Party? That is to say, what organisational purpose do the SAP and the Moderate Party want the Armed Forces to have in the post-cold war period? With risk of oversimplification, throughout the 1990s the Moderate Party took a realist perspective whereas the SAP moved from the realist perspective in the first years of the 1990s toward a growing and selective emphasis on New Wars — which becomes more pronounced towards the end of the decade, though seeds of it starting already in 1992. One reason for why the SAP moved the New Wars perspective into policy can be traced to its complicated relation to the EC/EU. As the 1980s becomes the 1990s the SAP finds itself divided on what its policies towards deepening political cooperation in Europe should be. In the 1980s, the party perceived the EC as a neoliberal project with values diametrically opposed to the ones that made up the so called “Swedish model”, including its welfare policies and neutrality policy. In debates about the EC, Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson could as late as 1988 argue that:

Our neutrality policy is of great benefit to our country, and to the whole of Europe. With the division in Europe between East and West, Sweden’s neutrality contributes with security, detente and stability. No country would benefit from a different Swedish position (Carlsson 1988: 225-226).

Similarly, the party’s spokesperson on international affairs, Pierre Schori,
denounced the EC on arguments that:

Our neutrality policy is no commodity to be traded with.

...The SAP has enabled [the neutrality] policy thanks to our long time in government. It is possible to talk about a SAP hegemony in security policy ([my emphasis] Schori 1988: 21).

When the prime minister opens parliament in 1989 he restates that Sweden’s nonalignment policy is more important than joining the EU, and that the end of the cold war had little geopolitical significance when it came to Sweden’s security-, defence-, and foreign policy (Carlsson 1989). In 1989 Schori even argues that the two superpowers (the US and Russia) still keep a large armed presence in Europe, which is why it is unwise for Sweden to adjust its defence and foreign policies, even if the cold war has ended (thus suggesting a realist perspective) (Schori 1989).

Then things change and as a consequence of a number of simultaneous events, pointing to the issue of timing in policy development. When Sweden’s public finances heads into severe difficulties in the late 1980s the SAP leadership begins adjusting its EU policy, believing maybe a Swedish membership could offer a way to alleviate the problem, recognising that Sweden could not solve the problems by going alone and that Sweden’s economy had become deeply nested with the ones in Europe (Lindbom 2001; Gustavsson 1998: ch 8-9). As Jakob Gustavsson has put it, between 1988 and 1990 Carlsson gradually “adopted a new set of beliefs regarding the international political situation, the Swedish relationship to the EC and domestic developments, all of which pointed in the direction of membership in the EC” (Ibid: 141). In addition to this, the unification of Germany and the collapse of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact meant that the dividing elements that had made Swedish neutrality important had disappeared, which at least could be provided as a rational ground for revising Sweden’s foreign policy. It looked as “history had ended” and it was time to work fully towards liberal democracy in Europe. With these developments in Europe the argumentation for not joining were no longer as convincing as it had been only a few years before. Another important factor was that the Moderate Party pushed in favour of a Sweden that was more open, positive and welcoming to the new Europe that was forming and argued strongly in favour of a Sweden politically and economically integrated in the so far still evolving but promising European cooperation between liberal democratic states.

In September 1990, Carlsson informs his party that the changes in Europe have greatly reduced the risks of war, meaning that Sweden no
longer will “have to carry the heavy burden of strict neutrality” (Carlsson 1990: 79). What the SAP, or at least its elite segments, is in the beginning of with this statement is a strategic adjustment of its foreign policy. It stakes out a new ideological development in its foreign policy where neutrality gets a new, and less sharp meaning, denoting more “military nonalignment” than, as before, standing on the sidelines of regional politics as an “impartial” bystander or “observer”. The strategic adjustment is jump-started with a policy reversal — in this case the party’s policy on the EU and the revised meaning of “neutrality”. The party believes it can afford the reversal given that it has high credibility in defending the value of neutrality, pointing out that Sweden have no reason to worry that the change will be a slippery slope into joining a defence alliance such as Nato, since the meaning of neutrality is, according to Carlsson, deeply seated in Swedish culture and in the SAP (Carlsson 2003: 403). The party also refers to the necessity of change with the argument that the world is changing and Swedish policies cannot remain “static” or foreclose the possibility of prudently adjusting its policies in order to secure that the political outcomes remain the same (Andersson 1990). Schori reasons similarly, arguing that it is important that Sweden not cements the policy of neutrality, but that Sweden remains “open and flexible when it comes to building security for us and the world around us” (Schori 1992a; 1992: 398). As is expected, policy reversal is coupled to blame avoidance and in this situation the strategy is pointing out that the importance of neutrality has always been its outcome — building peace and security in the region — but that this policy no longer was the most effective way for achieving this. In a changing world, the best way to achieve peace and security was to engage in cooperation and relax the neutrality policy.

In 1991, Carlsson hence files a request for joining the EU arguing that “a Swedish membership in the EG is in our national interest,” pointing in this case to the nation’s economic interest (Carlsson 1991a). Although the SAP elite was comfortable with the policy change, grassroots in the party were deeply worried. As one example, the argument that Sweden would benefit economically was contested by segments in the party, who saw the risk that membership would dissemble the “Swedish model” (Parliament Protocol 1991a; 1991b; 1991c).
A heated intra-political debate erupts in the party and one example of the feelings among the most aggrieved is Sten Johansson, social democratic intellectual and CEO of the SCB:

We will not only abandon 175 years of freedom from alliances, the foundation of our national survival. Sweden will also more or less cease to exist as an independent nation with its own voice and identity in international society (Johansson 1992a).

Parts of the SAP believed the EU challenged the party’s belief in neutrality, the EU was by many viewed as a “neoliberal project” and it challenged the moral foundation of the “Swedish model”, with its distinct national character (Ryner 2002; Waever 1992; Isaksson 2010: 55; Trägårdh 2002). This reaction is hardly surprising. For decades, the SAP had championed the distinctive national character of its policies resting, as it did, on a strong state and national sovereignty — a form of “welfare nationalism” as some have described it (Trägårdh 2002). Seymour Martin Lipset has famously denoted this kind of socialism as “working class authoritarianism” ([1960] 1981). His concept points to the cross-pressure effect where workers who support Left-wing economic policies typically also favour Right-wing policies on socio-cultural issues, including national community, sovereignty, law and order, migration, tradition, and so on. Joining the EU, what was now what the SAP suggested, risked upending all this since the union arguably represented globalisation, marketisation and supra-national authority. For the centre-right government, this was partly why it believed joining was important. The EU could offer a way of breaking into SAP’s political hegemony by exposing it to entirely different values that would flow into Swedish society (Dahl 2014).

When the centre-right government enters office in 1991 this issue becomes even more difficult for the SAP to manage. When Carl Bildt opened parliament in the autumn of 1991, he not only promised structural reform of the state-market relations and the Armed Forces, he also listed EU-membership as his government’s top priority (Bildt 1991a). Membership would not only help put Sweden’s economy back on its feet, he believed, it would also serve as an outlet for liberalising the welfare system (by exposing it to the more liberal European tradition) and renewing the country’s foreign policy. Bildt therefore begins to act as a norm-entrepreneur for a new foreign policy, less attached to neutrality. Among other things, he debunks prevailing myths about Swedish “neutrality” during the cold war by, for instance, opening an inquiry on Sweden’s alleged cooperation with the United States and Great Britain during the cold war (Neutralitetskommissionen) (see also Dalsjö 2006;
Holmström 2011). He pushes for a national referendum on EU membership. By joining the EU, the meaning of neutrality would have to be dressed down, to mean only military nonalignment:

Out of necessity our foreign policy will have to be adjusted to the new realities in Europe. It is obvious that the term “neutrality” no longer can be used as an adequate description of our foreign- and security policy. We will have a policy with a clear European identity (Bildt 1991b).

In a unified Europe, Sweden must take an active part and build the political union as envisioned in the Maastricht Treaty (Bildt 1991c). If the purpose of neutrality during the cold war was to ensure long lasting peace, then the post-cold war context requires updated policies. The cold war is over, now we have to come to new decisions, he argued (Bildt 1991c; 1991d). The thinner version of neutrality as “nonalignment” is also blurred by Bildt. It is no longer possible, he argues:

to talk about rivalry superpowers in Europe. It is against this background that the term “neutrality” no longer fits with our foreign- and security policy. If the conflict between the East and West no longer defines Europe, toward who are we neutral? The moon? We do not know what the future has in store for us. For this reason we have an obligation to remain open and to preserve our freedom of action. We are committed to participate in building a common European foreign- and security policy and a distinctly European security order (Bildt 1992a).

With these words Bildt sends the message that there is nothing ideologically that prevents him, or should prevent Sweden, from full European integration — including membership in Nato, if such actions proves to serve the national interest. Sweden’s integration in the EU can prompt situations where interests are better served by taking part in alliances. As a step in this direction he suggests that it would be difficult for Sweden to remain neutral if a conflict develops in its geographical proximity, for instance in the Baltic states. He opens up a dialogue and

---

14 In 1993, the commission validated the suspicions that Sweden had been less neutral than statesmen had given light of.

15 It was held one year after his government left office. 52.3% voted in favour of joining the EU.

16 Later, he explicitly argues that it is possible that Sweden should abandon both neutrality and nonalignment if “it turns out that our security policies are more efficiently served by doing this, by for instance joining a defence alliance. The security of the Swedish people can in fact be better served by joining an alliance than by standing outside” (Bildt 1992b).
prepared the work for joining Sweden to the Nato’s *Partnership for Peace Programme* (which it joined in 1994).\(^{17}\) It is not unreasonable that these actions were, as some have argued, part of a greater plan to finally join Sweden to Nato (Dahl 2014).

### Realism Against New Wars 1.0

One consequence of the centre-right government’s revision of Sweden’s foreign policy was that it compelled a political reaction from the SAP, who still had segments in the party that felt that the SAP was abandoning important issue-reputations by moving closer to the EU. Partly as a consequence of the bold changes by the centre-right government and partly as a response to critical segments in their own party, in 1992 top-segments in the SAP start emphasising that with the EU Sweden is better placed to contribute to peace and stability in the world — a long-standing issue-reputation in the SAP. This should be understood as yet another blame avoidance strategy by the SAP. It builds on the arguments initiated earlier, where the outcome of peace and security is the same but to deliver this the policy must change. Now it adds to that argument that with the EU the party can elevate SAP-policies to a new — regional — level. This blame avoidance strategy is what sets of a policy change in the SAP where it gradually, but decisively, moves toward developing an entirely new organisational purpose for the Armed Forces. When this debate unfolds, the Armed Forces and the Moderate Party will favour continuity — the “realist” perspective — whereas the SAP moves towards the New Wars camp. With risk of oversimplification, the centre-right government and the Armed Forces perceived the changes in Europe in the early 1990s as moving from stability and certainty to instability and uncertainty.\(^{18}\) The Head of the Army, Åke Sagrén, believed Sweden had to preserve a large territorial defence: “We should stay at today’s levels. If we reduce it will take at least four to five years to recapture what we have done away with. The

---

\(^{17}\)With this Sweden committed itself to greater transparency and information sharing in the development of their defence and to in the long term develop the organisation to better fit the West-European standard, to facilitate interoperability.

\(^{18}\)Of particular importance to them was that the Russian activity around the Baltic Sea would most likely increase. During the cold war the Russian military had been scattered all across Eastern Europe. With the collapse these are instead concentrating in strategically important areas around the Baltic Sea, moving closer to Sweden. It was a widespread belief in the Swedish military that even if the Russian political elite wanted change, this was hardly true for the Russian intelligence services and military (Gustavsson 2006). These branches perceived the talk about democratisation as signs of weakness, defeat and adjusting to the enemy’s political system. In the Russian intelligence services and military the cold war mentality still persisted.
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defence against an invasion will always be the first priority. Why do we otherwise need a military?” (Sagrén 1990). The Supreme Commander, Bengt Gustavsson, similarly believed it was too early to draw any conclusions about the geopolitical development. In a text from 1990, with the title 'Towards a more uncertain future', he asks whether “the bipolar world we have grown used to, and which have at least since the Cuba Missile Crisis enabled a certain amount of predictability and relative stability, is on the way of being dissolved?”}, answering that little can be known, but that “we are certain that we are headed toward a more uncertain future. It is far from certain that we are moving toward a more secure and stable Europe” (Gustavsson 1990).

The centre-right government was equally careful not to prematurely cash in the peace dividend. According to Bildt, Russia still operated or had recently operated mini-submarines in Swedish waters, carrying both special military forces, ammunition and weapons (Bildt 1990a). A report by Gustavsson pointed to a similar conclusion (Gustavsson 1991a). Similarly, Björck made it clear to which camp he belonged to: “I belong to that group which, from my experiences, do not believe in stability in our part of Europe... The instability will increase [and] we are moving from traditional threats into a period of instability and uncertainty” (Björck 1991a). For the government and the Armed Forces, the post-cold war period was not so much a new “order” as it was an absence of order. There is a hopeful possibility for a new order, yet to have settled.

With the challenges posed to the party on the EU, the SAP had to develop a policy toward the EU that worked internally and with the changing governing context. It “had to consider what role to play in Europe’s evolving security order and how to respond to the new security context” (Lee-Ohlsson 2009: 124). More than just finding a role, the SAP had to find a solution that allowed the SAP to enter the EU without cutting off its distinctive approach to foreign policy. Its solution was to stress a to that point underreported benefit of joining EU, namely the possibility for Sweden to take on the role as norm-entrepreneur and “upload” Swedish foreign policy to EU-level, championing among other things crisis-management, peace-building and peace-keeping capability (Brommesson 2010; Lee-Ohlsson 2009). By coupling the EU to the party’s tradition of international solidarity, the SAP could provide a

\[19\] In a later text where he writes about his views of the collapse of the Soviet Union at the time, he writes that he was convinced that “No government would benefit by a military leadership that disregards the possibility of military threats. Potential conflicts are difficult to forecast and an aggressor will always premiere the element of surprise. The formation of the Armed Forces must therefore be such that it is flexible enough to preserve the peace, be stabilising and deterring a wide spectrum of threats” ([emphasis in original] Gustavsson 2006: 38).
bridge to the most critical segments in the party and persuade them of the benefits of joining. The party thus begins a change in the “selective emphasis” from territorial defence to expeditionary missions and in this process contests and redefines the debate on organisational purpose from “old wars” to a growing relevance and importance of “new wars”. Starting in 1992, both Ingvar Carlsson and Pierre Schori begins to talk about Sweden’s historical ties with Eastern Europe and that, by being a member of the EU, Sweden can mould Europe in SAP-ideals:

EC today and EU tomorrow will be what the member-states, governments and parliaments make of it, nothing else. It will be exposed to the same political struggle between Left and Right, between those who want to protect and improve society (“a citizen’s and labourers Europe”) and those who believe that the market should have all say... The EC will be the next level, the European level, next to the national, for political engagement (Schori 1992a).

The message by Schori is that there is “nothing to fear” because the SAP will place the same demands in the EU as it does at home. Being a member, Sweden will “upload” its polices to a regional level more than “downloading” someone else’s (Schori 1992b). Framed in this way, the goal of the membership is one of building a “Europe and world in peace and freedom, with economic and social progress” (Ibid). In the long run, it is even possible that the EU can serve a platform for uploading SAP preferences onto the global stage, as the party had done for decades with its membership in the UN:

In the same way as with the UN, the EC and later the EU will be what the citizens and their government makes of it. What we want with the EC will tell much what we want for our own society and what we want with Europe generally (Schori 1992b).

In a process that others have denoted “normative Europeanisation”, the SAP began to argue that the interests and values of Sweden and the EU converged, at least as it concerned foreign policy (Brommesson 2010; Brommessson and Ekengren 2007: 131). On helping the global poor, the EU was described as a beefed up means for doing in principle the same as Sweden had done throughout the cold war. The same applied to peace-building and peace-enforcement missions. What Sweden for many years had done on its own would now be the goal of an entire continent of states, at least if Sweden (and the SAP) could set the order of things.
The policy change is helped by the emerging conflict on the Balkans. European nations, Schori argues, have a moral imperative of preventing the conflict but in its current state Europe lacks the political tools, something which the SAP can change by becoming a member (Schori 1992b). With the existential threat gone, it is not only possible to redirect defence budgets to e.g. welfare, it is equally morally demanded that the Armed Forces redraw its organisational purpose to better assist in conflicts abroad. With this move, the SAP could offer continuity and renewal. It is a policy where the SAP can offer a distinctively SAP-marked and morally progressive alternative to the centre-right government which still talked about the threat from Russia — being trapped in “cold war way of thinking”. For even if the Moderate Party prioritised membership in the EU, it did not advocate internationalism. The Armed Forces could participate in peace-keeping missions, if circumstances permit. But in 1992 there are, according to Björck, no such circumstances. The budgetary situation prevented any extra duties, Europe was still unstable and the Armed Forces had to set its own house in order. In Björck’s own words on a possible Swedish engagement in the Balkans:

The purpose of the Swedish Armed Forces is to defend Sweden. Our Armed Forces have no global role to play. Our Armed Forces will accept its responsibility if there is a political need.

---

When the Soviet Union collapsed countries that had been under its control for decades began a process for independence. Movements toward independence was especially pressing in the Balkans, where the Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia was an unstable political creation marked by different and often fractious ethnic groups. In the 1991, Slovenia and Croatia breaks free from Yugoslavia. A short while later, in early 1992, Bosnia-Herzegovina passed a referendum for independence from Yugoslavia. This was supported by the Bosnian Muslims in Bosnia-Herzegovina, but rejected by the Bosnian Serbs, who had boycotted the referendum. Following the declaration of independence (which gained international recognition), the Serbs (led by Radovan Karadžić and supported by the Serbian government of Slobodan Milošević) mobilised their forces against the Bosnian Muslims. The war soon spread across the country and the world could watch a brutal war accompanied by indiscriminate shelling of cities and towns, ethnic cleansing and systematic mass rape. It was only a matter of time before the UN assembled a peace-negotiator and would ask European countries to help put an end to the fighting. In early 1992, the UN created a peacekeeping force, the UN Protection Force (UNPROFOR), with the purpose of providing humanitarian aid to all victims of the war and to remain “passive and impartial,” and finding a “middle way between traditional peacekeeping missions that ‘sustain’ a peaceful environment and large-scale enforcement operations that use active military force to ‘create’ such an environment” (Hillen 1995). In the first year of the war the question of ethnic-cleansing was not a major issue, but soon enough it was hard for peacekeepers to ignore the atrocities that were occurring once they were on the ground. Media could at the same time display shocking images of brutal fighting and cleansing to the world — galvanising Western nations to do something about the conflict (the so called “CNN-effect”).
to participate in an international deployment, as soon as the Ministry for Foreign Affairs is prepared to come up with the money. There is no need nor possibility for the Defence Ministry to finance operations in foreign countries (Björck 1992c).

By inserting an argument on finances, Björck hoped to kill the debate, since the ministry for foreign affairs had no such resources, even if it was historically its responsibility to finance international operations since these were traditionally carried out for foreign policy reasons and not for reasons having to do with national security. Given that the ministry for foreign affairs has made it clear that it has no resources for funding a deployment, the issue was acted out for the government.

The SAP reasons differently. To them, it is of critical importance that Sweden participates in the UN-led campaign on the Balkans, even if such a deployment — breaking with tradition — must be financed by the Armed Forces. As expected, Björck rejects the proposal. “It will cost 2.5 billion annually, and I don’t think it will be very popular once we begin receiving body bags at our airports” (Björck 1993a). Schori is not satisfied and hands in a motion to parliament with the title “A more offensive policy for human rights”, stating that Sweden always has extended its moral demands at home to people beyond Swedish borders — carefully underscoring that what the SAP argues for is part of living up to a Swedish tradition, defended and championed by the SAP:

For us social democrats the struggle for human rights is as old as the party itself. It is a natural part of our international engagement. ...Freedom and equality is a precondition for the possibility for people to develop, both as individuals and together with others — both in Sweden and in other countries. Solidarity means to put oneself in the shoes of others, compassion and care, but also a willingness to level the playing field economically and socially. The solidarity does not stop at our borders, it encompasses all people. With this moral foundation, it is a given for us social democrats that promoting human rights is exceptionally important in our foreign policies (SAP 1993a).

The debate continues and in early 1993 the SAP hands in another motion to parliament suggesting that the Armed Forces develop a standing international brigade of 4,500 thousand soldiers, which the Armed Forces must pay out of their own pocket (SAP 1993b). In yet another motion, the SAP explicitly couples this suggestion to the party’s policies on a more integrated Europe:
The SAP believes that it is a duty for Sweden to stand up and protect the civilians, stop the violence and contribute to a lasting peace in Yugoslavia. It follows from our engagement in international solidarity, our desire for a new European peace-order and our obligations to the UN Charter (SAP 1993c).

At the same time, the UN’s peace-negotiator in Bosnia, David Owen, declares that the UN would welcome a Nordic contribution to the Balkans. Because Sweden chairs the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE), and is an eager soon-to-be member of the EU, the foreign ministry responds that “it would be difficult to turn an offer down” (af Ugglas 1993a). Yet such a participation, Björck stresses again, has to be financed from the foreign ministry: “UN-troops have never been paid for by the defence ministry and will not this time either” and “Sweden has noting to do with this conflict, our soldiers have the sole purpose of defending Swedish territory, not participating in international missions. If we participate we must cancel appropriations and shut down regiments, creating mass unemployment” (Björck 1993b). Schori calls the government’s refusal “scandalous” and a sign that the defence ministry “still lives in the cold war” (Schori 1993). Ingvar Carlsson presents yet another motion to parliament arguing that “nobody can chose to stand outside the [Bosnian] tragedy, not as a human being, not as European, and not as citizen of the world” (SAP 1993b). It takes care to emphasise that the crisis on the Balkans is a European problem, that needs European solutions:

As a European cultural nation, we have not only a duty to intervene, we have a moral and political duty. ...In the SAP we place great weight in international solutions and instruments for dealing with these sorts of conflicts. We need a stronger UN, but we also need stronger regional organisations, ... the end of the cold war has created new possibilities for such [regional] organisations (SAP 1993b).

The SAP is successful in their argumentation — for in May the government decides on deploying a UN-peace-keeping unit of 1,000 soldiers, of which 850 will be deployed in the same summer.\footnote{The defence ministry is never convinced of the appropriateness of the Bosnia mission. This becomes evident in 1993 and 1994 when the defence minister repeatedly complains that expensive defence material is worn out in Bosnia. In the spring of 1994 Björck, as an example, growls with the Minister of Development Aid Alf Svensson, on the wear and tear of Swedish military Airplanes, and who should finance these costs. The defence minister refuses, arguing that: “These are no development aid aircrafts, they are part of our national military defence. We need them at home” (Björck 1994a).} With this de-
cision, the organisational purpose of the Armed Forces is redefined, in the same way that the organisational design of the Armed Forces had been redefined a year earlier. Because even as the Armed Forces are put under a heavy task of streamlining its organisation, it must set scarce resources — its most modern equipment — to raising an expeditionary deployment.

For both the centre-right government and the SAP the deployment to Bosnia is a result of the coming EU membership. For the government it is part of showing goodwill to the EU. For the SAP it is more than this. The arguments for deployment is a manifestation of the moral dimension to their EU-argument. Moreover, the issue of the EU is important because through it the two parties give their respective answers to how it views the development of Sweden in the post-cold war era, at least as it concerns foreign-, security-, and defence policy. It is visible that the SAP, pressured by economic rationale and intra-political conflict falls back a moral argument for joining the union. This argument quickly matures into the party’s answer for Sweden in the post-cold war period. With risk of oversimplification, it is the peace-dividend applied to foreign affairs — with the threat of old wars gone, Sweden had a moral obligation to do other things with the Armed Forces. The Moderate Party had few internal problems on the EU policy, why they do not develop a similar moral dimension to their foreign policy or injects peace-keeping missions as a new purpose of the Armed Forces.

3.3 Back to Universality?

In 1994, the Armed Forces get a new Supreme Commander, Owe Wiktorin. Early on, he makes clear that his priority is modernising the Armed Forces and that he is no fan of expeditionary missions. The conscripted cohort should shrink in size to allow modernisation. To Wiktorin, there is no conflict between military service and an Armed Forces that put a premium on quality: “You should not do away with military service just because you demand quality. To the contrary, military service is the only possible solution for a military with a task such as ours, defending a large territory without help from others” (Wiktorin 2017). The system with military service is still necessary for producing a credible deterrent, ensuring high quality in the recruitment of officers, and gauging defence willingness in society. “Without military service, the entire organisation would collapse, like a house of cards” (Ibid). Above all, given Sweden’s neutrality and large territorial size there is no other alternative to military service. Echoing the arguments of his predecessor, for the Armed Forces the end of the cold war had
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not given reason to reconsider the organisational design of the Armed Forces. In the foreseeable future it will still have to rely on universal enlistment tests, a high intake in conscripts, refresher exercises and a credible war-time placement. Organisationally, the cold war system was a "highly functioning, effective and a stable order, enabling long term planning for a strong and autonomous national defence" (Ibid).

The SAP wins the election in 1994. In the manifesto, the party pursued the ideas first formulated in 1992 of cashing in the peace dividend, by suggesting a ten percent reduction of the defence budget. As in 1992, it justifies this with the collapse of the Soviet Union, but now it also couples the need for efficiency and rationalisations with a need to restore balance in the public finances. According to the new Minister of Finance, Göran Persson, the cuts were supported in broad segments in the party: "In the contacts with my colleagues I met a widespread willingness to cut back on the defence, ten percent was way too little, they said!" (2008: 504). The new defence minister, Thage Peterson, is however sceptical, and persuades Persson to satisfy with a five percent cut. In his first meeting with Wiktorin, Peterson asks him to draw up a proposal on how to shrink the Armed Forces, but also — following the policy change from the early 1990s — how the Armed Forces can level up its expeditionary capability. Wiktorin rejects both inquiries. The conflict concerns not so much the financial reduction (which Wiktorin naturally opposes), as how the Armed Forces should achieve this given the evolving doctrine change from territorial defence to international engagements, which he sees no use of. Wiktorin wants to prioritise modernisation and a smaller military service which focuses on quality, beyond this, he argues "nothing is sacred" (Wiktorin 1994a). Peterson on the other hand is of the reverse opinion. He wants to restore the universality policy and increase the expeditionary capability (1999: 542). Peterson’s position was that nothing was holy except preserving a universal service and that the government will “hold on to the principle of universal military [because it] is a historical and uniting element in our democracy” (Peterson 1994a; 1994b; Peterson 1995a). If a choice is necessary between modernisation and universality, the latter must “trump the needs of the Armed Forces” (Peterson 1995b). As his predecessor Roine Carlsson, Peterson suggests that the universality policy can be preserved by reducing the length of the training. It should be noted that the universality policy here makes a revival, but with the added twist that the Armed Forces must still shrink and rationalise with a smaller budget, shutting down regiments and cancelling modernisation. The only part which should not shrink is the size of the conscripted cohort.

Peterson’s push for expeditionary capability is later in the year
supported by the Special Defence Committee’s (SDC) report in May. Against the view of the Headquarters, it states that Russia is headed toward democracy and no longer poses a security risk to Sweden (SDC 1995a: 65). Other threats, including natural disasters and wars within nations, so called “new wars”, are instead what the Armed Forces should be prepared for, by creating “small mobile units with high military preparedness” (Ibid: 113-114, 124). Wiktorin immediately rejects also this view, arguing that “everyone hopes for a more peaceful future, but military assessments must be based on realities — not on hopes of a better world” (Headquarters 1995: 2). Writing from a realist perspective, he argues that with the balance of power gone in Europe, there is an increased potential for war in the region, and that Russia still has substantial military capabilities (Ibid: 1-2). The purpose of the Armed Forces must therefore remain unchanged. In this pursuit, military service must remain, but move from quantity to quality by allowing the cohort to fall to 23,000 conscripts per year (Ibid: 2; Wiktorin 1995a). As a token of the seriousness of the situation — and the conflict between the defence ministry and the Headquarters — Wiktorin encourages officers in his organisation to “help bring forth arguments for why a strong defence is needed, even in the future” (Wiktorin 1995b).

Realism Against New Wars 2.0

In the middle of June 1995, a number of states meet in London to discuss the escalation of violence by Bosnian Serbs against UN protected regions in Bosnia. The discussion concerns whether the UN mission (UNPROFOR), in which Sweden participates with 800 soldiers, should be permitted to move from peace-keeping to peace-enforcement, and more assertive means for achieving peace. Peterson renounces the idea on the argument that Swedish soldiers are neither sufficiently trained or equipped for offensive actions. The comment spurs a heated chain of reactions. A number of the parties, especially the Liberal and the Moderate Party (but equally members from the SAP) denounces Peterson’s “lack of faith” in the Swedish soldiers. Wiktorin has no doubt that Swedish soldiers are capable for peace-enforcement (“it sounds like the defence minister believes we are deploying velour-soldiers to Bosnia”) but questions whether expeditionary missions are what the Armed Forces should be doing, “for us, the missions were of dubious use, to say the least” (Wiktorin 2017; Wiktorin 1995c). The Head of the Armed Forces’ International Centra, Karlis Neretnieks, adds that even if the mission is humanitarian, the soldiers engage in offensive actions on a daily basis: “It is a balancing act. Our training is a compromise, and to my taste a successful one. But it means that we are neither pure humanitarian
soldiers nor combative ones” (Neretnieks 1995). The commanding officer on site, Colonel Ulf Henricsson insures that the Swedish soldiers are highly qualified for offensive actions: “We have the personnel, training and equipment. All wars are dangerous, but the Swedish soldiers are just as good as the French, the British and the Danish” (Henricsson 1995). The debate in the summer of 1995 reveals two important pieces of information. The first is that the notion of expeditionary missions moves from peace-keeping to peace-enforcement and most politicians are comfortable with this. The second is that the conscripts are widely believed as capable of participating in this change without great adjustments to the organisation, suggesting that the movement to new wars did not produce an “external chock” to the Armed Forces.

In the fall of 1995 the conflict on the Armed Forces’ organisational purpose and design continues between Wiktorin and Peterson. Wiktorin arranges a meeting with the SDC to reiterate that the Armed Forces should not change, but still prioritise deterring hostile intent and preventing intruders from exploiting Sweden’s strategically important territory: “If we can manage to defend our nation we can also manage the spectrum of other threats. We cannot make long-term predictions on the nature of threats” (Wiktorin 1995d). He steps up the argument by suggesting that if the political leadership fails to understand the continued need for a territorial defence, this will push Sweden into joining the Nato: “[i]t surprises me that no attention has been drawn to this implication” (Wiktorin 1995e). This is the first time in many decades that a Supreme Commander expresses such view, though a stream of high ranking officers immediately second his criticism and conclusion, and so does the Moderate Party — demanding “more realpolitik and less ideology” (Moderate Party 1995a; 1995b). As his predecessor Pierre Schori accused Anders Björck, Peterson criticises the Armed Forces for being caught in “a cold war way of thinking”, lacking “basic knowledge about defence” and failing “to see that the world has changed” (Peterson 1995c).

Wiktorin’s strategy failed. When the SDC publishes a second report in the fall it suggests that the Armed Forces increase its expeditionary capability threefold, moving from 400 to nearly 1,400 soldiers that can be deployed (SDC 1995b). It also recommends an increase in the conscripted cohort to 30,000 and 10,000 “civilian” conscripts that will form a new “civilian defence” (Ibid: 19). In addition to this, it capitalises on the principle of efficiency, introduced by the Moderate Party in 1992,

---

22In an interview, one of the squad leaders on site similarly expresses that: “It is not possible for politicians back home to say what we can and cannot do. The Swedish soldiers cannot be reduced to B-soldiers. We have good equipment and good training. When we are provoked we have to respond offensively” (Ibid).
that the Armed Forces should be allowed to shrink in peacetime, and swell in the case of war (Ibid: 12). Wiktorin was not impressed: “You cannot just ‘turn off’ and ‘turn on’ a defence organisation like that. With this approach, there would be long periods with no real demands on the organisation. Psychologically, it would rip the organisation apart, by draining the employees of motivation and energy. Nobody wants to serve in an organisation where ‘passivity’ is the watchword” (Wiktorin 2017). The most serious flaw in the existing defence policy, according to Wiktorin, was that there was a dangerous gap between stated goals and available resources (Wiktorin 1995f). To stress the seriousness of the situation, he suggests that there is nothing that prevents Russia from an unprovoked attack on Sweden within a three year period: “If I am frightening people by telling the truth, then it is worse than I thought” (Wiktorin 1995g). But at this point the battle is already lost for Wiktorin. With the SDC’s two reports, Peterson sets out to write the first of two defence bills that will make up the 1996 Defence Decision. The first promises a “new way of thinking” by reducing the defence budget with ten percent, increasing the expeditionary capability and that these missions will, from now, be part of the purpose of the Armed Forces (Peterson 1995e). He wants the Armed Forces to begin “structural changes” as soon as possible, and that it is “acceptable” if this process “produces a deterioration of the operative functions, effectiveness and abilities of the military to meet large armed attacks on our nation” (Ibid). At the same time as the budget must shrink, the Armed Forces must revert back to the universality principle. This is especially important when other European states are moving toward professional armies:

There is a risk that the Armed Forces become a professional army. The government cannot accept this. Our People’s Defence, with its broad public engagement, is a great asset. It is necessary to consider the social benefits of a universal military service... [it] creates a good society where all citizens do their fair share for the public good (Ibid).

In a last attempt to set the political leadership straight, Wiktorin writes an article in Sweden’s largest newspaper:

We cannot proceed on hopes of a more peaceful future. ...There are still large military capabilities in our geographical proximity. There are still great risks for conflict and the future is still uncertain. I am convinced that the national defence, also in the future, must be organised for the purpose of preventing an armed attack (Wiktorin 1995h).
Peterson, together with foreign minister Lena Hjelm-Wallén, rebut by urging the Armed Forces to let go of cold-war way of thinking. Instead of working for peace by beginning in national defence, “[t]he work for peace and security must begin in with an international perspective and from there move to the national” (Peterson & Hjelm-Wallén 1995). Sweden is well equipped for such a doctrinal change: “[W]ith our rich experiences [of peace-keeping], we have do our part..., both as it concerns the possibility to help the people in former Yugoslavia and, in the more long-term, building a new European defence and security community” (Ibid). Within the SAP leadership there is even an idea that the Ministry of Defence can be jumbled together or be ruled directly by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. To the Minister of Finance, and later Prime Minister, Göran Persson this development would only be natural. For him, the developments in the post cold war order, especially the notion of the widened security notion, leads to the conclusion that: “the defence capabilities have to be determined together with the foreign policies at the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. Defence policy will eventually become a natural part of the foreign ministry. It will become difficult to motivate a Parliamentarian Committee for defence questions in parliament. The SDC can also be removed. The shrinking scope of the defence organisation will also lead to a situation where it is, on a strict budgetary level, treated as any other policy area” (Persson 2008: 240).

According to Wiktorin, the Armed Forces perceived the new purpose on expeditionary missions as “a political invention” (Wiktorin 2017). As civil servants we accepted it, but we did not support it” (Ibid; Wiktorin 1996a). When Wiktorin presents his ideas on how to realise the government’s wishes he is far from satisfied: “I have departed from the tradition of proposing my own thoughts as Supreme Commander of the Swedish Armed Forces. The plan is entirely dictated by the terms set down by the political leadership”, the commanders of the Armed Forces have been “run over” (Wiktorin 1996b; 1996c). The Moderate Party agrees, arguing that “the disarmament of Sweden has started too early. The development in Russia is highly uncertain” (Moderate Party 1996a). In Wiktorin’s plan, the ambitions on defending the national capability will be scaled down to maintaining the capability of preserving territorial integrity, whereas the expeditionary capability will grow to 1,400 soldiers. Though he rejects Peterson’s wishes on a short term service, and proposes a reduction of the cohort from 33,000 to 22,000 (Headquarters 1996). The justification for this is given from the Director of the National Service Administration (NSA), Jan Tänneryd, who believes that with the organisational reduction there will, naturally, also be a reduced need of conscripts (Tänneryd 1996a). Wiktorin also rejects the idea on
a “civil service” on the argument that this is not the task of the Armed Forces: “The foundational idea behind the duty to serve is training to defending the country militarily, this principle should not be violated” (Headquarters 1996: 6).

When the SDC presents its report in August 1996, the case for re-drawing the purpose of the Armed Forces has “only been strengthened” (SDC 1996: 120). In the second bill, Peterson promises a “modern” and “pioneering” Armed Forces, capable of dealing with the “threats of tomorrow, and not those of the past” (Peterson 1996a). Ignoring Wiktorin’s proposal, Peterson wants the Armed Forces to conscript 10,000 civilian conscripts, 29,000 military conscripts, introduce a short-term service, reduce the budget by ten percent, and boost the expeditionary capability by creating one expeditionary battalion that can be deployed within 30 days. Most important of all, from now on the Armed Forces will have to pay for the expeditionary missions, and the Armed Forces should no longer be designed to meet an armed attack on the nation (Government 1996: 55). The Moderate Party responds that expeditionary missions in no way contribute to Swedish security (Moderate Party 1996b). The chairman of the party, Carl Bildt, charges the SAP for lacking knowledge of military affairs and for being irresponsible: “We have in Sweden decided to no longer have the capability of independently defending our country against another country” (Bildt 1996).
Chapter 4

CONVERSION

In early 1997, rumours have it that Peterson will step down to be replaced by the SAP’s representative in the SDC, Britt Bohlin. She is considered a strong candidate by virtue of her belief in a “revolution in military affairs”. Not so much in technology as in “tearing down old thinking” and “unnecessary and tradition-laden structures” (Bohlin 1997). The rumours were partly right. Peterson steps down but is replaced by the Minister for Commerce, Björn von Sydow.

With a new defence minister Wiktorin grabs the opportunity for improved relations with the defence ministry. In the spring, he regularly meets with Sydow to share his thoughts and as a novice Sydow appreciates his visits (Sydow 2013; 2015). Soon enough it however becomes apparent that the two have strong disagreements on the central issues on organisational purpose and design. Unlike Wiktorin, Sydow believes Russia is less a risk than before, that the expeditionary perspective is important and part of the future, and that the universality policy is important. Sydow, in other words, continues the priorities of his predecessor. In addition, like Pierre Schori, he believes that Sweden should be a norm-entrepreneur in developing a European defence structure with joint operations (Sydow 1997a). If European states can pool their defence capabilities they can scale down their independent forces and improve their preparedness for new wars. To Sydow, the end of the cold war meant that conflict between states would be replaced by conflict within states, within Europe and elsewhere, and “the capability to deal with these have taken centre stage. Crises must be dealt with as swiftly as possible” (Ibid). Apart from continuing the trajectory set out by his predecessors, Sydow describes that he was personally convinced on this way ahead at a visit to a Nato-led exercise in Göteborg in the spring of 1997. He describes the visit as an “eye-opener”, with a policy.
consequence that Sweden “must prioritise our expeditionary capabilities. Our task must be to contribute to the peace in Europe, this is the point with it all” (Sydow 1997b). Also on the issue of organisational design he, initially, continues the policy set out by Peterson. In the first few months Sydow avoids the issue on universality policy and mainly refers to the 1996 Defence Decision, which supports the universality policy. This approach soon proves untenable because it is not supported by the opposition or the Armed Forces, and in the summer of 1997 the National Audit Office publishes a report with the conclusion that the Armed Forces every year enlists eleven percent too many servicemen, something which the committee had shown and estimated already in 1992. This kind of information leads Sydow to “look into a possible change” but that for the time being the policy still stands that the service must “encompass as many as possible” (Sydow 1997c). During the party congress later in the year it is decided that yet another parliamentary committee should examine how to proceed. In the directive, he stresses that “it is absolutely necessary that we preserve a universal military service, but that there is still reason to examine how to use the system” (Sydow 1997d). The task of the committee will be to examine how to reduce the defection rates and the proper length of the training, and whether the enlistment tests ought to be adjusted (Government 1997). The committee will present its suggestions in February 2000, and until then the universality policy still stands.

4.1 A New Military Service?

In November, the Headquarters informs the Defence Ministry that the Armed Forces have a deficit of “somewhere” between 10 and 12 billion. The Headquarters blames the government, arguing the deficit is a consequence of combining higher international ambitions with universality, whereas the defence ministry argues it is a deliberate attempt by the Headquarters to ruin the 1996 Defence Decision (Wiktorin 1997a; Defence Ministry 1997). The new situation brings long-lasting consequences to the development of military service, and confronts the SAP with some difficult decisions on what principles it wants to govern its defence policy in the post-cold war period. For even if the the SAP’s strategic usage of military service in the 1900s (initiated by Branting and developed by Hansson) had served the party well, it is an at heart antimilitarist party. Whether it is creating political rights, integrating the working class in society, creating a People’s Home, institutionalising social welfare and building the precondition for foreign policy neutral-
ity, military service has been an essential instrument to further these causes. It has been a method that had served the party well, but also entangled it with vested interests in preserving a highly demanding defence structure. In size and expenditure, in what it expects of citizens and locking the defence organisation to a, at the time, increasingly idiosyncratic design. To a growing rate, the 1990s suggested this would become a problem for the party. Changes in the political landscape and the security environment stood head to head with everything that had worked to institutionalise military service and serve SAP interests over the course of a century. Painstaking choices surfaced and, inevitably, political risks. No one has expressed this dilemma better than the Prime Minister at the time, Göran Persson:

For me, as a politician, matters on national defence belong to a group of things which are difficult for the SAP to manage. We have a pacifist tradition since the very foundation of the Party. It was about the fight against the sword, the capital, the altar and the throne, and this tradition have always been strong. At the same time it is a fact that we are a popular party which, when we’re doing well, will have half of the population as our electorate. And there is a large group of men, almost all men have done military service, and they have their own memories and opinions, and these are opinions you just cannot dismiss any way you want. This is why the Supreme Commander [Owe Wiktorin] has been so successful. Because there is a firm public opinion for a strong national defence. Somebody on TV said that, “if you’ve done your military service, you also want your son to do it.” Well, one can think of this as a bit ridiculous, but unfortunately it is a political reality (Persson [2007] 2018).

Given this view, which I believe captures the essentials of SAP defence policy historically, what Sydow decides in 1997 and the coming four years is of historical importance to SAP defence policy. Prompted by the seriousness of the situation, Sydow decides to abandon the universality policy — at least temporarily. Given the political investments that the party in the last few years had made in redefining the debate on organisational purpose, from territorial to expeditionary defence, what Sydow had to decide was whether it was possible to achieve the new policy within the existing organisation, with universality policy and a reduced budget, or if he would be forced to move further and propose a professional army. The second option was no real option for Sydow since the SAP had a long-standing issue-reputation of defending military service. Because of this he is forced to work from within a structure that
CONVERSION

is heavily biased against the expeditionary objective. The task will be to convert military service in such a way that it caters the new policy on expeditionary missions. The first step in this process is that Sydow responds to the budgetary chock in November 1997 by arguing that it is possible to save money by cancelling the refresher exercises and by reducing the number of enlisted servicemen.

Extraordinary measures must be taken to bring order in the Armed Forces. It is mine and the government’s absolute will to preserve the principally important adjustment strategy, the People’s Defence and internationalising the Armed Forces. It is especially important that the military modernises its expeditionary capabilities (Sydow 1997e).

In a reduced budget, the Armed Forces can still improve its expeditionary capabilities by tweaking the organisational design of military service. Sydow turns vice into virtue by arguing that the financial constraint should be seen as an opportunity for modernising military service in terms of its “meaning, shape and content” (Ibid). In the coming years, he wants to “open a new discussion, bring forth a new system, ...and try new ideas on what we can do with military service” (Ibid). The purpose of this change would be to “inject the service with new energy”, ensure that it has a “future-looking feeling” in the sense that “those who are conscripted feel: what we do is ‘the future’. It is meaningful. It is modern” (Ibid). To achieve this, he continues, “it is very important that we are active in expeditionary missions, so that the conscripts feel that ’Yes, this is a meaningful mission in life. I believe in my profession’” (Ibid). It can be argued that what Sydow wanted to do was to change the meaning, shape and content of military service, and that he now has begun to formulate changes in the first of those three parts — its meaning. Military service would be internationalised.

We should understand this situation as the first sign of conversion. The SAP has an objective of internationalising the Armed Forces, but other European states who have decided the same have opted for swapping from a conscripted to a professional army. This was not a politically possible alternative for the SAP, given the public support for military service and given the SAP’s issue-reputation for defending an encompassing military service and its criticism of professional armies. To escape the problem Sydow believes that military service can be used in a new way to make it compatible with expeditionary missions.

In institutional theory, Jacob Hacker has formulated the basics of why policy makers turn to conversion. His description neatly captures the situation in 1997:
A set of actors is opposed to the ends of an existing policy. In the starkest calculation, they must decide whether to “work within” this extant policy framework to achieve their ends or “work outside” it by eliminating or replacing it. Seen this way, it becomes clear that two questions loom large. First, how easily can these actors achieve their aims through the existing policy framework? And, second, how costly would it be to replace it with a policy more closely tailored to the ends they desire? If the answer to the first question is “very easily”, then the actors may pass up challenging even a policy that would be relatively costless to change. If the answer to the second question is “very costly”, then they may try to work within even a policy framework that is heavily biased against the ends they seek (Hacker 2004: 246).

Whereas it can be argued (especially in hindsight) that military service is heavily biased against expeditionary missions, for Sydow at the time the belief was that military service could be transformed in its internal structure to suit the demands of expeditionary missions. In 1997, it is still unclear how this would be achieved, however. The only certain thing is that for the time being the SAP-government will depart from the universality policy and reduce the conscripted cohort.

That it is a SAP-government that does this can seem surprising since they, given their issue-reputation, would be the least likely to act in this way. But as the Nixon-goes-to-China dynamic suggests, the probability for substantial policy change is higher for parties that are the most unlikely to reverse their stance. When Björck pushed for adjusting the universality policy in 1992, the centre-right government was careful to defend the policy by referencing to the outcome of protecting military service, arguing even that there was a limit to how far the conscripted cohort could shrink. In contrast, now it is a SAP-government that decides to reduce the cohort in a way that would have been difficult for the centre-right government to do. The party’s historical association with military service means that the changes are perceived to be “objectively” motivated and will ensure that military service is preserved by giving it a new meaning, suited to the post-cold war context. Carl Bildt is however not impressed, calling the proposal a result of panic and that the only responsible thing to do is to increase the defence budget (Bildt 1998a). Sydow ignores the criticism: “Our situation is better than in any other time in the modern period” and “by participating in international missions we will demonstrate our solidarity with other nations and actively participate in building peace and reducing conflicts. This will be a new priority” (Sydow 1998a; Sydow 1998b).
To the argument that conscripts are legally bound to national defence, he argues that soldiers that have been deployed on missions gain skills and experiences which will benefit the national defence (Ibid). Wiktorin denounces Sydow’s endorsement of the New Wars perspective and its supposed worth to Swedish security: “There is no association between deploying soldiers to Bosnia and defending the nation. If anything, the reverse is true. The Americans knows this better than any. The combat skills of American soldiers are generally lowered after being on a mission, where the tasks include mainly patrol, guard and escort”, duties that are peripheral in inter-state war (Wiktorin 1998a). For Wiktorin, it is becoming increasingly obvious that the Armed Forces are heading towards a new organisational purpose, and it was a movement that he failed to grasp why it was given so much weight, since it had no support at all in his own organisation: “I do not understand where this reasoning originated — it was definitely not an idea coming from the military”. It was “a political invention”, far away from “a military analysis” (Wiktorin 2017). Soldiers on deployments learn how to deal with “cultural differences, calming situations, preventing escalation and keeping enemies at a distance”. But these are not “skills we need in Sweden, we need combat skills at the level of battalion. At sea, on the ground and in the air. In a normal deployment you don’t get that”, Like the Moderate Party, Wiktorin believes the only way forward is coming forth with a new defence decision which could ensure a stable budget and reset the focus to territorial defence. From this point, a infected conflict develops between Sydow and Wiktorin (Hederstedt 2016). In his diary, Sydow writes that it irritates him that Wiktorin has chosen his “own path”.

In the evening a meeting with Wiktorin. I emphasised that the... demands on new political decisions were not good. I told [ Wiktorin] that the adjustment strategy and the internationalisation model proposed by Hederstedt will be a successful way of breaking into the old structures. It was a good conversation and I think he sees my possibilities if he does not force me and [the SAP] to dismiss the Headquarters’ own thoughts since these are not demanded by us, constitutionally (Sydow 1998c).

In the spring of 1998, Sydow becomes increasingly reliant on his in-house advisor, General Johan Hederstedt (Hederstedt 2016). He had before held the post as the Armed Forces’ International Operations Commander at the Headquarters. With the new organisational purpose, however, he was recruited to the defence ministry. He is one of few, possibly the only, general who shares the SAP’s belief in the soundness of the New Wars development to the Armed Forces, and equally the need
to scale up the Armed Forces’ capability in this regard. “When I entered the decision making process... I had a clear vision of what needed to be done with the Armed Forces. In short, I wanted to internationalise. The problem was that this vision of mine was not shared in the officer corps. My belief was the opposite of Wiktorin’s” (Hederstedt 2016). Hederstedt believed in the importance of preserving military service, but that to achieve this it needed to find a new meaning, shape and content, as Sydow had argued. Hederstedt’s job was to find a way of reconciling the new policy on organisational purpose to the old policy on military service, by updating the latter to modern demands, so that Sweden could avoid a swap to a professional army. Indeed, what Sweden had to do was to avoid the “disturbing homogeneity-movement” in Europe, where internationalisation automatically seem to mean abandoning military service (Sydow 2015). Instead of following this path, Sydow wanted a new “paradigm”, where the public’s engagement for a nationally oriented Armed Forces could be redirected to an internationally oriented Armed Forces. Whereas senior officers, including Wiktorin, believed this was financially, organisationally and operationally impossible — for Sydow and Hederstedt there was no conflict between the two. For them, internationalisation was more “a new ’way of thinking’, an expression of willingness to help people in need” (Hederstedt 2016). Reconciling this with military service posed no problem, according to Hederstedt, since it would only build on an old Swedish tradition: “I have been on many missions and seen the fine work of our conscripted soldiers. It was my firm conviction that we could internationalise also with military service. I told Sydow that this was my absolute belief and conviction, and he agreed” (Ibid). The new direction was thus less a disruption than it was building on a well developed and cherished Swedish tradition. With the threat of national wars gone Sweden could use the Armed Forces for new purposes (Sydow 2015). An important reason for why the two were willing to push the new agenda was that they had “internationally minded allies” at the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, including the foreign minister (Anna Lindh), the state and deputy state secretary (Dan Eliasson and Anders Bjurner) who shared their point of view. At the foreign ministry, the end of the cold war was a “revolution” where “the nature of threats were of a completely different order” where the need to “have international missions in the foreground showed that the shift was not only in focus, but in the paradigm” (Bjurner 2010: 37). Sydow and Hederstedt also had support in the Prime Minister who equally wanted to modernise the meaning of the Armed Forces and saw the opportunity to build something new and “finally break up the old structures from the time of Tage Erlander” (Persson 2007: 240). Together, these key actors “align” against “traditionalists” in the Armed Forces who were
more interested in preserving the status quo (Hederstedt 2016).

One important consequence of this was that Wiktorin now started to push hard at building a smaller and highly qualified conscripted army. Such a movement, he argued, was absolutely necessary since there would not be sufficient resources to both deal with territorial defence and expeditionary missions: “Within the existing budget, we cannot have both a defence against military invasion and do international operations. ... We have to choose” (Wiktorin 1998b). Although this was the actual meaning of the new policies from the government, the defence ministry believed that Wiktorin was looking at it the wrong way. The new policy was not a choice between defending Sweden and doing something else. The new purpose was what was needed in order to defend Sweden from new kind of threats. In his diary, Sydow writes that:

In the evening a long talk with Wiktorin. I appealed to him not to push me, and our entire disposition toward change, into an impossible corner with his strong writings on the need for an entire change of course. [He responded that] he was forced to such writing as a consequence of his organisation (Sydow 2013).

Wiktorin pushes on and suggests that the Home Guard should be reduced by thirty per cent, and that the Armed Forces should cancel refresher exercises and reduce the conscripted cohort with 4,000. “It is with great regret that I am forced to temporary interventions in military service”, and “[t]he low national capability can only be justified with promises of a better situation in the future” (Wiktorin 1998c; 1998d). According to him, the Armed Forces are forced to the measures because of the Defence Ministry’s failure to see that it is asking too much of the Armed Forces on the budget it has. The Swedish Association of Military Officers (SAMO) agrees: “at current there is no balance between the Armed Forces’ resources and the objectives” (SAMO 1998). Anders Björck equally agrees: “I am very worried. You destroy much of what has been built up over the decades. You take a lot for granted, that there will never more be a need for a defence against an invasion. I don’t see how you can be so sure of that” (Björck 1998). The Moderate Party’s representatives in the SDP and PDC, Henric Landerholm and Arne Andersson, similarly question the wisdom of prioritising expeditionary missions, when the Armed Forces is obviously struggling with financial problems:
The question on whether expeditionary missions should be a priority was decided with the 1996 Defence Decision. The Moderate Party opposed this because Sweden — as long as it is non-aligned — should not create expectations on giving help to others when we at the same time cannot receive help. The military should have an expeditionary capability, but as long as we stand outside of the Nato the defence of our own country must be our highest priority. Swedish defence is not helped by missions (Landerholm & Andersson 1998).

Sydow shows no signs of revising his position: “Our Swedish defence is based on the idea that all are in it together. Are reductions of this sort really the only way forward?”(Sydow 1998c). The defence ministry pushes on and at the end of April, Sydow and Hederstedt meet with the defence ministers from the Scandinavian countries and decide on creating a Nordic expeditionary brigade — the “Nordcaps” (Nordic Coordinated Arrangement for Military Peace Support). It will consist of 4,000 soldiers who will be “on standby, ready to be used by the international community” (Sydow 1998d). Hederstedt calls the decision “a breakthrough of an idea that has been discussed for a long time” (Hederstedt 1998a). Sydow asks Wiktorin to develop a plan for “alternative structures” in the Armed Forces with the objective of having “a whole new thinking on the table next year” (Government 1998; Sydow 1998e).

**Bargaining for a Doctrine**

Since he became Supreme Commander in 1994, Wiktorin had been caught in an ongoing conflict with the Defence Ministry. To his mind, the Armed Forces should have modernised with new weapons and equipment, not with new designs and purposes. His plans were mostly revised or rejected. The problem was not so much that the Headquarters disagreed on the new priorities, as it was that it believed the government failed in offering a convincing alternative. The old defence was crumbling, but there was no coherent doctrine replacing it: “The political leadership persistently failed to produce anything resembling a doctrine. What we got were quarterly reports, demands on change and new conditions. The speed of change was too fast for any organisation to handle” (Wiktorin 2017; see also Haldén 2007). As another senior officer, Head of Army Paul Degerlund, put it: “We wanted clarity on the order of things, especially on the relation between the national and international, on design and purpose. But there was nothing. We searched
in vain. There was no steering or list of priorities. Everything was fluid
and uncertain. We had no doctrine” (Degerlund 2017). In the summer
of 1998, the Headquarters decided it “was left with no other alternative
but to formulate their own doctrine” (Ibid; Wiktorin 2017). The Head
of Army, Navy and Air Force took what they believed to be the most
important ideas in the government and authored a plan for the future.
When Wiktorin presented it he argued that: “We have now reached the
end of the road... with the present financial situation it is not possible
to both have an adjustment to war and develop a flexible expeditionary
capability. For purely economic reasons, a choice is necessary” (Wikt-
orin 1998e; Headquarters 1998: 3). The purpose of the plan is to offer
the Defence Ministry a plan that they can stick to, one that the Armed
Forces can afford, and deliver with high quality in the output. It offers
three options:

*Adjustment.* 18,000 conscripts per year and an organisation that
shrinks during peace-time, with mechanisms that allows it to swell in
war-time.

*Internationalism.* 18,000 conscripts per year, of which at least 3,000
must sign a contract to be part of an expeditionary unit. The Armed
Forces should have the capability of deploying 1,500 soldiers on a mis-

*Universality.* 18,000 conscripts on regular training, and 17,000 con-
scripts on short-term training. Puts a premium to national defence, but
a lower priority to modernisation and expeditionary capability.

Importantly, all options have the result of reducing the national
defence capability, which is why Wiktorin argues that the options are
only possible in times of peace. In times of a deteriorated environment,
the government must rethink: “We are, in other words, taking a risk
with these alternatives” (Wiktorin 1998f). The defence minister reacts
with mixed feelings. He is not convinced that the options are “either
or” and rejects the idea that internationalisation must involve trade-
offs. Internationalisation and national defence must walk hand in hand
(Sydow 1998f). He is however pleased with the boldness in restructuring
the Armed Forces for the future, since it has become increasingly clear
that the “tragic experiences from Bosnia iterate the need for capacity
and readiness for quick interventions”, and that Sweden “has a special
role to play” (Sydow 1998g).

The possibility to act on any of the alternatives are however un-
dermined as the finance minister, Erik Åsbrink, announces that the
government no longer will compensate the Armed Forces for technolo-
Sydow and Wiktorin were unaware of this and are chocked. The Moderate Party vacates their seat in the SDC and both the PDC and SDC demands that the government reverses the decision. Sydow hands in his resignation, which is rejected by the prime minister (Persson 2007: 219). The unexpected decision puts further pressure on the economy of the Armed Forces, and in December around 20,000 servicemen supposed to enlist in the following year does not know if they will begin their training or not. Thousands of them contact the NSA, “there is chaos at the NSA right now” an NSA employee comments to the media (NSA 1998). As in the winter of 1997, financial problems compels the Defence Ministry to list its priorities. With a limited menu of choices, Sydow opts for continuing the path he had set out a year earlier:

I am enthusiastic about developing a new Armed Forces, one prepared for the twenty-first century and where Sweden plays an important role in building a defence cooperation with other states. Our traditions, values, interests and assets are resources we must in our work for peace and security. I share [Wiktorin’s] view that the military must consist of a “core” with a capability of dealing with a plethora of challenges (national and international). It must consist of highly prioritised units which will create opportunities for participating in expeditionary missions (Sydow 1999a).

This prompts a second policy reversal by the SAP. By taking further steps toward expeditionary capabilities, Sydow does not rule out the possibility of employing ex-conscripts on short-term contracts: “What we need today is a group of highly prioritised and versatile units, and considerably fewer units than today” (Sydow 1999b). The turn is unexpected and unfortunate, because the Committee on Military Service (put together by Sydow a year earlier), is expected to present its suggestions for preserving a universal military service. Sydow now asks the Chairman of the Committee, Jan Lönnqvist, to sit tight for the moment: “[w]e will place the report in the cupboard for the moment, to let it mature” (Sydow 1999c). The Moderate Party expectedly criticises the direction, but the SAP is supported by the Centre Party: “We are at the start of a transformation unparalleled in the modern era. Even as it concerns the universal military service we need great changes. It is possible that we have to slaughter holy cows. We need to unite pragmatism with principles” (Centre Party 1999).

The so called “technology factor” was put into practice in 1948, then removed in the late 1950s, and then reinstated by the Moderate government in the 1992 Defence Decision.
The political instability surrounding the defence policies caused real damage to the perceived legitimacy of military service. Even though the government lowered the defence expenditure, it does not reduce the number of servicemen to match the smaller defence budget, creating a new system imbalance as in the late 1980s. The General Director of the National Service Administration, Jan Tänneryd, repeatedly reminded that the Armed Forces conscripted more soldiers than it needed. One consequence of this was that a growing share of the servicemen were conscripted to positions with dubious worth to the Armed Forces. As the General Director of the NSA put it:

The national defence was gradually disappearing, but the idea of universality somehow persisted. When the conscript was positioned on posts with dubious worth, and which could not even be justified in common sense language, the service was of course perceived as a waste of time by the conscript (Tänneryd 2017).

Second, the government could rarely conscript as many servicemen as it had ordered the NSA to enlist because of sudden cuts in the defence budget. In the usual order the NSA will immediately begin to enlist servicemen as soon as they get the political directives on how many to enlist. On every occasion that the policy makers changed the size of the cohort in the middle of the year the NSA had to adjust, which in reality meant that it had to inform many thousands of conscripts that they would, after all, not be serving. Often, this decision came just weeks or months before the service would begin. This damaged the credibility and faith in the system among the servicemen.

The decisive moment in a model such as military service is when the serviceman meets the enlistment officer. It is the first meeting with the “institution”. The serviceman do his tests and with these on the table the two of them agree, through mutual accord, on what the serviceman should do and when to start the training. Usually there are three options, and the serviceman is encouraged to choose what he wants the most. Together they decide, shake hands, and the serviceman returns home and plans his future. What happens at a growing rate between 1994 and 1999 is that the enlistment officer will have to get back to the serviceman and tell him that: “You know, what we shook hands on, that deal is no longer on the table” (Tänneryd 2017).

In some cases the enlistment officer could offer the serviceman to serve at a later point, in a different position and at a different regiment. At that
moment the serviceman had of course lost interest, was disappointed and demanded exemption, which was hard to deny him (Ibid). To the employees at the NSA it was beyond doubt that the policy makers’ deficiency in upholding the stated policies had the effect of undermining the institution. The problem was not that the servicemen had lost their loyalty to the institution, the problem was that the political changes were damaging the servicemen’s positive attitude to the institution. As Tänneryd further explains: “Still in the late 1990s all servicemen loyalty showed up at the enlistment office, at the right time and at the right place — willing to do their duty. There was still an intuitive loyalty to the system. It was not until after the poor treatment in the enlistment process that the loyalty shrank and the credibility was damaged” (Ibid).

These issues are partly why Sydow presents a bill to parliament with proposals that depart from the universality policy entirely (Government 1999a). It starts by declaring that Russia no longer should determine the purpose and design of the Armed Forces. Instead, the design and purpose will move to better respond to new wars, including inter-state conflict and terrorism. “Expeditionary missions should be the guiding principe for the new organisation. We must try new alternatives and develop new units and methods for officers and conscripts, so as we prepare them for serving abroad and creating a stable influx of soldiers to new international units” (Ibid). The cohort will be reduced to 15,000 per year and the the servicemen will move from training for territorial defence to instead training for expeditionary missions. This view took the Armed Forces by surprise since the training of the servicemen was not an issue in the debate on organisational purpose. The Swedish troops in the Balkan missions had excelled and where “as good as one could wish... there was no reason whatsoever for adjusting the training of conscripts” (Degerlund 2017). In contrast, for the officers the problem was that Swedish soldiers were overqualified for the missions. Most of the time the missions demanded only a kind of “basic knowledge” which all conscripts trained for already in the first months of their service. The Moderate Party responds to the bill by abandoning all ongoing defence talks with the government, arguing the bill strips the national defence capability to critically low levels (Moderate Party 1999a; 1999b). Sydow rebuts that: “Our military enjoys exceptionally sophisticated equipment and great volumes of troops. An increasing number of people now ask: Is all this really relevant in this day and age?” (Sydow 1999d). A poll conducted by the SAMO reveals that 98 percent of their members are against the proposed reduction of the conscripts (SAMO 1999). To this Sydow promises that the reduction is only temporary and that in the future the “red line goes at around 18,000 servicemen, not less” (Sydow 1999e).
4.2 Converting Military Service

Wiktorin thus presents a new plan on how to adjust the Armed Forces (Headquarters 1999). As before, he stresses that “it entails an excessive risk in the long term perspective. I do not believe that the world in the future will be safe or without dangers” (Wiktorin 1999a; 1999b). This is why, he continues, “as a professional I reserve the right to warn the political decision-makers” that with the new direction Sweden in “a real sense abandons its national defence capability” (Ibid). Sweden will “at most” be capable of defending “Stockholm for a very short period of time” (Wiktorin 1999b). His suggestion is that the size of the cohort be reduced to 15,000 and that the expeditionary capability will grow to 1,500 soldiers capable of being deployed at the same time. To achieve this, the Armed Forces must every year employ 3,000 soldiers, which will be recruited from the conscripts. That is to say, one of every fifth enlisted conscript must be contracted. To avoid a situation where military service becomes a mere recruitment pool for expeditionary missions, he suggests that the Armed Forces sign three-year contracts with 3,000 soldiers and that they will make up the expeditionary units. According to Wiktorin, this was necessary to achieve the policy makers’ stated objective on expeditionary missions.\(^2\)

Wiktorin’s proposal does not pass unnoticed. In the summer of 1999 the former alliance between the officer corps and Mr. Wiktorin is broken. A number of high-ranking officers from the Army criticises him for abandoning his principles and paying lip-service to the defence ministry. Mr. Wiktorin reacts with in an article in Sweden’s largest daily newspaper:

> Many have suggested that [I] pay little heed to the public’s engagement in the military, the universal conscription or the possibility to recreate military capability. Let me be clear. [I have pointed out that it is] impossible to simultaneously include universal conscription, full readjustment capacity and an expeditionary capacity at the level asked by the government. We can do any of these three, but we had to choose. ...[In mid-May I] presented a new proposal, based on the directives from the government and parliament. In that situation there was strictly no other possibility than following the political directives (Wiktorin 1999c).

\(^2\)Our suggestion was a direct result of the demand for expeditionary missions. It was nothing we wanted, desired or asked for, simply because they had no value whatsoever for the national defence. Bringing in this idea was only to solve the problem of expeditionary deployments missions” (Wiktorin 2017).
When Sydow presents the government’s bill for the 2000 Defence Decision it includes nothing of the proposal on employing soldiers. Instead, it iterates that the Armed Forces will not begin employing its soldiers, the way other European states do:

The Swedish military must be built and organised so that it becomes a concern for the entire people. It is of great importance that the citizens feel responsibility and to the best of their abilities participate in the defence of Sweden. This is best achieved in a system with military service. A system with employed soldiers cannot create the defence willingness and strength that a defence of the entire nation demands (Government 1999b: 109).

Instead, the Armed Forces will achieve the expeditionary objective by building on the ideas formulated in the end of 1997, transforming the meaning, shape and content of the military service. If this is successfully achieved, it is also possible that the Armed Forces can recruit one in five conscripts to serve in the deployments. “Sweden needs an Armed Forces that is smaller, with greater quality and versatility so that it can build an expeditionary capability. Instead of an invasion defence we need an expeditionary defence” (Government 1999b: 109). To this end, begging in 2000, the Armed Forces will be redrawn in both “scope and structure”. Sydow regrets that this transformation had not come about earlier: “We should have done this earlier. It has been ten years since the fall of the Berlin Wall” (Sydow 1999f). As expected, the Moderate Party is critical of the bill, describing it as far too optimistic in a situation where the military constraints on Russia are relaxed, the Nato is expanding and with a growing sense of revanchism in Russia (Moderate Party 1999c). “It is important that the organisation modernises and improves its technical quality and mobility, it is however also important that the political decisions ensure that the military can, in the event of war, defend the entire nation — this can only be achieved with a nationally oriented military service” (Ibid). With the 2000 Defence Decision, Sweden entered a new era in defence politics. This is also manifest in that the government promotes Johan Hederstedt to Supreme Commander. Sydow begins the new year by declaring that “now it is time, after fifty years, to break the process that have prepared Sweden for an invasion along our coasts or through Finland” (Sydow 2000a). The Armed Forces must devote all of its resources to developing a “more contemporary organisation, with the right equipment, personnel and size” (Ibid). Volume will “no longer be a determinant for the development of the military” (Ibid). Instead, key factors will be quality, mobility and strength. The 2000 Defence Decision laid down the basic ideas, what now remains is breathing these
CHAPTER 4. CONVERSION

into life in the organisation by “reforming it from the ground” (Ibid).

For Hederstedt, combining military service with expeditionary missions is one of his most important priorities: “I have seen what our conscripts are capable of. They stand in a class of their own. They are immensely competent, even as international soldiers” (Hederstedt 2016). At the defence ministry, he publishes a text on how to reconcile military service with expeditionary deployments, *Internationalise the military!* (Hederstedt 1999). It became the “informal handbook” for how to reform the Armed Forces, which was “nothing short of an experiment” (Hederstedt 2016). But the peace and stability in Europe, and the democratisation of Russia, presented an ideal opportunity for experimentation which could, if it worked, bring about “actual change” in the world:

All of us, at least at the defence ministry, and later when I moved to the Headquarters, were in agreement that we were in a “strategic time out”. Given this we had a unique opportunity to experiment. We had a chance to redraw the structure of the organisation and, with our conscripts, bring about enduring peace in Europe, and the world generally. For me it was only natural to grab this rare opportunity: internationalise our organisation and make better use of our unique competences, especially our conscripts (Hederstedt 2016).

To bring about the change, the notion of the “People’s Defence” had be redefined not only in organisational design, but equally the “mind-set” of the officers and enlisted servicemen. The expeditionary perspective had to be advanced, with new principles, norms and values. To Hederstedt, the time in basic training was an ideal opportunity to instil these normative changes, encouraging the servicemen and officers to take part in the transformation (Hederstedt 1999: 4). In line with Sydow’s belief, he believed the expeditionary dimension had to permeate the basic training to ensure that as many as possible would understand the change and then volunteer to serve in a deployment. One way of doing this is by reducing the conscripted cohort so that the Armed Forces only conscript servicemen that are motivated and interested in serving abroad, and then adjusting the basic training to build on this interest and motivation (Ibid: 11). With such an adjustment, the share of conscripts choosing to serve abroad could be tripled from seven to twenty percent, and successfully reconcile military service with the new organisational purpose (Ibid: 5). Indeed, according to Hederstedt pushing structural change was his condition for taking the job as Supreme Commander.
The size of the cohort would be reduced, the content of the basic training changed and the Armed Forces internationalised:

My request before taking the job was that we would internationalise and sharpen the competences of the military. We needed to toss everything that would not be needed. This also included military service. Conscription could be kept, but in a reduced scale. I did not need that many conscripts (Hederstedt 2016).

To both Sydow and Hederstedt, it is however important that the changes are piecemeal and develop from within the already existing organisation: “we had to strike balance in order not to be perceived to go too far, politically” (Hederstedt 2016). Another point of caution was that the changes had to be able to be justified also in relation to the national defence. The Moderate Party and a considerable share of the officer corps were critical of the movement toward expeditionary capabilities. Though, both believed this criticism could be met by lifting an argument that the expeditionary missions in fact contribute to the national defence by “brining home lessons learned”. One of the “first things” Sydow realises when taking office is the need to improve the “real world skills” of the soldiers, and deployments abroad would be a way of doing this, “they need to be deployed to trying situations” (Sydow 2010a). Similarly, to Hederstedt the missions offered a unique opportunity for the Armed Forces to gain “real life experiences”, a chance soldiers rarely get (Hederstedt 2016). “The experience is that you are swung into a world where everything is real, not training. You’ll see the consequences of your actions immediately. Instead of an two-week exercise, you’ll have a full year of superb training, experiences that serve our defence extremely well” (Ibid). Hederstedt therefore does “all he can” to increase Sweden’s out-of-area operations (Hederstedt 2010).

What Sydow and Hederstedt wanted was a combination of change in the design and in the culture of the Armed Forces. For this to happen the 15,000 strong officer corps who did the training of the servicemen first had to get on board. The way to do this was to rid them of their prejudices against serving abroad by giving them a taste of what it meant to be on mission. In his first day in office Hederstedt consequently proposes all officers will have their employment contracts revised so that it becomes compulsory to serve at least two or three

---

3a “I decided to increase the international missions in all international organisations: the Nato, the EU, the UN, you name it. We had to get on board. These missions are important because they motivate the soldiers and give them experience. But, importantly, the basis would still be military service and a national defence of Sweden” (Sydow 2015).
times abroad (Hederstedt 2000a). This marked a radical break with the existing system. During the cold war, the task of the officers were to train and lead conscripts in the event of war. The system was designed to produce vast amounts of conscripts led by a large officer corps. The officer’s job description was “leader, educator, professional,” and in that order (Government 1973). Senior officers even took it as their responsibility to instruct junior colleagues on the necessity of staying at home, train conscripts and defend the border (Fresker 2017). Volunteering for missions did not lead to professional merits or advance the career and was viewed with suspicion (Ydén 2008). “If one had an interest to serve abroad one was counteracted” (Fresker 2017). Career advancements were tied to schooling at the academies, not on operational experience (Ydén & Hasselbladh 2010: 39). With the new direction and experiences from deployments, these views however change. This was a development that Sydow and Hederstedt now moved into policy by conditioning employment on serving abroad.

With the new direction, Sydow had to reverse the work of the ongoing 1998 Committee on Military Service. When he appointed it he wanted it to examine how Sweden could preserve a universal service with reduced expenses. Now, he instead asks it to examine how military service can become more effective and tuned to expeditionary missions (Government 1999c). The former criteria on how many to conscript is removed. The committee should instead focus “more on recruitment” to the expeditionary units (Ibid: 113). In the end of March in 2000, the chairman of the committee, Ulf Lönnqvist, presents the report (Government 2000a). It states that the existing system is insufficient for achieving the objective of deploying 1,000 soldiers at the same time. For this to be possible the Armed Forces need to recruit between 2,000 to 3,000 soldiers. At the current recruitment rate, some seven percent, this will not be possible. Either the size of the cohort must increase considerably or the design must change to improve the possibility of attracting more soldiers for serving abroad. The committee recommends the latter. With what it calls a “recruitment perspective”, military service can become “a more attractive option among the young” (Ibid). To achieve the expeditionary objective, the Armed Forces must “spread information”, “create interest”, and “enlist only the most suitable for service” (Ibid). If the Armed Forces can adjust in this way there are “great possibilities” that military service can be preserved, even with a new organisational purpose.
Revolutionary Generals

The deal between Sydow and Hederstedt was that Hederstedt would internationalise the Armed Forces but avoid a development toward a professional army. Shortly after he assumes his new job, Hederstedt however sends signals that he has had a change of heart. In the summer of 2000, he suggests that the reform cannot be achieved by only reforming the training of conscripts. It is likely that the Armed Forces must also begin employing soldiers. “We have to have at least one thousand soldiers ready for immediate deployment” (Hederstedt 2000b). Immediate deployment means the soldier should be mobilised and deployed within a few days, and this can only be achieved by employed soldiers who are immediately available. This capability, he adds, must be at least doubled (Hederstedt 2000c). What Sweden needs is nothing short of a “revolution in the organisation”, and realise that there is a “revolution in military affairs” going on, and Sweden must join it:

In the military we talk about a ‘revolution in military affairs.’ Knowledge about this revolution exists, but is concentrated to a small circle of high-ranking officers. I am anxious for sharing this knowledge to other parts of society. This is possibly the most important question for me, because the military is dependent on preserving the public’s engagement (Hederstedt 2000d).

Sydow’s new military advisor (Hederstedt’s replacement), Michael Moore, agrees. According to him, the expeditionary objective, just decided by parliament, cannot be achieved without employing soldiers (Moore 2000a). At the current recruitment rate, between seven and ten percent, the Armed Forces must either dramatically increase the conscripted cohort, or begin employing soldiers (Ibid). He develops his thoughts in a short book, Revolution in the Swedish Military (Moore 2000b).

Sweden has declared to, within a year or so, be able to deploy two battalions. Because of this the existing system will collapse. Those who apply for serving abroad and are suitable are too few. With the existing system we will have to conscript seventy thousand conscripts per year — completely unreasonable and an economic impossibility! (Ibid: 8).

Almost all European countries, he continues, have abandoned the idea of relying only on conscripted armies, something Sweden now also must do (Ibid: 9). Sweden must come to the realisation that there is “only one road to follow” (Ibid: 10). Hederstedt agrees, and has come to the
same conclusion (Hederstedt 2000f). Though, they find no support from the defence ministry. “Politically, military service was difficult, nearly impossible, to touch. Of course this was irritating because it prevented the reform from having full effect. Doubtless, it was necessary to move beyond conscription, but politically it was too sensitive” (Hederstedt 2016). Nor did the officer corps support the change, as a survey in 1999 and 2000 shows (SAMO 1999; 2000). Seven out of ten officers consider leaving the military, for reasons that they either no longer recognise their organisation and its purposes, and/or have (therefore) lost faith in their profession. Only four percent have high faith in the political leadership, and only between 35 and 47 percent have high faith in their own Supreme Commander. It is in disagreement with their Supreme Commander on nearly all key aspects of the reform. Only between 12 and 16 percent thinks its a good idea to make expeditionary missions compulsory. On the issue on preferred recruitment model it is more even, where half want only conscripts and half want conscripts and employed soldiers. The current policies, they argue, is setting Sweden on a path toward a professional army, which it believes is wrong (SAMO 2000c). The government, it continues, seems unaware of the long term consequences of their policies where “one thing leads to another” and “where the consequences and alternative paths are never fully thought through” (Ibid: 2). The gist of the problem is that it is unreasonable to expect that one can reduce the cohort by half at the same time as one doubles the expeditionary capability: “The equation, to on the one hand have high quality and increase the international engagements and, on the other hand, have a reduced conscripted cohort and reduced interest for military service, does not add up” (Ibid: 2).

A Smarter Military Service

Also Sydow denounces Hederstedt’s and Moore’s ideas. To Sydow’s mind, the suggestions on a professional army not only entailed a mere change to a policy on the Armed Forces, it stretched far beyond that and touched on what kind of society it was that Sweden wanted to be, as he put it:

We have in Sweden no tradition of employed soldiers or a standing army, the way they have in the US or in the UK. Over there, this model was helped, and even reflected, by the political and social systems. They are largely populated societies divided in socio-economic classes. We have neither of this in Sweden, we have reformed our society away from it, and we did not want it (Sydow 2015).
In this passage, Sydow reflects the strong tradition in the SAP of approaching the question on recruitment policy from a “sociological” perspective, taking into account what kind of norms and values the recruitment policy builds and signal in society. Taking after the American and British society was not something he wished for Sweden, why it was important that Sweden as far as possible aspired to preserve military service, even in the age of New Wars. This could be possible, he believed, by tweaking its internal mechanisms. Instead of following Hederstedt’s and Moore’s suggestions, the focus should instead be on changing the basic training of conscripts and enlistment of the servicemen. “Conscripts cannot be forced to serve abroad, but by introducing internationally minded exercises and a completely new structure for the basic training, it is my belief that we can insert an international way of thinking into military service” (Sydow 2001a). This means that the “servicemen we conscript in the future have to be given a relevant education and training, one that matches the needs we see today. [I]n the existing organisation, there are too many positions that are irrelevant, pointless or even free labour” (Ibid). What was needed was “fewer, but better qualified and trained units. We need smarter solutions, we have to be smart. We need to decrease military service and at the same time make it more effective. Smaller but more effective — this will have to be the Swedish model” (Sydow 2015). To achieve the new organisational purpose, the Armed Forces must begin with an active enlistment process where only the highly motivated and interest servicemen are enlisted to basic training, those who feel “strongly for what it is we are trying to develop” (Sydow 2001a). If this is conducted successfully, “one battalion in the new Armed Forces will be almost as strong as an old brigade” (Sydow 2001b).

Hederstedt is not convinced, and presents three alternative solutions, all of which include employed soldiers (Headquarters 2001a: 80-85). One is similar to what Wiktorin proposed in May 1999, with soldiers employed for a limited period on preparedness contracts. The units are “on call” and the can be immediately mobilised. It limits the expeditionary capability since all participation is based on voluntary engagements. Another is a mix between a military service and employed soldiers, but based entirely on voluntary engagements, removing the duty to serve, but with permanently employed soldiers. The last model is a standing army based entirely on employed soldiers and no conscripts. In all models, contracted soldiers are argued as a necessary condition for achieving the expeditionary objective. The SDC however disagrees. Even if it is high-time that the Armed Forces move steadily toward better expeditionary capabilities, and that this should “move as quickly as possible”, it is unwanted to begin employing soldiers (SDC 2001: 49, 56, 113-
114, 166). Instead the SDC follows Sydow’s path of converting military service.

In September 2001, Sydow presents a new bill to this end, demanding that all operative planning, training and education of conscripts be tailored to suit the evolving expeditionary objective. Sweden will meet demands of the future with modern modifications to the existing system (Government 2001a: 21). With the correct adjustments, military service can become “the foundation of our work to increase Sweden’s engagement in international operations” (Ibid). To achieve this, the expeditionary perspective must be the “governing principle for the yearly production of conscripts” (Ibid: 67). The proposed change rests on three pillars: motivation, incentives, and training.

*Motivation.* During the cold war, the serviceman’s motivation to serve mattered little. The enlistment was decided on the results of the enlistment tests. With the reductions in the 1990s it became more important to enlist servicemen who expressed an interest in becoming an officer. The reason was that without enough officers, it could become difficult to train new conscripts in the future. With Sydow’s new bill, the issue of motivation and interests is invoked again, but this time to ensure staffing of the expeditionary units and to avoid issues of fairness (Government 2001a: 11). Also this time the importance of motivation had to do with cohort reductions. When only one in five servicemen served, the “duty” to serve could raise thorny issues of why some served and not others. To avoid this it became necessary to enlist only servicemen who were willing to serve. What is more, in the new Armed Forces, what was needed was servicemen who were interested to join an expeditionary unit. Because of this, the *duty* to serve had no place. If the serviceman had no interest in serving, there was neither an interest from the Armed Forces in conscripting him — since the whole point of conscripting was to engage only those who were willing to stay in the Armed Forces. As the bill puts it: “motivation to serve abroad should, more than before, carry weight in the final decision [on who is enlisted]” (Ibid: 24, 36). Thus, with the new bill, the serviceman’s willingness to serve abroad became part of the overall judgement on his *suitability* to serve, on par with physical and and mental skills and abilities. When the Armed Forces were reduced and directed toward expeditionary deployments, it was important that those engaged in it added net-value. The idea that there was a value in all serving, building a collective psychology on the importance of doing one’s part, was thus dropped.

It is well known that any endeavour is better executed if there is a willingness to do the job. The individual who is best suited is also one who believes in his work and finds
it relevant for the military and for himself. It is against this background that the government turns away the model where all young men are recruited without finding good cause for it. It is also against this background that the individual’s motivation to serve will weigh heavily in the enlistment procedure. The selection process should, according to the government, place considerable weight to the individual’s willingness of serving abroad (Ibid: 19-24).

With the new policy, if two servicemen have the same enlistment results but one seems more motivated to serve he will be the one that is enlisted (Ibid: 37).

Incentives. One implication of removing the duty to serve was that the Armed Forces must begin actively recruiting soldiers. Instead of “passive” enlistment the Armed Forces would have to attract and convince the best in a cohort to serve. To this end the Armed Forces are instructed to create incentives for serving. One part of this was to inform the conscripts about the good he would do by taking part in expeditionary deployments, and that the Swedish Armed Forces made a difference in the world. Another part directly concerns financial compensation. Before, the conscript was compensated with 50 SEK per day and an “end of service” premium of 4,500 SEK. The 2001 bill increases the daily payment by 30 percent to match what the state grants in student loans to those who study at university. It also adds a tax-free end of service bonus of between 24,000 and 39,700, depending on the length of service. In addition to this the Armed Forces increase the housing and family benefits to the conscripts and becomes more generous in travel allowances. The idea with these changes was to minimise the perception that doing military service would be an economic loss for the individual. As the bill puts it, with free accommodation and meals, doing military service would create an economic situation comparable to having a part time job (Ibid: 41).

Training. Given that the organisational purpose had changed, a number of elements in the current basic training had “lost their meaning”, prompting “considerable changes” (Government 2001a: 30). What was needed was to insert the expeditionary objective in the basic training of the conscripts. Partly because the conscripts needed the training early on to speed up the process from basic training to actual deployment, but also to use the basic training as a way of stimulating interest and curiosity about going on deployment. As Sydow puts it, the service had to be developed so that the conscripts “already at home got a taste of what it would mean to go abroad” (Sydow 2015). The only problem is that the law stipulates that conscripts only can be trained in ways
that benefit national defence (SFS 1998/99: 74). This has to do with the moral justification for forcing citizens to give up a year or more for serving in the Armed Forces. For the government this is a problem since conscripts are the sole recruitment source for the expeditionary missions. To escape the problem it is therefore argued in the bill that it cannot be morally justified to train conscripts for a kind of war (national wars) that no longer is expected, and that the the task of the Armed Forces is to take the means necessary for achieving its organisational purpose (Ibid: 30). The bill thus reverses the moral justification for serving. Whereas before it was argued that it was not morally justified to train for anything else than national war, it is now argued that it is not morally justified to train for a war that is not likely to happen. In the future, it must therefore be judged as natural to prepare the conscript for national wars and expeditionary missions (Ibid: 19).

Earlier, it was the view that conscripts could not be forced to participate in training directed against service abroad. The time has come for a new perspective on this matter. The government is of the opinion that the ongoing change of the Armed Forces means that one can now look differently on that. It is important that the conscripts develop a capacity for expeditionary service. This training is prioritised (Government 2001a: 11, 41).

What is more, the existing laws give “many degrees of freedom” in interpreting the meaning of “war”. “The war we imagine and train for is no longer what it used to be” (Ibid: 30). Whereas training that “only has significance for international missions” is a direct violation of the law, it is fully possible that conscripts can be trained for both national defence and for deployments, if the latter can be said to benefit the national defence (Ibid: 21). How much the conscripts are trained for what kind of war “cannot be explicitly stated”, but must be the “responsibility of the individual officer to decide” (Ibid: 30). With the new adjustments to military service it is also possible to remain at the current level of 15,000 conscripts per year, and not revert to 18,000 as the bill in 2000 promised.

It has earlier in this dissertation been argued that policy makers engage in conversion because the outcome is more important than the mode for reaching the outcome. This is why policies change as societies change, to ensure that the outcome remains the same. While this may be true for many policy areas, military service stands out because the mode for reaching the outcome has historically been as important as the outcome itself. The conversion strategy ends this by placing all energy on the new outcome, and changing the mode. It marks a shift were the
SAP moves to a policy otherwise held by the Moderate Party, in the sense that what matters in defence policy is the efficient functioning and output of the Armed Forces, not traditions or processes of how the outcome is created — this is a visible influence of New Public Management. Indeed, the reversal proposed in the 2001 bill does not take place in a political vacuum. It should be understood as a result of the strategic adjustment that the SAP began in 1992 where it moved the selective emphasis from a territorial defence (Realism) to expeditionary missions (New Wars) which, as I have argued earlier, was partly a result of the EU-debate. The change in organisational purpose would sooner or later raise a discussion on the suitability of military service. The changes with the 2001 bill, with its emphasis on market norms including individual motivation, output-orientation over tradition, efficiency and financial incentives followed a broader trend toward the public sector that could be seen by both governments during the 1990s. As others have noted, the SAP continued to pursue the the market-type reforms implemented by the centre-right government from 1991 to 1994 (Premfors 1998). It has even been argued that the SAP in the late 1990s completed the Moderate government’s introduction of NPM in the early 1990s (Larsson et al. 2012: 4). It was the modernisers in the SAP, true to the ideas of the Third Way, of which Sydow belonged, that pushed this direction (Blomqvist & Rothstein 2000; Whyman 2003). Once this group came to key positions, the debate on market-norms as a way of addressing ineffective public administrations disappeared and instead moved to how the state best could create more effective, cost-efficient and output-oriented public policies. The adjustments of military service, that began in 1998 and was put into policy with the 2001 bill, reflects this movement also in defence policy. These changes were arguably necessary for the party because without them the party would risk losing a, to them, important institutional weapon. From this perspective the changes in 2001, even if they upend many of the values previously held dear by the SAP, is still not irrational or counterintuitive for the SAP. The 2001 bill is a result of the experiences from the late 1990s, both on conscripting more than the government could afford (with the legitimacy problems this raised) and the need to scale up its international engagements as a way of reinventing its foreign policy. Failure in delivering the expeditionary soldiers could risk a debate on whether it would not be more useful to swap to a professional army — a debate the SAP did not want. To escape these problems the party is compelled to new policies. This is the same kind of reasoning that the SAP used in other policy spheres, including welfare. As Klittgaard has put it: “If social democratic strategists have reason to perceive particular policy problems as a threat to welfare state legitimacy, they may be prepared to implement market-type
reforms if these are believed to prevent loss of legitimacy and declining welfare state support” (2007: 173). And as argued elsewhere, the SAP were better equipped than the Moderate Party to pursue such substantial changes to institutional features of Swedish society since it was the party that had created these institutions in the first place, and therefore could escape thorny accountability pressures.4

With the 2001 bill the effect is that seen from the outside, Sweden still relies on military service, as conventionally understood. Seen from the inside, however, a number of changes are taking place. The previously sacred principle of universality is replaced with selective recruitment. Only servicemen that want to serve are enlisted and servicemen who are interested in deployment are prioritised. The principle of conscripting all service in an effort of sustaining the social norm of collective responsibility is replaced by a principle that rewards individual interest. All servicemen are still bound by the law to serve if called upon, but this principle is side-tracked by a new policy that values individual motivation and financial incentives for serving. The political communication used to spur interest and install a sense of duty to serve changes from stressing the worth of collective responsibility to participating in missions. What emerges in the early 2000s is thus a military service that has dwindled in size, is governed by efficiency and output, and new social nodes for the purpose of strengthening the Armed Forces’ expeditionary capability.

4As Kitschelt have argued, parties to the left “enjoy more credibility in protecting the system than right-wing market reformers” (Kitschelt 2001: 275).
Chapter 5

Displacement

The 2001 bill has a number of practical implications to military service. The terminology in the Armed Forces swaps from Swedish to English, and the conscripts are enlisted to train and be recruited to expeditionary missions (Agrell 2011). The training ranges from civil wars in collapsed states to preventing ethnic cleansing.

The conscripts trained primarily for peace-enforcement, which meant only new things. We rebuilt training grounds, added new ones, including pretend-camps which were replicas of the one we had used in Kosovo and the one we were setting up in Afghanistan. We built entire villages in the way they look in some parts of the world. We had to mimic the places we wanted our conscripts to be deployed to (Hederstedt 2016).

The exercises were designed to stimulate an interest in the conscripts and officers. A way of motivating them for deciding on deployment.

According to the law, the introduction of the new elements was only possible if these also contributed to the national defence. In reality, this became impossible (Ibid). In theory, the distinction between the territorial and the expeditionary collapsed because policymakers and senior officers instructed junior officers and conscripts that the missions served the national interest since they would reduce the risk of, for instance, terrorism. In his study of the Swedish defence transformation, Wilhelm Agrell have accurately called the new doctrine the “Afghanistan doctrine” — the idea that Sweden is best defended by working for peace elsewhere (2011; 2013). This was the narrative behind the New Wars perspective, that Sweden was nested in complex web of global risks that knew no boundaries and had to be defeated at their original sources,
which often meant far away from national territory. This reasoning motivated that at home, in the regiments, one could move from training for territorial defence to training for expeditionary missions — even if the law was clear that such actions were not permitted. It was equally argued that the missions served the national interest since the soldiers were taught important skills by engaging in real combat, skills that could be used at home to defend Sweden.\footnote{The 2001 bill explicitly stated this: "[a]ctivities that point to international cooperation bring educational merit and enriches the experiences of the soldiers in ways that are beneficial to the national defence. It is the government’s belief that [training for international missions] strengthens the individual’s capability and preparedness in the event of war" (Government 2001b: 31).}

In practice, the distinction between territorial and expeditionary training collapses due to a lack of resources: in equipment, personnel, money, and time.

Sure, both objectives require an ability to “fight the enemy”. Sometimes we said that “OK, now we also have to train for national defence.” The only problem was that there was no time, and the two could rarely be combined easily. They require different commands and skills. In the international, we train to interpose, mediate and so on. Not to kill. The units we use are smaller, on the level of platoon, squad or fire-team. In the national, we train for proficiency in “neutralising the enemy,” different combat techniques, tactical movements and coordination between large units, mainly on the level of battalion. You see two different things. Of course this was a dilemma. No doubt. In general it is possible to say that from 2000, the training of conscripts focused on international deployment. The national perspective was pushed to the background. No doubt about that (Hederstedt 2016).

The territorial and the expeditionary could be combined in intelligence, command structure and in interoperability with other nations. It was harder to reconcile the different war-fighting skills.

In almost all units, the internationalisation meant improvement. The only exception was armed combat, which we stopped training for on the level of battalion at all, I must say. The new direction improved how the units operated in small teams, platoon and below. But we rarely operate on such small levels in the national defence, where the rule is that we train at least on the level of battalion. The Americans criticised us for our deficiency in this area, arguing that our international ambitions hollowed out our national capabilities (Ibid).
In addition, as the movement toward expeditionary deployments becomes more pronounced, the officers and conscripts had to get used to a new praxis of being less reluctant in using violence. When the kind of missions changed from peace-keeping to peace-enforcement, as it did with Kosovo and Afghanistan, the level of risk increased. According to the head of the SAMO, Lars Fresker, this had the implication that the soldiers had to abandon the old praxis of not using violence, to instead being prepared to use violence if necessary. “It was necessary to foster a culture where the soldier never hesitate to use his weapon” (Fresker 2017). To achieve this change well before deployment, the soldiers had to begin training already as conscripts. Taken together, by 2004 it was clear in theory and in practice that deployments was “the name of the game”.

The earlier order of the day, with national defence and training conscripts, was more or less replaced by deployments and training for missions. Among the officers it was widely held that no one made a career by training conscripts, but they did by engaging in expeditionary missions. In every year, the training of conscripts lost in career status (Fresker 2017).

What the government wanted to achieve with these changes was to punctuate the Armed Forces’ scepticism against deployment. According to Hederstedt, “he could immediately see changes in the attitudes and training of conscripts” (Hederstedt 2016). Training for deployment “became the new norm” and the territorial defence was “downgraded as a secondary priority” (Ibid). Not so much because the national defence was no longer important, but the territorial part of national defence was no longer important. In the first few years of the 2000s, and as the New Wars perspective suggested, training for expeditionary missions and national defence was perceived as two sides of the same coin. When this view began to permeate the organisation, especially in the younger staff, the norm-structure that had reproduced the institutional basis for military service was seriously weakened. In spite of this, Hederstedt was not satisfied. To help galvanise the social change in society that he believed was necessary he wished Sweden would participate not only with 40 soldiers in Afghanistan, but with 400 (Hederstedt 2002b). In early 2002, parliament had voted in favour of a bill proposed by the government to send 45 soldiers to Afghanistan, as part of a multinational task force, ISAF (International Security Assistance Force) (Government 2002). In light of this Hederstedt again asks the government again for permission to begin employing soldiers. “By creating units which can be used within hours we give ourselves freedom of action” (Headquarters 2002: 105). He also wants the Armed Forces to step up their recruitment efforts.
by actively targeting interested servicemen with “large and targeted ad-
verts, investments” and financial incentives (Hederstedt 2001d). One
should also consider a new practice where entire units are recruited at
the same time instead of recruiting at an individual basis. The virtue of
this would be that the group psychology would create pressures toward

5.1 A Reinvented Moderate Party

In September 2002, the SAP wins the general election. The defence
minister Björn von Sydow steps down and is replaced by the Secretary
General of the Church of Sweden, Leni Björklund. Simultaneously with
the change in the SAP there is a larger change going on in the Moderate
Party.

In the 1990s, the Moderate Party distinguished itself by refusing the
expeditionary focus and with arguments on a strong national defence.
As Göran Persson puts it in his memoirs: “The Moderate Party was
never part of the defence decisions, they had a vested interest in separ-
ating themselves from the government’s defence reforms” (2007: 236).
To be sure, the Moderate Party invested much in communicating an
approach to defence policy that was different from the SAP’s. In the
early 2000s, however, there are signs of change. A new generation of
leaders take over with the consequence that the criticism of expedition-
ary missions persists, but is less principled. In the party’s motions it
no longer presents an alternative reality, only a different version of it,
slowly accepting the New Wars perspective. It is possible to say that
between 1998 and 2003 the party struggles with which path to choose
between Realism and New Wars. On the one hand it has a historical
legacy, image and issue-reputation of taking the national in the national
defence seriously. But the meaning of this is becoming more complex
with the arguments that the national no longer and necessarily entails
the territorial, as the party used to argue. If the New Wars perspect-
ive is true, then it raises an important policy dilemma for the party
since the Moderate Party is a party with an issue-reputation of taking
defence issues seriously. If defence now means taking expeditionary
deployments seriously, then maybe the party must revise its policies. In
the early 2000s, this is what the party does. This movement is however
not only motivated by a changing security climate, it is also motivated
by a felt need in the party of renewing itself and better align its policies
to a changed governing context. With the poor election results in the

\footnote{Björklund has unfortunately declined an interview, on the argument that she
has no memories from the period (Conservation over telephone, October 5, 2015).}
2002 election, it had become increasingly visible to the younger generation in the party that the time had come for a strategic adjustment, with a new ideological road-map for the future.

The most visible sign of the change in the Moderate Party is that it in 2003 elects a new chairman, Fredrik Reinfeldt. To escape a poor election result in 2006 he believes it is necessary to move the party toward the centre by branding it as the new party for the working class — directly challenging the SAP’s dominance in this electorate. For Reinfeldt, the poor election result in 2002 had to do with an inability of the party to renew itself, and relying too dogmatically on traditional issues-reputations such as: tax reductions, deregulated labour market, the market in favour of the state, social conservatism and the moral primacy of the nation state. As he put it in 2004, the poor results in 2002 had to do with doubts, in the electorate, on whether the Moderate Party could reconcile tax cuts with stable public finances (Reinfeldt 2004). To avoid such doubts, Reinfeldt wants to “develop the party” and make it more “contemporary” by encouraging its members to become “self critical”, “challenge old truths” by “leaving no stone unturned” (Reinfeldt 2003; 2005). The party sets out on a strategic adjustment with a new ideological direction that involves a number of policy reversals. For the change to be credible it must challenge old conceptions and signal to society that the party has a genuine willingness of reinventing itself to better meet the new conditions in society (Reinfeldt 2006a; 2006b). What Reinfeldt does, is adjusting the Moderate Party to the dominance of social democratic perspectives in Swedish society. It eschews the Thatcherite liberalism by appealing directly to middle income voters, combining an active state in social welfare with a belief in private companies, embraces the welfare model and the “work-first policy”, combines tax cuts for low and middle income workers with cuts in unemployment and sickness benefits. In the words of the vice chairman of the party, Gunilla Carlsson, the party changed costume from being the party “with the flag on the mast, championing the monarchy, and so on” to being a party that “loves the entire country” and speaks for “all people who work” (Carlsson 2017).

Together with a small group of likeminded, Reinfeldt dislodges the party from the conservative right and moves it toward the centre. The aim is that in the election of 2006 “the new moderates” will “stand against the old social democrats” (Reinfeldt 2005). If the Moderate Party was “radically liberal” during the 1980s what happened in the early 2000s was that the party moved toward the centre (just like it had in the 1960s) (Boréus 1994; Ljunggren 1992; Lindbom 2010).

Other scholars have argued that the Moderate Party began to adjust its policies in the 1980s in an ambition of reaching beyond its core

Was the reinvention “strategic” or was it only the consequence of a new generation of politicians who had grown up in a welfare state, and internalised its values? Other scholars have discussed the issue, pointing out that it is only expected that even liberal politicians who grow up in a welfare state will internalise at least some of its values. As Anders Lindbom have argued: “the distinction between ’real change’ and ’strategic change’ becomes pointless [when]... a publicly financed [welfare system] has been institutionalised and outmanoeuvred private alternative... [In such situations even] the liberal electorate will be affected if the system is dismantled” (Lindbom 2010: 144). To be sure, liberal politicians in Sweden can be argued to be, comparatively speaking, more left than elsewhere as a consequence of the institutionalisation of the welfare state in Sweden. While this is certainly true I believe it is useful to distinguish between “natural” and “strategic” change for our purposes because the reinvention was unambiguously connected to moving the party to the centre in an attempt of increasing its popularity.

Regardless, it is fairly well established that the changes in the party in the early 2000s had the result that “the entire project of the New Moderate Party in some sense have been about how Reinfeldt and his closest associated accepted parts of the social democratic welfare state” (Ekengren & Oscarsson 2015: 159; see also Lindbom 2008). What is more, the direction of the (new) Moderate Party signalled above all that it was more interested in pragmatism than in ideology (Lindbom 2010: 146; Ekengren & Oscarsson 2015: 161).

Reinfeldt’s reinvention of the Moderate Party will lead to substantial consequences for the party’s defence policies. The reason is that defence was a sphere of politics which the party had a distinctively traditional perspective, championing territorial defence, a large defence budget and a strong national defence with the purpose of deterring Russia. These were traditional values, closely associated with the Moderate Party. They symbolised everything that the new Moderate Party wanted to disassociate itself from. Instead, the Moderate Party would have to embrace the more modern touch that the SAP offered, with a focus on expeditionary missions and the emergence of New Wars.

**Employing Soldiers**

Beginning in 2004, both the SAP and the Moderate Party have more or less the same defence policies. Incidentally, this happens at a point when a growing number of people involved in the reform believe that a choice has to be made on whether or not to proceed with the conversion strategy or if it is wiser to swap to a professional army. Hederstedt states
that the reform has come to a crossroads in the sense that parliament and government must make up its mind on what kind of defence they want (Headquarters 2003: 11). Expeditionary missions must be the “most important priority”, but this can only be achieved by permitting professional soldiers (Ibid: 41-42, 49). Permitting these is of “decisive importance to the future development of the military, and the government’s ability to realise the international aims of the Armed Forces” (Ibid: 12). The SDC has had a change of heart and agrees, arguing that whether the government accepts professional soldiers or not will be “single most important question for the future” (SDC 2003a; SDC 2003b: 64). At the same time, the Parliamentarian Defence Committee (PDC) publishes a report pointing to a similar conclusion, urging the decision makers to make up their mind on what kind of Armed Forces they want for Sweden (Thulstrup 2003: 41). There is a constant fight over scarce resources, and initiatives to satisfy the expeditionary objective is eroding the social basis of the conscription system: “The reform has created a new mindset. That there is a duty to serve no longer matters. If a serviceman begins his training and then changes his mind, nobody will stop him from leaving. ‘I want to go home’ is all he needs to say” (Thulstrup 2017; Thulstrup 2003: 40). If Sydow’s conversion strategy is allowed to continue the result will, in the long run, be that “the legitimacy of the conscription system will be seriously questioned in the near future” but the expeditionary objective will still be far from achieved (Ibid: 42). “What was needed was a principally oriented decision on which recruitment model one wanted. It was obvious that the idea of mixing voluntary recruitment within a system based on a duty to serve was untenable” (Thulstrup 2017). In the spring of 2004, defence minister Björklund thus announces that she is not against the idea of employing soldiers, but that it will be important to minimise the size of this group and that they be employed on short contracts (Björklund 2003d). This decision is helped by the new Supreme Commander, Håkan Syrén. He believes the attempt to convert military service has failed, and that what it needed is “profound change” and that the Armed forces should have a “zero vision” meaning that all enlisted servicemen later proceed to deployment (Syrén 2004a). The defence minister agrees, defending her choice of Syrén as someone capable of “pushing the reform forward” (Björklund 2003e). What now begins is a further series of adjustments in which the conscripted cohort will be further reduced and where all who are conscripted should at the end of the training decide to sign up for deployment (Headquarters 2004a: 22). A smaller conscripted cohort can be combined with a growing expeditionary ambition if, and only if, the government permits setting up one battalion of only employed soldiers that sign a two year contract. The plan is welcomed
by the defence minister (Björklund 2004a; 2004b). With this change, the SAP engages in another policy reversal that sets the party’s policy on military service in a direction that defies its previous standpoint. As with the 2001 bill, the argument is that the change is necessary to protect military service as it will prevent the already growing debate on a professional army. The SDC similarly embraces Syrén’s ideas and sees no problem in “complementing” military service with segments of employed soldiers (SDC 2004: 97). Presented as a way of protecting military service, the 2004 Defence Decision thus asks the Armed Forces to set up two battalions of employed soldiers, where half can be deployed within ten days of a decision (Government 2004a: 12, 106). The plan is that these soldiers will be deployed together with soldiers from other Nordic states, in a so called “Nordic Battle Group” that will be part of a European expeditionary force. With a new zero-vision of enlistment, the size of the cohort will be reduced to between 8,000 and 10,000. This means that one in every three enlisted servicemen must decide to sign a contract for deployment in order to achieve the objective of two expeditionary battalions.

With a more selective service only a limited number of the servicemen will have the skills, be interested and willing to be deployed. During this period the NSA therefore has to pick the servicemen with care to avoid “deadweight”, high defection rates and to ensure that as many as possible decide to sign up for deployment. According to the director general at the NSA, “barley one in five lived up to the new demands, the rest fell away as ‘unsuitable’ for service” (Körlof 2016). As a comparison, before these changes the share of “unsuitable” servicemen was negligent. In 1994 it was 12 percent, whereas by 2005 the group had increased to 61 percent of all tested servicemen (NSA 1994; 2005). One consequence of this was that the physical enlistment tests had more or less played out their role. The NSA could already beforehand estimate that a majority of the tested servicemen would not be enlisted. For this reason it developed a new form of online “pre-enlistment tests” where the servicemen answered questions about their health and interest in deployment. Those who still were of interest to the Armed Forces after completing the form would be contacted to do the actual enlistment test. This is how another institutional feature of military service was pushed to the sidelines (Tänneryd 2017; Körlof 2016).

**Active Recruitment**

One consequence of the 2004 decision is that the pressure increases on the Armed Forces to recruit the best and most talented. To achieve this it launches an elaborate recruitment campaign to identify, select,
attract and retain the most capable servicemen. For the first time in history, the Armed Forces commission an advertisement bureau to put forth information campaigns about the benefits of serving and going on deployments. The campaign runs in Sweden’s largest newspapers, radio and TV stations and has its own website (Lorentzon 2005). It targets men in the ages between 15 and 22, as well as their parents. In Sweden’s largest daily newspaper, it has an advertisement covering two pages. It shows two soldiers of different sexes, one wearing the traditional green uniform and the other the new uniform developed to suit desert environments. In the advertisement, Syrén explains that the “new desert uniform is a great illustration of the Armed Forces’ transformation. All soldiers work for Swedish security, though not necessarily at home.” In the new Armed Forces, he continues, the conscript is not only a student, but also a colleague. The centre-right opposition applauds the new direction, but believes it is not enough. In 2005, the defence spokespersons from the four centre-right parties produce a motion to parliament suggesting that the time has come for Sweden to move to a fully professional army (Centre-right Alliance 2005).

As the Chief of Press at the Headquarters, Karin Lorentzon puts it “We want to reach out to capable recruits who want to do military service, get them and their parents to understand what the service in reality means today” (Lorentzon 2005). The Headquarters also produces two short films, filmed in South Africa. In one of them a truck filled with civilians and armed men (appearing frightened) roll into a small African town destroyed by violence and men with weapons. Buildings are on fire, a group of men point their weapons at the truck, trying to stop it from moving forward. With difficulty the truck advances and reaches a small hut where they cast their votes in what appears to be a political election. A text appears: “A better world requires a new Swedish military. And a new kind of soldier.” According to the ad-agency, the purpose of the film is to evoke sympathy and emotions that create interest and willingness to participate: “With it we want to give examples of what kind of work Swedish soldiers do when they are deployed. It is about having the capability to deal with complex situations and having a well developed capacity for empathy” (Brenemark 2006).

“In the situation today it is the Alliance’s belief that there has to be a change in the centre of gravity in the Armed Forces. We have to move from a model of enlisting conscripts to recruiting voluntary soldiers, men and women. Military service should be seen as a possibility if the security situation changes” (Centre-right Alliance 2005).
The information campaign signals a shift in the perception of the Armed Forces, their role in society and what “military capability” means. The Armed Forces are as strong as the individuals that in fact comprises the organisation, rather than the mass of amateurs willing to enlist, which the old notion of “defence willingness” used to capture. The argument on “lessons learned” from deployment, first invoked by Sydow, also epitomises this. The lessons learned was believed to improve the national defence at home. Though, the lessons learned mainly applied to the lessons learned in each individual soldier and these could not be used at the level of brigade or battalion, the units which defended national territory. It points to a growing individualisation of the Armed Forces. Another sign of a same kind is a new understanding on who the service is for and why there is a service. Before, the social, economic and physical variations in society were intentionally reflected in the Armed Forces. By now enlisting only the “best” there is less variation in the Armed Forces but there is still variation in society. One consequence of this is that the service is perceived as only for those “interested in making the world a better place, and have the necessary personal abilities to contribute in this effort” (Fresker 2017). At the NSA, enlistment officers increasingly listen to stories that: “No, serving is probably not for me, I am not interested in going to Afghanistan, it is for someone else, I am not what you are looking for” (Tänneryd 2017; Körlof 2016). With this development, military service is no longer universal not only in quantitative terms, but also in qualitative (skills) and ideational terms (interests, beliefs).
5.2 Completing the Reform

In September 2006, the Moderate Party takes office together with the three other centre-right parties in parliament. The election victory is explained by pointing to the party’s strategic adjustment that had begun a few years earlier. “Tonight people who never before have voted for us have voted for us. We want every one to feel a home in the new Moderate Party” (Reinfeldt 2006a). When Reinfeldt opens parliament, he sends the message that new Moderate Party should not to be confused with the old, stating that “Sweden must be a country that sticks together, where the social and regional cleavages are reduced. ...We want solidarity and welfare for all” (Government 2006a). He equally presents a new path on security- and foreign policy, promising a more active Sweden in international affairs, increasing development aid, intervening in humanitarian crises and building international treaties to address transnational ills, such as climate change (Government 2006a). The most significant part of the speech is however what it does not mention: defence policy. Historically, prime ministers from the party have always spent at least a few minutes talking about foreign policy and defence policy, iterating the party’s priority of keeping a strong defence and that such issues are high on the government’s agenda. That Reinfeldt fails to bring this up is of course no coincidence. It is part of a strategic calculation to disassociate the party from an issue-ownership that is believed to constrain more than enable the party. This is also why the party in the election campaign spent no time lifting the difficult state of the Armed Forces, and the SAP’s continuous defence reductions. Given, the party’s desire to disassociate itself from its old issue-reputation and strategic adjustment this makes sense.

Michael Odenberg is the new defence minister. Until then, he had served as the party chairman of the Parliamentary Group. According to him, he was appointed defence minister because there was weak interest among other senior members of the party (Odenberg 2017). That the party had lost interest in defence issues is also something that Odenberg’s successor, Sten Tolfors, corroborates:

For us who worked at the defence ministry the interest [in defence policy] was immense. We lived in the questions, so to speak, around the clock. Maybe a few others in party had an interest too, but in general I have to say that the interest was non-existent. The interest was instead mainly ‘security policy’ more broadly defined, as a foreign policy issue, with missions and so on. The interest for the military and defence issues was weaker (Tolfors 2017).
This was part of a new attitude in the party where defence issues was no longer a prioritised issue or even part of the political agenda (Odenberg 2017). As chairman of the Parliamentary Group between 2003 and 2006, Odenberg could see the change first hand. “In the late 1990s, members of the party still discussed defence policy, but with the new leadership things changed. There were no important differences between us and the SAP on principally important questions of the kind on what we wanted the Armed Forces to do or even why we had an Armed Forces to begin with” (Ibid).

When Odenberg begins his new job the party has no plan on what to do (Ibid). Except one thing, promised during the election campaign: doubling the expeditionary capability (Ibid). Odenberg’s perspective in 2006 is that he will continue the already ongoing reform, but in a way that pays more attention to what is organisationally necessary to achieve the expeditionary objective — something that suits a party with a reputation of efficiency and pragmatism in defence policy. For Odenberg, this means that the new organisational purpose must be the yardstick in determining the organisational design, and he has no emotional or moral attachment to military service, the way that SAP politicians have. If privilege to outcome over tradition and process was emerging with the 2001 bill, it is now stepped up with a party that has a reputation for only valuing outcome and efficiency.

The Armed Forces is well ahead in developing a new praxis. In addition to what was suggested in the earlier chapter, the conscripts are now instructed to step up their skills in learning military commands in the english language, something that will be part of basic training (Engelbrektson 2007a). It can also be seen in the age-composition of the expeditionary units. According to the Headquarters, at least 75 percent of the 2,200 expeditionary soldiers should be staffed by soldiers in the ages between 19 and 20 years old, given the high physical demands of the missions (Headquarters 2007a). This stands in contrast to earlier deployments where higher age normally was considered an asset. In the Kosovo deployment the average age was 27, and historically it has been 32 (Engelbrektson 2007b; Wiktorin 2007). The officers in charge of the expeditionary units believe that there is a potential risk with having younger soldiers, since the situations on deployments often places a certain demand on personal maturity. Odenberg, however, does not agree. “As a recruit one has to decide, am I a grown up or not? At the same time it is important to communicate that a mission cannot only be understood as an exiting adventure for young boys” (Odenberg 2007a).

For Odenberg, the problem is not the direction of the reform, it is the slow pace and failure in pursuing the necessary changes to achieve
the new organisational purpose. The “greatest challenge” in the years ahead would be to “complete the enormously large transformation of the Armed Forces, from the old store-supplied defence apparatus, designed to fend off an invasion, to developing an expeditionary defence that can be used globally” (Odenberg 2006a). In spite of years of changes in design and purpose, the Armed Forces are still mentally and organisationally “locked in old structures” (Odenberg 2006b). Mainly because “military romanticism” from the SAP and older generation moderates. These groups have stood in the way and prevented necessary adjustments (Odenberg 2006c). “As the old structure disappeared, demands were coming in to me that we, the Moderate Party, the ’defence party’, somehow had to ’restore the order in Sweden’s defence policy’. To my mind this was not the right way to proceed” (Odenberg 2017). Bold changes would, admittedly, provoke many of their core voters but was in line with the party’s strategic adjustment to the centre. For Odenberg, it was obvious that the “era of mass armies” was over, and that what now was needed was a professional army (Odenberg 2006d). Large segments in his own party and in the SAP failed to see that it was not possible to hold on to old truths, such as military service.\(^5\) “It was still a holy cow. In spite of the fairly obvious flaws of the model there was surprisingly little talk about alternative models” (Odenberg 2007c). Even though most in his generation valued the service, society had changed and the Armed Forces had made it clear to him that they needed a professional army in order to realise their new objectives, and true to the party’s reputation “the military demands had to be the governing principle” (Odenberg 2017; 2007d; Odenberg 2007e). Odenberg also rejects the idea that Sweden even keeps a system based on military service: “In a normal year the cohort of possible servicemen is about 55,000. In 2007 we will enlist 5,000. This is the reality. One can talk about a universal military service as much as one wants, but we are already pretty far from that today” (Odenberg 2007e). The Head of Development at the Headquarters, Michael Moore, agrees arguing that as things are heading the Armed Forces will inevitably transform to a professional army: “We recruit only a few thousand conscripts per year and the development is toward a full professional army, even if a majority in parliament is still against it” (Moore 2007).

In May, 2007 Odenberg takes the first formal step in bringing the promised change by drawing up a framework for a committee that will

\(^5\) At a large defence conference in early 2007, Odenberg stress the New Wars perspective and how the Armed Forces must be bold and think in new paths (Odenberg 2007b). After the speech Odenberg received of applause from his own colleagues, but equally from the SAP. The defence spokesperson from the SAP, Ulrica Messing, sums it up as: “In principle, I could have given the same speech” (Messing 2007).
examine the possibility of introducing a professional army. His idea is that the laws on military service would remain but will not be practiced in peace-time. In peace-time the Armed Forces would instead use soldiers on employment contracts, and in the case of war reintroduce military service. Odenberg’s decision substantially changes a given policy, but it should not be understood as a policy reversal. Policy reversal points to a substantial policy change by a party that earlier have been associated with another value on the policy. Although the Moderate Party has previously supported military service, it has done so on the basis that it has proven the best way for achieving the organisational purpose of the Armed Forces. Military service has been part of upholding the party’s issue-reputation in taking seriously the function, efficiency and ability of the Armed Forces to achieve its purpose, when this purpose was to defend the national territory. Now the organisational purpose had changed and military service failed in catering the needs of the Armed Forces’ expeditionary objectives. This is what motivated Odenberg’s decision (Odenberg 2017). The following question is however how it is possible for the Moderate Party to revert a policy that is “owned” by another party, given the prediction from partisan theory that parties refrain from these actions due to accountability pressures. By 2007 the accountability pressures have been weakened as a consequence of the SAP’s earlier conversion of military service. The size of the cohort had dwindled for every year, the legal framework had been more or less abandoned in 2001 and in 2004 the Armed Forces had begun employing soldiers. It was also becoming increasingly clear that in spite of great efforts military service could not yield the necessary number of employed soldiers to the expeditionary units. The effect was that the “taboo” on talking about alternatives to military service was weakened and no longer associated with political costs. The case could even be made that talk of a professional army was part of taking defence policies seriously, a reputation the Moderate Party was careful to maintain.

The situation in 2007 can therefore be compared with how the Moderate government in the early 1990s pushed the issue on EU-membership and adjustment to the universality policy: even though it was policies which would intervene on issues “owned” by the SAP, the governing context had changed in such a degree that change was possible without being penalised. The case for SAP policies had been weakened and this enabled the Moderate Party to break new ground. It did this in the early 1990s, and now also in 2007.

On one point, Odenberg however disagrees with the SAP — the defence budget. To pull through with the reform the Armed Forces needed a realistic chance of achieving its organisational purpose. In
the summer of 2007, however, the minister of finance, Anders Borg, announces that the government will reduce the defence budget by ten percent in order to finance a tax cut to the middle-class, an important part of the party’s strategic adjustment. The problem is that the defence minister did not know about this. “I had a loyalty to the government, and this means I could hardly tell the truth, that ‘well, the finance minister can talk as much as he wants, but what he says is complete nonsense.’ My only option was to deny and propose that the budget is still not decided” (Odenberg 2017). If the announcement is true, Odenberg’s plans on getting the Armed Forces “back in order” would be off the rails. Supreme Commander Häkan Syrén reacts strongly, arguing that “further reductions will lead to devastating consequences and certain collapse of our entire defence capability” (Syrén 2007a). At this moment, little is however known on whether the finance minister’s announcement is sanctioned by prime minister Reinfeldt, who is difficult to get hold on.

I tried to get hold of the prime minister, but it was impossible. He was on vacation, they told me, and could not be disturbed. The conflict was definitely worsened by his passivity. More importantly, his silence sent the wrong signals to our electorate, because with it it became apparent that defence politics was not important enough for him to interrupt his vacation. He did not give a single comment on the issue throughout the summer. This affected our credibility in defence politics negatively (Odenberg 2017).

The political editor at Sweden’s largest centre-right daily newspaper neatly frames the problem by arguing that it will be easy for the leadership to justify the policy to juniors in the party, but it will be harder for local politicians who “all of the sudden must explain to their neighbours, colleagues, and themselves, why the moderates over night has changed its attitude on defence. Because if there is anything that have historically signified the party it is its concern for the basic functions of the state. Now it no longer appears to be so” (Linder 2007). The party’s own defence group publishes an article in the same paper criticising the decision by arguing that it has no analysis behind it: “The defence budget can and should only be adjusted with consideration to defence and security policy” not to suit the policies of the finance department (Jernbeck et al. 2007). A few days later the authors are summoned to the chairman of the party’s parliamentary group, Lars Linder (Nilsson 2017; Johansson 2015). He lets them know that they have embarrassed the party, asking them to pull back the article and vacate their seats in the defence group and in the PDC (Ibid).
At the end of the summer, Reinfeldt for the first time comments on the issue by saying that Borg is correct and that he will discuss the matter with Odenberg (Reinfeldt 2007a). At the same time, Odenberg receives suggestions from the Ministry of Finance on how the costs of the Armed Forces can be cut (Odenberg 2017). Reinfeldt, Odenberg and Borg agree that there will be reductions but that these will only be implemented gradually to avoid further turbulence in an organisation still struggling with earlier cuts imposed by the SAP. For this reason, the cuts will only be half of what Borg first had announced (Reinfeldt 2007b; Odenberg 2017). When the three meet a few weeks later, however, Reinfeldt has had a change of heart. The rest of the suggested cuts by the finance minister will be taken in 2010. At the same time, civil servants from the Ministry of Finance are placed at the Defence Ministry with the task of analysing how and where the organisation can be reduced. For Odenberg, these actions meant that if he would stay as minister of defence he would in not be in control of his own ministry, instead it would be remote-controlled by the Ministry of Finance (Odenberg 2017). This is why Odenberg believes that he has no option but to resign with immediate effect.

I have to be able to look myself in the mirror and see the soldiers, seamen and officers in their eyes too. With the current situation this will not be possible. Since I do not believe in what is asked of me as defence minister I have no choice but to resign (Odenberg 2007f).

After Odenberg’s resignation Reinfeldt comments that cuts to the Armed Forces are necessary, and part of the party’s new defence policies in which the Armed Forces will be scrutinised and judged as any agency. There will be no special treatment of the Armed Forces: “Those who are not prepared to reconsider how we use every penny of the taxpayers’ money must also take this responsibility. No policy areas are holy” (Reinfeldt 2007b). The chairman of the PDC, Anders Karlsson (SAP), summarises Sweden’s new defence policy as pursuing the same defence policy as the SAP “but with less money” (Karlsson 2007a).

Ideas on suspending military service was not a policy reversal since it jacked in to the party’s reputation for efficiency and a well functioning Armed Forces. The policy on financial reductions and treating the Armed Forces as any other government agency is nonetheless a policy reversal with a strategic purpose of signalling that the party is headed in a new ideological direction that, in this issue, runs against the party’s old

---

6Instead of four billion, the three agree to save 350 million in 2008, 620 million in 2009 and 980 million in 2010.
issue-reputations of treating the Armed Forces as a special interest. It amounts to what this dissertation has called issue-disassociation. That the cuts would be used to finance tax reliefs for low- and middle-income earners neatly captures the new direction in the Moderate Party.

5.3 Toward Suspension

The Minister of Trade, Sten Tolgfors, is appointed new defence minister. He takes up on Odenberg’s plan for a committee to examine a transition to a professional army. Tolgfors believes a smaller but fully professional army will be possible for Sweden because in the future Sweden is best defended by participating in expeditionary missions and the Armed Forces will only need 5,000 soldiers for this purpose, something that is fully possible to recruit on a voluntary basis. Substituting the duty to serve with voluntary and paid service is possible because, he argues, a new mind-set is evolving in society where more and more young are interested in making a difference in the world: “The willingness to work in the Armed Forces is the result of an interest in making a difference, that is to say participating in missions. If one believes,... that the interest follows from the possibility of making a difference”, recruitment can be voluntary, or at least as long as the Armed Forces are tasked with making a difference in the world (Tolgfors 2017). “In times such as today, the individual’s own motivation and voluntary engagement will be fully sufficient” (Tolgfors 2007a; 2007b; 2007c; 2007d). What is more, soldiers who serve voluntarily will be more willing to stay on the job and will perform better than someone who is compelled by law: “The voluntary system has the benefit that since we already from the beginning ask the question ’Do you want to do this?’ If the individual is interested, the probability also increases that the person wants to stick around for a longer time” (Tolgfors 2017). At the same time, the new Moderate chair of the SDC, Göran Lennmarker, publishes the SDC’s annual report, endorsing the New Wars perspective by pointing to risks of migration and civil wars in weak or collapsed states, and that the most pressing security issue for Sweden is “of course climate change” iterating that security is “about much more than the traditionally ‘military’ issues” (Lennmarker 2007a; 2007b; SDC 2007). With this report, the Moderate Party disassociates itself from the earlier dominant realist perspective in the party’s defence policies.

As a consequence of the government’s movement toward expeditionary missions, Supreme Commander Håkan Syrén in late 2007 suggests, in a report, that Sweden swaps from a conscripted to a professional
The premise of the report is its security analysis of the future. It notes that the development of Russia is mixed. There are “positive trends in economic growth and increased standard of living”, yet there are also worrying “political developments with an increasingly centralised political concentration of power and weakening of democratic principles” (Ibid: 13). It judges the military build up as “comprehensive” with growing military capability in the Baltic area and along its borders to Finland. Regardless of this it is still possible to conclude that the current security situation “places few demands on military effect on or near Swedish territory”. The national defence will in the future be limited to fending off unlawful territorial intrusions, protecting against terrorism and assisting society in natural disasters and emergencies. Instead the challenges in the future will be “transnational in their character which means that events far away from Sweden can have immediate effects also nationally” (Ibid). States are becoming more interdependent, with mutual sensitivity and vulnerability. Many threats, including climate change and terrorism, are transnational in character and can only be effectively addressed in cooperation with other states. Because of this the “majority of the units must have the ability to be used for missions globally, in Europe and on our territory” (Ibid: 15).

It notes that having an expeditionary capability is not something that will falter in the near future: “Demands on military effect far away from Swedish territory are expected also in the future”. The units must have the equipment and be structured in such a way that they can be deployed with immediate effect and together with other states (Ibid: 19). A better expeditionary capability is also motivated by a national perspective.

Great swaths of land in our territory lack a military infrastructure and local military units. Even if a situation where we will have to use military force today is small, and will be in the near future, the military must have the capability of expeditionary missions on our entire territory, at land and at sea. The big cities are especially prioritised. The Island of Gotland is another area with a military vacuum which we must have the capability to deploy soldiers (Ibid: 16).

An important “dimensional factor” for the national defence is therefore that the military have an immediate capability to deploy soldiers both on national territory and abroad. Syrén in other words presents an argument for an expeditionary capability which takes the national defence as an equal concern. It has already been argued that the expeditionary units protect Sweden by preventing conflicts in collapsed and failed
states. It has also been argued that Swedish soldiers on missions improve the Swedish defence by bringing home lessons learned from real war. Now it is in addition suggested that the expeditionary capability improves Swedish security by enabling a fast military presence in now demilitarised areas of Sweden (Ibid: 17). It is an attempt to solve the dilemma on whether to opt for a national or international perspective. In order to develop the expeditionary capability to its full potential, there is no alternative but to replace military service with only employed soldiers. For this reason the Headquarters propose a reform that results in only using employed soldiers in peace time. The demand on increased expediency, accessibility and flexibility, internationally and nationally “can thereby be met” (Ibid: 41). The demand on accessibility and flexibility, two essential features of an expeditionary army, “can thereby be met” (Headquarters 2007c: 9, 41).

The system with military service... was developed for a national defence with the purpose of, within a limited economy, mobilise great volumes of soldiers. The system is not compatible with the future demands of a flexible expeditionary organisation (Ibid: 40).

In what Syrén suggests, the Armed Forces should instead every year recruit and train 4,300 soldiers. Of them 3,500 will continue as “rank and file” and 800 study to officer at officer school. His proposal is only “in the developmental phase” which he points out because there are still uncertainties on costs, number of soldiers and how to deal with the recruitment and retention problems that other European states with professional armies find themselves in (Ibid: 41). These are important question marks that must be straightened out before continuing to a professional army (Ibid: 51). In particular he notes that a professional army will place new demands on marketing and incentive structures, which are still unexamined, and professional armies will be sensitive to the state of the labour market. It is possible that the Armed Forces will have to lower the entry demands to attract a sufficient number of recruits (Ibid: 54). Given these uncertainties Syrén suggests that the new model must be introduced gradually and that the conscripted army will have to remain in place to at least 2012.

Following this, Tolgfors’s puts together a parliamentarian committee to begin mapping out the framework for model based on employed soldiers:

---

7It estimates that 15 % of the recruits will leave their basic training before completing it and that 10 per cent will leave before having served the full 3 to 5 years. 70 % of the enlisted will choose to continue after basic training and sign a full time or part time contract. The remaining 15 % continue to the Home Guard (Ibid: 43).
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A parliamentarian committee will consider which constitutional changes and other changes are necessary to enable voluntary recruitment and training of soldiers that today serve according to the law of military service (Government 2007: 1).

Even though the SAP were critical of the suggested change, for Tolgfors the time for “adjustments” and “tweaks” to the old system had passed: “There was one system — military service — and it was well known and tried. We all knew it was not working. There is a certain logic in that a system that already exists and is known and has been remoulded several times and is still not working, is failing, has to be considered known and exhausted of alternatives” (Tolgfors 2017). With this directive, the government admittedly suggests a swap of recruitment model even though the SAP is against it, thus breaking with the tradition of reaching parliamentarian unity on substantial changes in defence policy. According to Tolgfors, a number of contextual factors can be identified to motivate the government’s course of action. The SAP does not function as an oppositional party because it no longer produces any defence motions: “The SAP does not even present defence motions in parliament. In the end of 2007 it has been years since they presented anything of substance” (Tolgfors 2017). There is equally an apparent lack of leadership in the SAP, what it wants with the defence reform and who its defence spokesperson is. It is also visible, he suggests, that the SAP is torn on the issue. Key persons within the party appear open to a new model, as long as it creates better expeditionary capabilities. The SAP’s representative in the SDC, Håkan Juholt, and the SAP’s spokesperson in foreign affairs, Urban Ahlin are of this view, he argues. For Tolgfors the Committee could therefore be used to sway the SAP’s formal stance on military service. “There is in 2007 no given route for how to proceed. We are in a time of reappraisal and review. How can one know that [the SAP] will not accept the new system? When did they say that they did not do this? At what time and in what place? I do not believe one can put it like this. To me the question was politically open” (Ibid). What appears in 2007, to Tolgfors’s mind, is that the SAP is indecisive and that there is a possibility for the government to push the SAP to support a swap from conscripted to a professional army. It is also the case, he continues, that in 2007 any mention of a system with only employed soldiers is a “red blanket”. The exact meaning and virtue of having only employed soldiers is nonetheless unclear, because it has never been examined or publicly debated. The Committee is a possibility to break the taboo on discussing alternative models and finally move the reform onward toward a sustainable recruitment policy for the
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future. Above all, echoing Odenberg’s criticism, it is also apparent that in 2007 the existing recruitment model no longer can be said to be “military service”. A decade of reforms has produced a hybrid model where the share of employed soldiers is on its way of outnumbering the share of conscripts. In addition, according to Tolgfors it was visible that the defence ministry and the Armed Forces already had their “minds in the new system” and that the process toward a professional army “already had begun” (Tolgfors 2017).

To be sure, the measures taken by the SAP in the earlier years to increase the recruitment to the expeditionary missions had not delivered as planned. The share of conscripts who did not apply for expeditionary missions still dwarfed the share who decided to sign up for deployment.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Will apply</th>
<th>Have applied</th>
<th>Will not apply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002-03</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-04</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


What accounts for the poor interest? One important reason is that the changes beginning in the 2001 bill placed an excessive faith in the serviceman’s stated interest to sign up for deployment at the enlistment test. The problem with this is that “interest” is a fluid variable in the sense that it varies over time and for reasons that the Armed Forces could not control. In addition, instead of strengthening military service, the introduction of “interest” weakened it by motivating a reduction in the cohort. By enlisting only interested servicemen the belief was that more of them would stay on, which made large cohorts unnecessary and presented a possibility to cut the “deadweight”, improve efficiency and keep costs down. The problem is that by reducing the cohort the institution of military service in society – the logic of appropriateness for serving – was weakened. One way to present the problem is that interest in serving in the Armed Forces is not linear, it is exponential. When you reduce the cohort, the weakening you do to the institutional

---

8When the third term is introduced in 2006, only 2.6 per cent apply and are admitted to a “third term,” 5 per cent have applied but are not been admitted. 92 per cent have not applied (Headquarters 2007b).
framework of military service will not be matched by the size of the reduction in number of soldiers. It will more likely be higher because by reducing the cohort military service disappears as a socially shared collective experience in society. By replacing the duty to serve with an interest to serve, and reducing the cohort, the policy removed the sociophysiological effect that had helped gauging the logic of appropriateness for serving. The new policy also made it easier for the conscript to leave basic training whenever he wanted, creating a new norm not only in society on serving, but in the Armed Forces as well. Finally, the 2001 bill rested on a false premise that the Armed Forces can become more efficient by recruiting only the best in the cohort. The problem with this assumption is that the normal distribution curve is constant in how many people that can be found in each category. The quantity of the best servicemen are not increased by cutting of the tail of the curve. The only result is that the cohort shrinks.

The 2001 bill proposed several new policies and these created new norms, norms that were preventing instead of facilitating an effective recruitment of soldiers to the Armed Forces.

Chairman of the committee is the long time servant of the SDC, Anders Svärd, from the Centre Party. As a former and leading member of the SDC, he was one of the architects of replacing the realist with the New Wars perspective and made it mainstream in Swedish defence policy. He believes a swap to a professional army is necessary because “the expeditionary objective had become more and more pronounced, but the Armed Forces were still struggling to achieve its objective — it was especially failing in recruiting enough soldiers” (Svärd 2017). What Sweden needed was a reform that made better use of their soldiers: “Instead of wasting money on training that never could be used we should be using our soldiers. Either we are at war at home or we are on mission abroad. Why should we otherwise pay for having soldiers, if we never used them?” (Ibid). He also believed that the conversion strategy suggested by Sydow was misguided: “What does voluntary military service even mean? One cannot both have and not have a duty” (Ibid). In contrast to Tolgfors, Svärd did not see the committee as a vehicle for political unity, because the committee was parliamentarian. If there is not parliamentarian unity on an issue one cannot expect unity in a parliamentarian committee. To him it was obvious that the government had already decided that a swap would come and the task of the committee was to put forth the practicalities of making the swap as good as possible (Ibid). In spite of this, he continues, the work of the committee was disturbed by the fact that all members knew that the government thought one thing, the opposition another, the party elite one and the grassroots in all the parties yet another. The swap was, in
other words, far from enjoying broad political support.

In his first invitation to the committee Svärd stresses that “[w]e do not have very much time on our hands, barely a year. We have to work fast” (Svärd 2008a). According to Svärd, the most important aspect was to complete the already ongoing norm-change in the Armed Forces. The way that the Armed Forces look on soldiers has changed in the last few years, with new values and working conditions in which the conscript was seen more as a colleague than a serviceman. In the future this development had to continue, but with greater intensity. The typically military hierarchical order of things had to be replaced and the Armed Forces had to become a modern flat organisation, just like in the most successful business on the market. According to Svärd this had been a goal by the politicians for many years, but still much needed to be done (Svärd 2017). The Armed Forces had to study how successful companies attract talented people, working more with incentives such as generous wages, specified job descriptions, reasonable working hours and fair compensation. The goal had to be that there would be no difference between recruiting people to the Armed Forces and recruiting people to successful companies: “What I wanted was that it would make no difference if one works in Volvo or as a soldier on mission in Afghanistan. In both cases recruitment is dependent on offering attractive deals to the employees. Successful recruitment begins and ends with good and well specified conditions, regardless of what one is recruiting to” (Svärd 2017). The Armed Forces had slowly moved in that direction since 2001, as a consequence of Sydow’s bill, now the Armed Forces had to internalise these values and transform the organisation so that they became part of the organisational culture. The Armed Forces had to, in short, be professionalised.

One part of the committee’s work was to examine how other states had swapped from conscripted to professional armies and extract lessons from this information. At the time, there was no prior knowledge about the experiences of these countries: “Our knowledge of other European states was at best rudimentary at best, to put it like that” (Svärd 2017; Nilsson 2017). Unfortunately, the reports they receive amounted to alarming reading for a government set on imitating the swap in other European countries. With few real exceptions, the reports pointed out severe problems in the recruitment and retention of soldiers in a professional army. In spite of large efforts to amend the problem, with generous financial incentives, lowering entry-standards and social benefits, many states still wrestled with severe problems and in all countries the

---

9They receive responses from Australia, Denmark, Estonia, Egypt, France, India, Jordan, Canada, China, the Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Singapore, UK, Turkey, Ukraine, and the US.
costs of the professional model had exceeded the initial estimations, and that of military service.\textsuperscript{10} To make matters worse, the committee also receive two reports from the Swedish Defence Research Agency. The first points out that it is “dubious if one can reach the desired levels of recruitment both to basic training and to further employment on contracts” (Nordlund et al. 2008: 10). The reason is that experiences from other states show “the problems should not be underestimated. Neither in the possibilities of reaching the desired recruitment levels nor in the costs associated with developing stable recruitment” (Ibid).

To achieve stable recruitment and retention the soldiers must earn at least 20 percent more than an equal job on the market, which seems far from possible given the defence budget, and the costs in a professional army has in most countries exceeded initial estimations by about 20 percent (Ibid: 64). The second report is equally sceptical (2010: 7).\textsuperscript{11} It argues that the suggested swap in Sweden and the premises of it rests on “in many respects vague suppositions” and on assumptions that “are highly optimistic” (2010: 8, 21). It is highly likely that Sweden will need to recruit about four percent of the cohort to meet the basic demands,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{10}The report from the Netherlands (with the title “Great Recruitment Problems in the Dutch Armed Forces”) points out significant problems in the recruitment and retention of soldiers. The problem is not related to wages, and attempts with better incentives have failed, but in a general disinterest in society for involving itself in the Armed Forces. Soldiers and officers leave the military already four years of service. In 2006 the ratio between recruited soldiers and soldiers who leave the military is 1 to 341. The Dutch Navy and Army have between 30 to 40 percent vacant positions. For this reason the Minister of Defence has been forced to use “revolutionary measures” to prevent what the Dutch media calls the “exodus from the military,” for instance rewarding a 1 000 euro bonus to soldiers who persuade family and friends to enlist. The report from the United Kingdom (with the title “Personnel Problems in the British Armed Forces”) similarly describe retention and recruitment problems as acute, and if the trend is not turned it risks offsetting the military’s objectives. The British government has been forced to lower the entry demands which has decreased the quality of the military. At the moment the military escapes a systemic breakdown because they can recruit from the entire Commonwealth. As in the Netherlands it identifies the reason for the drop-outs to be the burden that expeditionary missions places on the social life of the soldiers. Efforts to amend the problem, with little success, is a well developed incentive structure, including free medical and dental care, high pension, university studies free of charge, low interest rates on mortgages, free food, bonuses after completed training, a thousand pound reward for recruiting a new soldier, increase the maximum age of recruitment (to 33 years) and increase the accepted Body Mass Index from 28 to 32 (clinically defined as fat). So far the measures have not mended the problem. The report from Australia paints a similar gloomy picture, with “profound recruitment and retention problems.”
\item \textsuperscript{11}Nordlund (and his associate Jonsson) will not be done with the final version of the report during the work of the Committee (to be ended in February 2009). Yet from May 2008 they will continuously inform the Committee of their findings. As the state in their final report: “The project has continuously reported its findings to the ongoing Committee on Military Recruitment” (Nordlund & Jonsson 2010: 3, 7).
\end{itemize}
but recruiting at this rate “is on the brink of what is possible on a voluntary basis”, and something that only the United States achieves, on occasion, and only at a high expense. To achieve the necessary recruitment levels one must probably lower the entry requirements, develop generous economic incentives and generally keep being politically creative by for instance recruiting citizens from other states to serve in the Swedish army, for instance in exchange for citizenship (just like the US, the UK, Belgium and Spain do) (2010: 8). Further, the hypothesis by the decision-makers is that 15 percent of the recruits will drop out before completing their training. The estimation is taken directly from the experiences of conscription. Experiences from other countries suggests that the defection rate increases with employed soldiers. It is not unlikely that the real number will be the double (as it is in Denmark and the Netherlands), why the assumption on defection “must be described as optimistic” (2010: 36). Finally, international comparisons suggest that in order to recruit 4,000 soldiers per year, the Armed Forces must have three legible applicants per position, meaning 12,000 qualified and interested applicants per year. According to the authors, this is far from realistic.12 Given the many problems in the suggested swap the authors advise that it would be wise to have a plan B in mind (2010: 7).

12Another uncertainty is the idea on part time-contracts, with soldiers that spend half of their time in the Armed Forces and the other half in a civilian job. This solution is not unique “but the great faith put into it, that it will solve the personnel policy and the international operations is” (2010: 33). According to the authors, “there is not a single country where three fifths of the soldiers are composed of part time soldiers who are planned to take part in expeditionary missions (2010: 33).

13The report by the Swedish Defence Research Agency fits well with a simultaneous report by the Nato. Sweden is among the last countries in Europe to swap from conscripting to employing their soldiers. For many European states it has already been several years since they changed system. A number of studies are begging to evaluate the efficiency of the new system (Bachman et al. 2000; Asch et al. 2004). One major study is by the NATO’s Research and Technology Organisation (RTO). The study examines recruitment and retention with employed models in Belgium, Canada, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States. Its opening statement is that to many members it has proven difficult to recruit and that problems in retention are significant in all countries: “It is not unusual that 30 per cent or more of the enlisted recruits do not to complete their first term” and that many soldiers and officers seek more prospective careers outside the military (Nato 2007: 1-1). It identifies the problem as the model’s sensitivity to external factors. These include but are not limited to: (A) low unemployment rates; (B) incongruence between military and civil values; (C) operational intensity; (D) higher wages in the private sector; (E) geographical location of regiments; (F) promotion based on seniority rather than merit in the military; (G) shrinking demography of 18 to 24 year olds. Many members have tried to amend the problems with increases in wages and benefits, family care, quality of life programmes, targeted advertising, lowering entry standards, educational incentives, retention bonuses and short term contracts (Ibid: 2-2). These measures have so far not solved the problem: “Traditional recruiting, selection, classification and retention practices are no longer
In spite of the unanimous message, pointing out severe risks and problems, the reports are received with ease. For Svärd, the need to swap system was grounded in a belief that it was “the only principally correct system, given the way society was moving” (Svärd 2017). If the reports have any effect on the work of the Committee, it is an understanding that for the reform to succeed what is needed is strong political willpower, optimism and creativity:

I am an optimist, and would probably not have accepted the job if I wasn’t. There were problems with voluntary recruitment, sure, but nothing that could not be managed by political willpower. The important part was that we introduced new modern principles to the military. It became clear that what would be needed is a high amount of optimism and willingness to think new and creatively. If we could do this we could deal with the problems that bogged other countries. This is why the Committee, in the end, proposed what it proposed (Svärd 2017).

Further, judging the soundness of the change was “not what we were supposed to do. The point of departure for me was that the existing model was old-fashioned and had to be replaced” (Ibid). Questions of more practical character could be “sorted out at a later stage with sufficiently smart and strong policies” (Ibid). Tolgfors reasoned similarly: “What we proposed was a stepwise reform. First we decided on the principles, and then we would gradually add concretion” (Tolgfors 2017). This is possibly why the reports were, in spite of the alarming information, not decisive in determining whether or not to proceed. As the representative in the committee from the Moderate Party, Rolf Nilsson puts it: “The focus was on drawing up a new model, not analysing empirical data, which was the job of the defence ministry and the Headquarters” (Nilsson 2017). What is more, in 2008 the NSA and the Headquarters adequate to attract and retain the necessary military personnel to ensure the stability of readiness requirements” (Ibid: 2-1). In some cases the efforts have produced short-term gains, but at the same time resulted in negative long-term consequences. Across Europe the change to a model with only employed soldiers was motivated on a need for boots on the ground in conflict areas abroad. The report however suggests that the interest in the applicants is the military career, not deployment. Similar problems exist in all of the NATO members with only employed soldiers. The exception is Germany because it still uses conscription. Germany has been fairly successful in filling its ranks, and “conscription contributes to this positive result (at least 33 percent of the NCOs/Officers have been conscripts” (Ibid: 2C-2). Similarly, in the first years after the swap in the Netherlands (in 1996) there were few problems because there were many conscripts who volunteered after their service. It was not until a few years into the new system that problems could be identified (Ibid: 2D-2).
publishes two reports on the level of interest among the conscripts in serving abroad. The committee receives this information in the summer of 2008 (NSA 2008). The data covers only 2007, and the respondents are only already enlisted conscripts and students at the Officer Programme. Because of this the information does not apply for society in general. Further, most of the servicemen have already at the enlistment test declared a willingness of serving abroad. The data shows that at the enlistment tests 75 percent declared an interest in deployment. In the basic training this number has dropped to 45 percent and at the end of the training is has dropped further to 14 percent. To qualify for expeditionary service the conscripts must pass a third term. Only 8.5 percent (400 conscripts) have applied and of them more than a tenth were rejected. Based on these numbers, a report from the Headquarters comes to the conclusion that “[i]n order to reach the recruitment goals further actions are clearly necessary to increase the existing levels” (Headquarters 2008: 12).

If the swap was associated with risks and uncertainties, why did the Moderate Party pursue it? The question is motivated since the party had defended the swap on the argument that it was part of its commitment to a well-functioning Armed Forces, a for them still important issue-reputation that had remained even after the general strategic adjustment in the party. The way in which the information is received arguably reveals that the swap is coupled to a commitment of opening a new chapter not only in the party’s own history, but in Swedish society generally. The Moderate Party wanted to kill a for the SAP “holy cow” and institutional weapon that worked in favour of the SAP (Agrell 2011). For the Moderate Party there was therefore a strategic interest in swapping the system, and this interest trumped its interest in being understood as a serious party when it came to defence politics. As Mats Johansson, a Moderate member of parliament and well known defence debater at the time has put it, the Moderate Party was primarily motivated to kill “holy cows” of the SAP, including the military service, as a way of signalling that Sweden had entered a new, post-SAP, era (Johansson 2015).

\[14\] According to the NSA, a high rate of the conscripts initially show a high level of interest in expeditionary service, but that this interest plummets at the end of the service (NSA 2008). In 2002, 55 percent of the conscripts initially states an interest but only 9.6 percent later enlist in an expeditionary unit. In 2003, the relation is 61 to 12.5, and in 2005 they are 67 to 10.5.
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Conflict within the Parties

In the spring of 2008 a number of moderate members of parliament and local governments begin to voice their criticism (Johansson 2015; Nilsson 2017; Svärd 2017). The party’s regional chairman in southern Sweden, Lars-Ingvar Ljungman, together with several others complain that “we no longer recognise our party. Moderate voters have lost faith in the party’s defence policy” (Ljungman 2008). The chairman in Stockholm, Erik Langby, similarly declares that “one truly has a hard time to recognise oneself in this mess and crisis of our national defence” (Langby 2008). Representatives from Enköping note that “there are worries in Moderate municipalities across the country, we no longer understand the party’s stance on defence politics. Is our party no longer standing up for a strong national defence, as we always have?” (Godberg 2008). A poll conducted by the Swedish Radio shows that only three percent of the local politicians from the centre-right alliance believes the defence minister is “doing a good job” (SR 2008). More than one in five wants him to step down. When the party’s defence group visited moderate politicians across the country, the leadership was fiercely criticised, “people very disappointed” (Nilsson 2017). For many in the party, the decision to replace a conscripted with a professional army came as a surprise. It was not anchored in the party’s own defence group and even less in the party generally: “All of a sudden the decision was there. I do not know when it was decided, we read it in the paper. The party was far from agreement. Many of us believed the reforms had gone too far”, as Rolf Nilsson, member of the defence group puts it (Nilsson 2017). Johansson suggests that the shift was strategically correct, and something the party needed, but the leadership failed to explain in the party why it was needed. “In the first term of office the mood was bad. Either you were loyal to the leadership and followed their orders, you belong to the “new moderates” and will be rewarded with important jobs. Or, alternatively, you belonged to the “old moderates” and will be penalised and placed in the cold with small chances of a political career. Some of the old moderates were smart and swallowed their own opinions and joined in, others not so much” (Johansson 2015). The political priority in the first term of office was to “tear down sacred cows, and it included the party’s special interest to defence and things like military service. No doubt about that” (Ibid).

Because of the strategically important interest in renewing the party, the leadership could justify these decisions and ignore the more traditionally minded moderates. For even though many agreed that the adjustments in economic policy were correct, the changes in defence policy was by many perceived as going too far: “Most of us wanted a
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traditional Moderate defence policy: national orientation, increase the defence expenditure and keep an eye on Russia. It is no understatement that the party was split in two” (Johansson 2015). The party’s defence group together publishes an article, arguing that it is unfortunate that the party has abandoned one of its most valuable issue-reputations and that: “The politicians must become better in explaining what the military’s objectives are and why we have a military defence in the first place” (Jernbeck et al. 2008). In a clarifying comment, that equally reveals the connection between the strategic adjustment in the party and how this was connected to defence policy, prime minister Fredrik Reinfeldt responds that:

The renewal of the Moderate Party is real. We do not have the ambition to be the party we once were. We want to become something new, fresh-looking and modern that respond to the problems in society we face today (Reinfeldt 2008a).15

As with the Odenberg-episode in 2007, the conflict within the Moderate Party in the spring of 2008 and the leadership’s response to it reveals the commitment by which the party is engaging in strategic adjustment, that this leads to policy reversal by disassociating old issue-reputations in an attempt of building new ones, and that defence policy is especially important in this pursuit. If the threat of resignation by a minister will not stop the party’s commitment to disassociating itself from its legacy, nor will criticism from members of the party’s defence group or local politicians. As Johansson observed, the choice for members that opposed the new path was either to step aside or join the new direction.

It should also be noted that a similar split could be seen in the SAP. Within left-wing segments in the SAP there is in 2007 a growing a criticism against the expeditionary movement. The criticism concerns the morality of Sweden’s new and more assertive policy on deployments, moving from peace-keeping to peace-enforcement, and together with Nato-members. The development originally spawned from traditional SAP’s ideas in the early 1990s, supported by the left-wing segment (Schori, Peterson, Theorin) and was then augmented by the modernising right-wing segment (Sydow, Hederstedt, Eliasson, Ahlin). Now, however, the left-wing segment believes the development has gone too

---

15The friction is covered in the news media and editorial pages. Defence expert Bo Pellnäs writes that “there is probably not a Swedish government in modern time that have managed the defence of the nation in as an uninterested and fumbling way” (Pellnäs 2008). It appears, he continues, that the party leadership “totally neglects its electorate” and are “confident that their traditional electorate will continue to vote in their favour regardless” (Ibid).
far and that there is a need for a halt. According to the critics the new direction in no way resembles the tradition once initiated by Olof Palme, and his scepticism toward violence and preference of working through the United Nations over Nato. The critics begin asking critical questions on why Sweden have soldiers in Afghanistan, why Sweden has abandoned its work on peace-keeping with the UN and why Sweden must reshape the entire Armed Forces for the purpose of participating in US-led military operations. Their message is that the SAP’s new policies have spiralled out of control and must find its old roots, by immediately bringing home the soldiers from Afghanistan or, alternatively, redeploy them to peace-building missions in Africa. In articles, speeches and books they write that: “Sweden must bring home its soldiers from war-torn countries and never send them back again,” and that they are “sickened when reading that the military now trains conscripts for being deployed to war-torn countries. Sweden’s internationalism has become far too adventurous, where Sweden competes with other nations to deploy soldiers on military adventures” (Peterson 2007a; 2007b; Schori 2007a; 2007b; 2007c). In a petition they collect several hundred names from former high ranking members of the SAP and left-wing public intellectuals. Spokespersons in the SAP respond that: “If the coalition of states would leave Afghanistan it would mean a return of the Taliban and many steps backward on the positive development we have seen. We cannot accept this” (Ahlin et al. 2007).

Moving on, in the fall of 2008 the SDC, chaired by the Moderate Party, publishes a report that gives full support to the decision of swapping to a professional army (SDC 2008). It states that in the past decade the solution for the expeditionary missions has been to recruit former conscripts by transforming military service from the ground. One problem with the solution, it argues, is that it is unpredictable, prevents mobility and accessibility and that it creates two parallel organisations in the military: One with a national and another with an international orientation. The two share the same material, personnel and facilities, leading to frequent conflicts over resources and that both sides of the organisation suffer from a scarcity of resources. Another problem is that in the last few years the intake of conscripts has been decided by how many conscripts that are needed to staff the expeditionary units. This

\[16\] It argues that: “it is not realistic to use conscripts for any other situation than against an armed attack against Sweden — a scenario that we judge as highly unlikely in the foreseeable future. There is at the same time here and now a visible need of usable units that build on accessibility, flexibility and mobility for conflict management regardless of whether they occur globally, in Europe, in our proximity or in our own country. This can only be achieved if our soldiers are employed” (Ibid: 31).
has led the Armed Forces to recruit more conscripts than they in reality need, resulting in a huge waste of resources. The SDC therefore believes that: “it is not realistic to use conscripts for any other situation than against an armed attack against Sweden — a scenario that we judge as highly unlikely in the foreseeable future. There is at the same time here and now a visible need for accessible, flexible and mobile units for conflict management regardless whether they occur globally, in Europe, in our proximity or in our own country. This can only be achieved if our soldiers are employed” (Ibid: 31).

The recommendation by the SDC is significant. In the last decade the praxis has been that the government’s defence bills more or less mirrors the SDC’s reports. When the SDC thus recommends that military service be suspended, this presents the government with a possibility to declare that there is political unity for the swap. The only problem is that this time around the SDC’s report is special. For the SAP’s representative in the SDC, Håkan Juholt, has signed off on the change without anchoring it in his party — which still fiercely opposes the swap. According to Tolgfors, Juholt promised him he had his party’s support: “I asked Juholt: do you have the party behind you on this? And we shook hands that he had. All I needed to do was to promise him that I would put together a bill that reflected the recommendations by the SDC. I specifically remember it, it was at a dinner at the Bonnier Mansion, where the SDC celebrated the report” (Tolgfors 2017). In 2008, Juholt has served in the SDC for thirteen years. Between 2000 and 2007 he was its chairman, he is one of the architects on the movement toward the New Wars-perspective and has argued in favour of a higher expeditionary capability. He has a defence experience unparalleled by any other person in his party. It is even suggested that although he formally no longer chairs the SDC, informally he is still its chairman. It is therefore of great importance that a report that he has architected recommends a policy development that is at odds with the policy of his party, and in line with the government’s. It is not until the report is presented to the public that the SAP learns about Juholt’s “unilateral race in the SDC” (Sydow 2015). His party colleague and chairman in the PDC, Anders Karlsson, immediately summons Juholt to his office. As the formal defence spokesperson for the SAP he warns Juholt not to “move an inch without my approval” (Karlsson 2015). In an effort to amend the problem, Karlsson stresses to the media and Tolgfors that the SAP neither supports the SDC’s report nor have any plans on supporting the swap that the government is planning. In an interview with Swedish National Radio in August 2008, he promises that the SAP will present a motion in the fall where the SAP doubles the number of conscripts: “The number of conscripts have been shrinking for too many
years. We must up in entirely different levels, from four thousand to at least fifteen thousand” (Karlsson 2008a). He also publishes two articles pointing out that the intake for 2007, only a few thousand, is far too little and symbolises a trend that must be immediately reversed (2008b; 2008c). In the coming years it is necessary that the size of the cohort be increased to at least 15,000 per year. Sydow also reacts strongly: “When the final report came to me it was obvious that military service was too wiped out.” When reading the report he felt disappointed and surprised, because Juholt had throughout the process assured him that he defended the party’s position on the issue, “but then the final product landed in something completely different. Juholt pressed his personal view and not the party’s” (Sydow 2015). As a senior member of the party he have many talks with the party leadership: “Most of us were surprised. We thought that the we had a clear standpoint on the issue of military service. It appears that this was obviously not the case” (Ibid). In the late summer and early fall of 2008 Mr. Sydow and Mr. Karlsson do what they can to get the message across that the SAP does not endorse the SDC’s report. The damage is already done, however. As has become tradition, Tolgfors lets the SDC’s report form the foundation for the government’s defence bill, seeing the incident as an internal problem for the SAP and nothing he should consider when formulating the government’s stance (Tolgfors 2017).

A short time later, the committee presents its part-report, echoing the same conclusion that a swap is possible and necessary, though that a number of details are still in need of “deeper analysis, descriptions of consequences and proposals for new laws” (Government 2008a: 97). To have two brigades ready for deployment at any given time, the committee estimates that the Armed Forces must recruit between 7,000 to 9,000 soldiers per year (thus lower than initial estimations). To avoid possible problems in recruiting and retaining soldiers it suggests it is important to “brand” the Armed Forces as an attractive employee, investing heavily in information campaigns, advertisement and open days to the public. Young adults will be the most important recruitment group, why it is “especially important that the Armed Forces understands the values and motivations among the young and their view of the world” (Ibid: 113). In contrast to Syrén’s recommendation a of a gradual swap, the committee suggests it will be possible to begin with a professional army in 2010 (Ibid: 97; Svärd 2008a). Tolgfors concludes that with the support of the SDC and the committee the change can be put in the upcoming defence bill in the summer of 2009. He hopes that the vote in parliament can reflect broad political support across the aisles, if not “the centre-right alliance has a majority to decide on its own anyway” (Tolgfors 2008a).
Critics line up

In the fall of 2008, Russia invades Georgia and the Russian-backed self-proclaimed republics of South Ossetia and Abkhazia. Just a few days earlier, Tolgfors had argued that this kind of behaviour would be highly unlikely from Russia (Tolgfors 2008b). Earlier in the summer he similarly stated that “the political and geographical conditions for threats of the old kind are gone. To be sure, Russia has stepped up its political rhetoric, but does not have the ambition or the means for realising these threats” (Tolgfors 2008c). In the end of August it is obvious that the analysis is wrong. But Tolgfors argues that the speed by which the Russian aggression was conducted nonetheless supported the case for a smaller more mobile, flexible and accessible Armed Forces in Sweden: “What we have seen in Georgia is that speed is essential. It was not large armies, Russia has instead invested in rapid and accessible units” (Tolgfors 2008d; 2008e). His interpretation puts the focus on the operational tactic of Russia’s aggression. Experts however take the Russian behaviour as a signal that “old wars” maybe are not old, but still possible. They believe that the event compels the policy makers in Sweden to rethink and put back the territorial defence of Sweden as a top priority for the Armed Forces.\footnote{Examples include the Director of the Swedish Institute for International Affairs, Thomas Ries: “the Russian behaviour is the culmination of a seven year trend” where the relations between the Russia and the EU have been deteriorating considerably. He therefore urges the decision makers to redraw its policies: “We have invested heavily in a heavily reduced but effective defence, but in this process we have done away with our national defence capability” (Ries 2008). From the Royal Defence College Professor Bo Huldt comments that the developments in Russia will serve as a wake up call for the Eu, the Nato and Sweden that “in fact, there still are things such as wars and invasions” (Huldt 2008). The Chairman of the People’s Party, Jan Björklund asserts that “Georgia is a neighbouring country to Russia, but so is Scandinavia. We live next to a great power that is rearming itself with authoritarian power interests (Björklund 2008).} Most important of all is that the SAP moves away from the New War perspective that it had championed for over a decade, to again stress a realist perspective. Former defence minister Björn von Sydow puts forth the argument that in a world where “there is no respect for the United Nations there must be a considerable military element in Sweden’s security policy, capable of deterring military threats in our region” (Sydow 2008a). Russia’s war against Georgia was “a war fought by conventional means”, which is why “Sweden must have a conscripted army, not an employed one” and that the time now has come for Sweden to “prioritise the defence of our territory” (Ibid). In coming years, Sydow continues, Sweden must reverse the development of the ongoing reform with a considerable increase in the intake of conscripts and that the
focus on expeditionary missions has “gone too far”:

Our national defence must retake centre stage and in a more expressive way deter actors in our region from hostile actions, in an increasingly deteriorating world. The Russian political system and culture is set in a way that we cannot ignore, they may use violence to achieve political ends (Sydow 2009a).

The priority to “light” capabilities must be replaced by “heavy” and traditional military means, including large conscripted armies and tanks. Sweden’s expeditionary capability must not exceed one battalion: “Participating internationally must, in my view, take a lower priority than has so far been the case” and that “deterring possible aggressors” instead must be the “highest priority” (Ibid: 18).

18

The chairman of the PDC, Anders karlsson (SAP) similarly asks if it is a “defence of the nation we want or is it a warring machine, engaging in wars across the world? Is this what we pay 40 billion a year for? People in the party had, for years, blindly accepted the New Wars perspective without understanding what they were doing. To me the expeditionary missions were absurd” (Karlsson 2015). The Russian aggression toward Georgia hence swayed the SAP to again favour the realist perspective with a focus on territorial defence. Similar developments could be seen in the parties that made up the centre-right government. As an example, the chairman of the Liberal Party, Jan Björklund, wants a substantially stronger national defence: “Our defence policies have been wrong... in 2004 we should have stopped with what we were doing, after the Russian war against Georgia there are too many warnings. ...we have to abandon our earlier thinking and begin anew” (Björklund 2009a). For the Moderate Party, these were disturbing news since the government just had decided on an entirely different development, the one put in place by the SAP in the 2000 Defence Decision. Tolgfors thus reacts to these arguments from the SAP and the Liberal Party by saying that it “only messes up the process” (Tolgfors 2009a).

At the end of January, Tolgfors adds a new directive to the committee on military service, asking it to include a plan on how the new

---

18Sydow later continues his argument for a re-nationalisation of the Swedish defence in an essay: “The question is whether there are threats and risks to Sweden that more than participating in international missions motivate that we reprioritise our own military defence for a direct defence of Sweden” (Sydow 2009a: 14). He answers in the positive and stress that the military must be redirected “to a situation with risks of war in our geographical proximity. We should prioritise military units for our territorial defence [with a] a comprehensive conscripted cohort” (Ibid: 15, 18).
CHAPTER 5. DISPLACEMENT

recruitment system can be put in practice already in July, 2010 (Government 2009a).\textsuperscript{19} One day later, Syrén presents his plan on how to manage the swap to employed soldiers. He and his colleagues have had record short two months to prepare. He underscores that the new model, and the analysis it rests on, is marred by uncertainties, speculations and assumptions (Ibid: 5).\textsuperscript{20} The most sensitive being whether the Armed Forced can recruit in sufficient numbers and then retain the soldiers for a more than four years, which it must to keep the economic calculus intact (Ibid: 31). In contrast to the committee’s (preliminary) report, he believes it is unlikely that the Armed Forces can recruit more than 4,000 new soldiers per year, and even this will a great challenge. To recruit at this level the Armed Forces need a pool of qualified candidates of at least 8,000 individuals, which is on the border of what can be assumed as realistic (Ibid: 31). Syrén’s skepticism sits uneasily with the government’s plan to introduce the new model already in the summer of 2010: “I can promise you that the discussions have been intense” (Syrén 2009a; Headquarters 2009: 1).

With Syrén’s report the regional chairman of the Moderate Party

\textsuperscript{19}In addition to its original task, the Committee should consider how a new recruitment model can be introduced by July 1 2010” (Government 2009a).

\textsuperscript{20}What the Headquarters has managed to put together is based on experiences from other states. It may very well be that these are not applicable to Sweden. This means, it stresses, the efficiency of the new model cannot be guaranteed, nor can the costs for the transition and operation of the new model. For the plans to work the soldiers must stay on the job for at least eight years. This will prove highly challenging, given that most of the soldiers will be young and tempted to change their occupation after only a few years. Similarly, the plan does not permit a higher defection rate than fifteen percent. International comparisons suggests that this is an optimistic figure that in reality will most likely be higher. In addition, the government wants the system to be composed of many part-time soldiers. There are few or no other countries that have tried this solution which increases the uncertainties even further.

\textsuperscript{21}The officer at the Headquarters responsible for recruitment, Johan Fölstad, even believes that Syrén’s report (which is more sceptical than the committee’s) is even too optimistic. “It is complex and not yet ready. Great parts are still not sufficiently examined or planned. It is necessary that a great number of uncertainties are sorted out in the form of political decisions” (Headquarters 2009). He underscores that the transition will necessarily have to take several years and that it is likely that military service “will have to continue to at least 2011,” and that even after military service is suspended the military must recruit at least 20 percent of the ex-conscripts for the new model to function” (Ibid). There is no realistic chance that the military can recruit more than maximum 4 000 soldiers per year, and that even this will be very challenging, since it is “internationally a very high percentage, and higher than most other countries that recruit on a voluntary basis” (Ibid). In order to recruit 4000 soldiers there must be a robust incentive structure in place, something Fölstad still has not seen a trace of from the defence ministry. For this reason it is the view of the Headquarters that conscription will have to remain even after parliament decides to change the system.
in Stockholm, Erik Langby, “expects that the government choose not to proceed as planned” (Langby 2009). The vice-chairman of the PDC, Rolf Gunnarsson, also member of the party, believes the government is taking the expeditionary direction too far and with too high risks (Gunnarsson 2009). The Green Party’s defence spokesperson Annika Nordgren Christensen is equally worried:

Today, we do not know anything about the new system. ...The economy of the new system is only guesswork. For me it would be prudent for the government to be careful. But the committee has received a new directive to suggest how to introduce the new system already in July 2010, a directive that, as before, has not been anchored with the political opposition. I am deeply concerned... The government is rushing the reform and with this risks jeopardising the entire project (Nordgren Christensen 2009a).

Experts from the Royal Defence College agree: “It appears that the government believes there will be no more wars in the region. I do not share this optimism at all. To my understanding the Russians have clearly sent the signal that they are willing and able to reconquer lost territory. There is a great danger in reducing the defence at this military at this moment, since it is a long procedure in rebuilding the military” (Huldt 2009). A number of high ranking officers and members of the Royal Swedish Academy of War Sciences equally voice their concern: “We cannot afford to abandon military service, since we lack the finances to pay for a sufficiently large and qualitative employed army” (Åkerman et al. 2009a). The former Supreme Commander in Finland, Gustav Hägglund, comments that “many European states that have travelled the same road have in return been caught in serious problems in the recruitment and retention of soldiers” (Hägglund 2009). Tolgfors rebuts by arguing that: “Sweden is not only protected at our national borders. Wars, conflicts and incidents must be prevented from reaching our borders” (Tolgfors 2009b). Anders Karlsson, the SAP’s spokesperson in defence, complains that the government is taking the reform toward “extremes” where the “national defence is placed in the background” and the “defence is allowed to take ‘the international’ as its point of departure on all issues”, with the risk of “jeopardising national security” (Karlsson 2009a). Adding to the criticism, in mid March an opinion poll shows that the swap lacks public support. 63 percent of the respondents want to keep military service (Sifo 2009). The greatest support comes from the young men — those affected by military service — with a 74 percent in favour (Ibid). In March, the new Supreme Commander, Sverker Göransson, equally expresses his doubts (Göransson 2009).
a model with employed soldiers to be successful it depends on segments in society that naturally have an interest in the military and that the public knows what the Armed Forces are doing. He fears that after the many changes in the past decade there is at current no such knowledge (Ibid). From this point of view it is possible that the suggested transition is premature. The risk with the proposed swap, he suggests, is that the public’s lack of engagement in the Armed Forces never is permitted to regain in strength, by now swapping to an entirely voluntary model: “It is harder than one might think to recruit soldiers on a voluntary basis” (Ibid).

**The Vote**

The government nonetheless pulls through with the proposed plan. In the end of March Tolgfors hands over the government’s bill to parliament (Government 2009b). As of the first of July in 2010, military service will be suspended and replaced with a system based on soldiers who volunteer to contractual employments:

> A new recruitment model will be introduced. The recruitment for all categories in the military will be based on voluntary engagement. If war, risk of war or other exceptional circumstances materialise the Armed Forces can, as before, revert to conscription. (Ibid: 1-2).

The arguments for the swap are by now well known. Military service does not correspond with the need to produce units that be deployed abroad (Tolgfors 2009d). There are no territorial threats against Sweden nor will there be in the near future (Government 2009: 77). Security is instead most effectively achieved in operations beyond Swedish territory. Since conscripts cannot serve abroad they are of no use to the Armed Forces (Ibid: 78). The bill notes that the change is comprehensive and will take time to implement. In peacetime, the most “demanding performances” will be carried out by 7,000 soldiers on full time contracts, 21,000 soldiers on part time contracts and a Home Guard amounting to 20,000 soldiers (Ibid: 49). It will be possible to recruit these soldiers, Tolgfors adds, because there is sufficient interest in society to work in the Armed Forces: “The need for soldiers can be managed without a legal duty. Given this it is difficult to justify a system based on coercive laws (Tolgfors 2009d). In June, the bill is accepted by 153 votes against 150.22

---

22Since the election in 2006 the parliamentarian divide is as follows: the SAP, the Green Party and the Left party together have 171 seats. The Alliance for Sweden
Table 5.2: The vote, June 16 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Absent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiP</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDP</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 153 150 46

For Tolgfors, the most important part of the decision was that it signalled that new principles would govern the Armed Forces. “The decision was principally important. After it had been decided [in parliament], we could add concretion. It is also a question what other alternatives would have been possible, than starting with principles... and saying 'OK, this is where we are going’, we will no longer have the duty to serve in Sweden” (Tolgfors 2017).

Part III

Conclusion
Chapter 6

Why Sweden Suspended Military Service

By studying the policy process from 1990 to 2009 two causal concepts can be observed: deinstitutionalisation and issue reputation. I have earlier in this dissertation suggested that what sets the conscripted and the professional army apart are the means by which they move the individual into action. They are different in the “internal mechanisms by which organisations coerce or persuade members to act” (Hodgson 2006: 10). The conscripted army functions on a logic of appropriateness whereas the professional army functions on a logic of consequences. In military sociology one draws a similar distinction by using the concepts of “institutional” and “occupational” recruitment models. In the conscripted army, soldiers are persuaded to serve because they fulfil a socially defined role. In the professional army, soldiers are persuaded by the conditions of their employment contract.

That the two function on different logics is important for our purposes because, I argue, the effective functioning of military service depends on members to act “appropriately” (see Ch. 1). Servicemen must willingly conform to prevailing norms, rules and expectations in society on the need for serving, without pay, in the Armed Forces. In a liberal democracy it is not possible to, literally, coerce tens of thousands of 18 year old men to serve. States that use military service are dependent on the presence of supportive norms on serving in the military. This is why European states using conscripted armies have historically taken care to stress, in their political rhetoric, notions such as “collective responsibility”, “national union”, “civic duty”, “solidarity” and so on. They have equally taken care to develop policies that enact these values and norms.
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elsewhere in society. Universal social welfare being the best example of this. I have argued that during the 1900s the SAP was highly successful in tying their ambitions on universal welfare to universal military service (and vice versa), and this is a well known process for using military service which others have called the “school of the nation” theory (Krebs 2004). The two policy areas enacted the same norms and were mutually supportive, which partly explains why they both became institutionalised features of Swedish society. The point is that by opting for a conscripted army there is an associated functional imperative for creating and maintaining certain social imperatives in society (Huntington 1957).

In both armies, action takes place within an institutional framework, only different ones. What happens in the years between 1990 and 2009 is that there is a shift in institutional logics. The logic of appropriateness is no longer the “master logic” in the policies on military service. The policy-aim of keeping military service remains, but in the pursuit of achieving this aim in a new governing context the logic of appropriateness is weakened and supplanted by a logic of consequences. The outcome remains the same but the means for reaching the outcome changes. During the period it can be generally observed that changing the means for producing the same outcome was something that could be seen in other policy areas too. As an example, universal welfare was still the aim in the difficult welfare reforms but how to achieve it changed, for instance by introducing private alternatives. In Sweden’s recruitment policy the same kind of situation can be said to have applied. The outcome remained the same — keeping military service — but the means for doing this changed by moving from acting appropriately to acting “rationally”, appealing to individual interests, motivation and financial incentives. What makes military service special is that it is difficult to proceed in this way, because the means for realising the outcome are deeply associated with the likelihood of actually realising the outcome. Again, the functional imperative of military service is dependent on maintaining certain social imperatives. During the 1900s the SAP (and the Moderate Party) demonstrated a high level of understanding of this dynamic, but the governments from 1990 to 2009 failed in this regard. The policies failed in helping the Armed Forces to preserve its ability to generate action in its members or would be members. This is problematic since institutions are normative creations in the sense that “to be institutional, structure must generate action” (Tolbert and Zucker 1996: 179; Scott 2004). When a structure fails to generate action, it can no longer be said to be an institution. The institutional element is no longer present, and this creates pressing problems of efficiency and ensuring the stable functioning of the organisation.
I have described the process of this failure as deinstitutionalisation. The decision to suspend military service in 2009 was preceded by nearly two decades of deinstitutionalisation. Politically, the process was nurtured by changing the formal rules of military service: Removing the duty to serve, reducing the cohort, removing the sanctions for refusing to serve, moving from a national to an international perspective, placing greater emphasis on the quality of the servicemen, their interests and motivations. Although these were decisions that affected the formal framework surrounding military service, they also affected the norms of military service. As I argued in the first chapter: Policies create norms and changes in policies also changes norms in society. This is especially true for top-down, politically, created norms and institutions such as military service. The problem in the Swedish reform was that the new policies created norms that were rival to the ones that had supported and reproduced the institution of military service for over a century. Just as institutionalisation is a process where a policy area acquires value and stability, deinstitutionalisation differentiates the value and offsets stability (Huntington 1968: 12). From 1990 to 2009, the institution of military service was repeatedly undermined with new policies and these prevented its effective functioning, which opened up a debate and ultimately justified the decision on replacing the conscripted with a professional army. Deinstitutionalisation continued uninterrupted for reasons that had to do with partisan politics (more on this below) and as it did it became increasingly difficult for the institution of military service to reproduce itself and this obstructed its effective functioning, which led to questions on whether it was tenable to continue with military service at all.

The Swedish case thus supports the baseline thesis in institutional theory that the endurance of an institution depends on whether it is reinforced through interaction, socialisation and legitimation while at the same time working to holding other, alternative, behavioural prescriptions unimaginable (Clemens & Cook 1999: 446). The policies on military service from 1990 to 2009 weakened the interactions, socialisation and legitimation of military service at the same time as it encouraged an alternative behavioural script.

Moving on, in light of some accounts in institutional theory the Swedish outcome is not surprising. It has been argued elsewhere that “reactive informal institutions should be particularly susceptible to formal institutional change” (Helmke & Levitsky 2003: 20). As I argued in Chapter 1, the informal institution supporting military service was what can be called a “reactive institution”, as opposed to a “spontaneous institution” (Ibid). The informal norm-structure surrounding military service did not emerge spontaneously, but through skilled norm-
entrepreneurship by policy makers who provided supportive norms, social rules and expectations which were deemed necessary for providing the effective functioning and legitimacy of the “formal” set up of military service: the universal duty to serve, and accepting a penalty for not serving. Policy makers create informal institutions around formal schemes to help lower transaction costs, provide social interaction and coordination, to ensure an effective functioning of the formal set up. Informal institutions are in essence problem solving devices or “structures”. In the studied period, policy makers continuously failed to uphold these structures (they even worked against them) which had the consequence of diminishing the functioning and efficiency of the recruitment policy.

By changing the formal design of military service, the policy makers altered the incentives in the servicemen to participate in the institution, because the expected outcomes (social belonging, doing one’s part, avoiding social sanctions, and so on) were no longer present. Reactive informal institutions, such as military service, are particularly sensitive to changes in formal design because they develop as a direct consequence of incentives provided through formal rules. Now, changing the content of the formal rules (from 1997 to 2001) and/or the enforcement of them (from 1997 to 2009) has important consequences for the actors’ estimation of the costs and benefits of complying to the informal rules. By modifying the formal rules, as one did during the studied period, one also altered their social effects. Not only in the sense that the actors do not (need to) comply to the formal rules, but also in the sense that new incentives emerge for either abandoning or modifying their willingness to comply. Something which could be witnessed at the NSA, when servicemen for instance suggested that military service was “not for them” because they did not want to go to Bosnia or Afghanistan. When formal rules in reactive institutions are transformed, as in Sweden, the literature therefore predicts that institutional change may even be quite rapid (Helmke & Levitsky 2003). In our case, changes in the formal design of military service were omnipresent, and these gradually eroded the effective functioning of military service. From this perspective it is not surprising that the centre-right government abandoned the few remaining parts of military service in 2009.

\[\text{1} \text{The same is not true for spontaneous institutions. As they put it: “change within spontaneous informal institutions should be less tightly coupled with formal institutional change. Because these informal institutions are the product of incentive structures that lie outside the formal rules, formal institutional change is less likely to have a direct or decisive impact on them” (Helmke & Levitsky 2003: 20).}\]
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The processes that led up to that decision can be divided into three sub-mechanisms of deinstitutionalisation: disruption, conversion, and displacement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.1: Three sub-mechanisms of deinstitutionalisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Definition</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disruption: Disrupting established practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion: Redeployment of existing institution to new ends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement: Differential growth of old over new practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of change</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanism</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contestation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redirection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990-1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Disruption

The “disruptive” period stretches from 1990 to 1996. In the early 1990s the policy on military service is exposed to contestation. Not on the issue on whether or not to have military service, on this all agree, but on how it should be designed in the post-cold war context. For the first time in decades issues on the organisational design of military service became a topic in the political debate. It is difficult to say who it was that removed the shield that for decades had protected military service from political contestation. On the one hand it can be argued that it was the Moderate Party since it was the centre-right government that pushed ahead on adjusting the universality policy, arguing instead that the Armed Forces should only conscript as many as it needs, and not literally all servicemen in the cohort. On the other hand, it can equally be argued that the need for abandoning the universality policy had to do with the former SAP-governments’ failure in preventing a system imbalance between quality and quantity. It can however with certainty be argued that the SAP’s reluctance to adjust the universality principle between 1994 and 1999 intensified the disruption and led to the decision to convert military service. The prelude to this have their origins in three commitments by the SAP: 1) reducing the defence budget; 2) keeping universality and; 3) strengthening Sweden’s expeditionary capability.

In particular, commitments one and two raise complicated questions because they were conflicting goals but equally important for the SAP. Navigating around the conflict proves difficult and raises questions such
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as: How many servicemen should serve? How many conscripts can the government afford? How many conscripts do the Armed Forces want/need? Should the length of service be divided to a short- and a long service? Which is more important, modernisation, universality or the peace-dividend? Should the Armed Forces create new functions, such as a “civilian defence”, to ensure that as many conscripts as possible serve? Should there be a “reserve” for conscripts that do not serve? These questions dominate the debate in the mid-1990s. They revealed that military service was no longer a stable policy-area with a given set of priorities that all parties, to the left and right, could agree on. The issue was made more complicated by the fact that the Armed Forces and the Moderate Party demanded modernisation and objected to defence reductions, universality and the New Wars perspective. Failing to choose between these goals, the consequence was that the Armed Forces enlisted more servicemen than they had resources for. New cuts in the defence reductions led to last-minute cancellations of enlistments. The consequence of the first action was that the problems identified with the system imbalance in the 1990s were still left unresolved, in spite of the 1992 decision. Servicemen were enlisted to positions that did not exist and were forced to train with outdated equipment. Last-minute cancellations left many conscripts disappointed, and with an involuntary gap year. After a few years of heated debate on the future of military service it was clear by 1998 that the SAP’s policy on universality was untenable. Either it had to finance the universality policy or it had to opt for something else. The government opted for the latter, which led to the period of conversion.

What led the parties to push policies to this point? The disruptive period is driven by a SAP reacting to two bold policies presented by the centre-right government, who acted on their issue-reputations. One was to move Sweden toward deeper political cooperation with Europe, by joining the EU. Part of this included modernising the foreign policy of neutrality to mean only “nonalignment”. Acting in this way the government followed the political development in Europe, where the fall of the Soviet Union had opened up a rare opportunity for democratisation in Europe and solidifying this moment in a European union of democratic states. Against this (positive) development the SAP’s skepticism toward European cooperation and strict interpretation of neutrality as “impartial” was quickly becoming outmoded. The leadership therefore does a strategic adjustment that is initiated with a policy reversal by applying for EU-membership. To soothe EU-sceptics in the party, the leadership suggests that the EU will present Sweden, and the SAP, with a unique possibility to “upload” its policies on a regional level and work for good in the world, picking up its issue-reputation of international
solidarity and working for peace in the world. When the SAP moves toward the EU it is also noticeable that the selective emphasis from territorial defence (Realism) to expeditionary missions (New Wars) is initiated.

The decision to join the EU marked the beginning of a strategic adjustment in the SAP’s defence- and foreign policy that would be pursued with greater intensity in the coming years and mature to what Agrell has called the “Afghanistan doctrine” (2011; 2013). The centre-right government, meanwhile, pushed its issue-reputation on efficiency in the Armed Forces by moderating the universality policy in the 1992 defence decision. What was needed was a smarter organisational design that placed a premium on quality. In their motion, the SAP agreed in the sense that they believed that the time had come for Sweden to cash in the peace dividend. When the SAP reentered government in 1994 it reduced the defence budget and elevated the emphasis on expeditionary missions.

In the disruptive period we therefore see two parties that champion their respective issue-reputations, and one strategic adjustment in the SAP on the issue of EU. Prompted by the emerging EU, which is championed by the Moderate Party, the SAP swaps its EU policy and when it does so it also introduces the notion of New Wars to the Swedish defence debate, as part of its issue-reputation in international engagements. The Moderate Party stresses the notion of a more efficient Armed Forces as part of their issue-reputation, and successfully redefines the foundations of the policy debate on organisational design. The issues are still divided along the party-political spectrum and major issue-disassociations are still not presented. This would however change in the next period.

6.2 Conversion

Military service is “converted” between 1997 and 2001. Prompted partly by two defence reductions in 1997 and 1998 and partly by the unsustainable policy of universal military service in the light of this, and the new focus on expeditionary missions, the SAP government stakes out that the time had come to modernise the Armed Forces. One part of the modernisation entailed redesigning military service so that it catered the needs of the expeditionary missions. In the 1994 and 1996 Defence Decisions the New Wars paradigm had grown in importance, backed by a series of reports from the SDC. Although this development was criticised by the Supreme Commander and the Moderate Party, the government in the 2000 bill took the final step and decided that in the future, building an expeditionary capability would be just as important
as the national (territorial) defence. The new direction raised a difficult problem for the SAP because giving priority to expeditionary missions was what had led many European states to swap to a professional army. The problem for the SAP was that a similar policy was impossible in Sweden. Both because military service was an appreciated institutional feature of society, closely associated to the SAP. Doing away with military service was therefore not on the policy makers’ menu of choice. To make matters more complicated, the SAP had initiated and committed itself to a heavy reduction of the defence budget. The Armed Forces would thus have to build an expeditionary capability at the same time as the organisation had to be reduced. This was a problem because the prevailing method until then was that the number of soldiers that could be recruited to the expeditionary stood in relation to how many servicemen the Armed Forces conscripted on a given year. Experience told that around ten to twelve percent of the conscripts could after basic training be recruited for deployment. Given that the expeditionary capability was about to swell to 1,000 soldiers, to begin with, this meant that the Armed Forces had to conscript 100,000 servicemen.

What was needed was a “conversion” of military service so that it could be preserved but serve new ends. To this end, the SAP-government redraws the organisational design of military service to produce higher efficiency in the actual output per conscript. It, in other words, takes up on the redefinition of the policy on military service that the Moderate Party initiated in the early 1990s, but adds several new dimensions to it. It can do this without being penalised by the electorate because the SAP “owns” the issue of universality, which is now being abandoned. It is highly unlikely that the Moderate Party could have done the same, without also risking difficult accountability pressures. The share of conscripts that moved on to deployment from basic training had to swell from ten to at least thirty per cent. It is against this background that the SAP-government abandons the universality policy and redraws the formal rules of military service. The duty to service is replaced by interest and motivation for going on deployments. Only servicemen that have sufficiently high scores on the enlistment tests are conscripted. By removing the duty to serve the penalty for not serving is also removed and the Armed Forces must become better at attracting qualified servicemen. The conscripts are therefore financially compensated with an increase in their daily allowance and end of service bonus, and the basic training changes to focus on expeditionary missions. The decision to convert was strategically important because it helped the SAP develop its New Wars perspective without doing away with military service. With the decision the purpose of Sweden’s recruitment policy shifted from enacting equality, solidarity and doing
one’s part to instead creating deployable soldiers. With these changes, the policies on military service changed from putting equal weight on the means and the outcome of the policy. Before, the means was just as important as the outcome — it was even part of the outcome —, now, however, the efforts are directed toward the outcome of producing deployable soldiers and adjusting the means for this purpose.

Whereas the disruptive period was the combined result of policies from the Moderate Party and the SAP, conversion is only the result of SAP-policy. Conversion is an example of a substantial policy reversal that is born out of two earlier strategic adjustments in the SAP: a) the movement from neutrality to being an active member of the EU; b) and associated with this the selective emphasis on expeditionary units and New Wars. With this change, the SAP disassociates itself from the universality policy and also the values it had enacted. In the early 2000s, the SAP has therefore transformed the foundational principles of Swedish defence policy: from universality to selective service in the organisational design (from “institutional” to “occupational”), and from territorial defence to expeditionary missions in organisational purpose (from Realism to New Wars). Given the change in organisational purpose, the ensuing change in organisational design was not surprising. Not primarily because the change was needed from a military point of view, but it was also expected from a political point of view. Without the conversion in organisational design military service would risk standing against legitimacy problems, the way it had in the late 1990s. These were risks that the SAP wanted to prevent since with such a development it could lose a for them important institutional weapon, since problems of this sort could raise the need for a professional army. The SAP was well placed for reversing the universality policy. As the Nixon-goes-to-China logic suggests, parties that own an issue-reputation are also best suited to reverse a policy.

In the disruptive period the SAP elevates its issue-reputation in international solidarity by giving selective emphasis on New Wars. In the period of conversion it adopts the issue-reputation of the Moderate Party by disassociating its issue-reputation to the universality policy and by arguing that the organisational purpose of Armed Forces should govern Sweden’s defence policies. It moves from prioritising means, process, tradition and ideology to prioritising (efficient) outcome, which is what the 2001 bill was all about.
6.3 Displacement

By 2002, most of the formal changes that later will account for the 2009 suspension have been implemented. The period between 2002 and 2009 is one where the changes in the formal rules create path altering-dynamics in the informal rules of military service. There is differential growth between the logic of appropriateness and the logic of consequences and an alternative institutional form grows from within and displaces the institutional framework surrounding military service.

The four distinguishing traits of the conscripted army (Ch. 1) were weakened or removed all together to the privilege of the four traits of the professional army (Ch. 1). The support for the universality principle, the belief that serving is a duty, and that not serving should be penalised, and that such punishments are necessary for preserving the legitimacy of military service, that conscripts should serve without pay, and that they should serve for the purpose of defending the national territory, are all notions that disappear from the political debate and become perceived as redundant, unwanted, discredited and viewed as obstacles to the work in building a new defence organisation suited to the post-cold war period. In their place, new behaviours and ideas that only a few years earlier would have been taboo are actively pushed, accepted, viewed as necessary and desirable. The most illustrative example is that in 2004 the SAP-government accepts the idea of introducing smaller segments of employed soldiers as a way of protecting military service and preventing a swap to a professional army. In less than two years, thus, the notion of employed soldiers had been normalised. With this development, the debate shifted and the main concern became what measures the Armed Forces had to take to, on a voluntary basis and in competition with other actors on the labour market, recruit sufficiently skilled servicemen. When this becomes the overarching goal the idea of the Armed Forces changes to one where it becomes an actor on the market. Equally, the idea of serving as part of conforming to a collectively enforced norm is replaced by serving as part of realising personal interests and beliefs, attracted by financial incentives and information campaigns. The training is reformed from the ground with a premium on expeditionary missions. Exercises that served only territorial defence were degraded and exercises that could be used in deployments were prioritised. The Army constructed new camps, building replicas of the ones in Kosovo and Afghanistan, and trained in them to prepare the conscripts for deployment. The enlistment procedure was fixed with a “zero vision” of not enlisting one serviceman that would not decide to sign up for deployment. Only the servicemen with the highest scores and with a credible interest for wanting to go on deployment are
conscripted. Before, the principle was that Sweden’s defence capability was a function of the willingness in society to defend the country. Now, the defence capability is instead a function of whether the Armed Forces can recruit the most qualified and interested individuals in society.

These adjustments enforce the belief that it is possible to reduce the conscripted cohort without offsetting the goal of recruiting to the expeditionary units. That displacement followed conversion is visible by looking at the enlistment statistics, and especially at the share of servicemen who are tested and later enlisted. It falls from 51 percent in 1998, the year when Sydow first formalised his belief in conversion, to 24 percent in 2006, when the SAP loses the election to the centre-right alliance (NSA 1998; 2006). Although this reduction is staggering, it was met with a belief that Armed Forces would become more efficient and could do more with less.

Table 6.2 shows how military service between 1990 and 2009 shifts in its institutional logic. It should be observed that most of the policies that account for the 2009 outcome were put in place already in 2001, by the SAP-government.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1990-2000</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duty</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territorial</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertisement</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracts</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expeditionary</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2001-2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertisement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expeditionary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Displacement is largely a consequence of the 2001 bill because it removed the formal rules of military service. This raises the question on what kind of rules that institutions need in order to survive: formal or informal? Although I have argued earlier that formal rules (and policies) create norms, and that these norms are important in keeping the institution normative in the real sense of the term, it should at this point also be stressed that some institutions, such as military service, depend equally on formal and informal rules in order to thrive and survive (Helmke & Levitsky 2004). The institutionalisation of military service rested on equal presence of formal and informal rules. Rounding up citizens, putting them in uniform and coercing them by laws was a clear example of formal rules at play. These afforded the “formal” framework of military service and stipulated the conditions for “membership” in the institution. Formal rules were however not what enabled the effective functioning of the institution. This was the work of informal rules. Indeed, it can be argued that formal schemes typically pray on informal rules. The institutionalisation of military service during the 1900s demonstrated a high sensitivity to this condition. Without building a logic of appropriateness it would have been difficult to successfully put a universal duty into play. At the same time, the long-term survival of informal rules are contingent on the presence of formal rules, since they serve as reference points for the informal rules. They create the structure of the institution, open the possibility for introducing new members, determining inclusion and exclusion, passing it on to the next generation and keeping the informal rules alive over time. It is against this background that the absence and relaxation of the formal rules from 2001 and onward becomes problematic.

An important aspect to note in the final years of the reform is that both the SAP and the Moderate Party are internally divided, and possibly confused, on what it wants in both organisational design and in organisational purpose. In terms of organisational design there are different views in the SAP as well as the Moderate Party, and equally in terms of organisational purpose there are split views within both parties. It is possible to argue that the disruptive period of the 1990s are still present in a sense in the phase of displacement, as the real costs of the reform are being materialised. One backdrop of this was, as the Supreme Commander in 2009 put it, that the swap was premature, because the old system with military service had crumbled, but the new system was far from rooted in society. What Sweden in a sense was doing with the swap was to instal a recruitment policy with no firm social support in society, which further down the line would make it difficult to recruit soldiers (given the absence of a supportive institution, either occupational or institutional).
Why was not displacement prevented? During this period, the arguments by the SAP remained the same as in the previous years, when it argued in favour of conversion. In a series of blame avoidance attempts the new measures were argued as necessary to preserve military service in the sense that they would prevent a development toward a professional army. Above all, however, displacement is facilitated by the internal changes in the Moderate Party that began in 2003. Until 2003, the Moderate Party rejected the SAP’s defence policies, and especially its defence reductions and priority to expeditionary missions. In 2003, however, and as a part of a reinvention of the party, it begins a strategic adjustment where it disassociates itself from territorial defence (Realism) and from viewing the Armed Forces as a special interest, at the same time as it elevates its reputation on producing an efficient and output oriented Armed Forces and adopts, or “steals”, the SAP’s focus on expeditionary missions (New Wars). As with the substantial policy changes in the SAP, the Moderate Party perceived itself to afford these changes because of its reputation in defending a strong territorial defence (although it did so less successfully than the SAP). With this change, both the SAP and the Moderate Party are in agreement on the basics of Sweden’s future defence policy. The Moderate Party not only disassociates itself from issue-reputations, it also elevates its reputation for ensuring an efficient and functional Armed Forces. This leads them to examine how the conscripted army could/should be replaced by a professional army that is objectively speaking better suited to the Armed Forces’ new organisational purpose. This was a natural development given the order of things in 2006. The purpose of the Armed Forces had changed, the conversion strategy had failed, and the party did not hold an ideologically defined relation to military service the way the SAP held. If a professional army was what the Armed Forces needed, the Moderate Party would not stand in its way by holding on to military service for “romanticist” reasons. Finally, arguing for an alternative to the conscripted army was no longer controversial in 2007 to 2009. As a consequence of the SAP’s reforms, the assessment by the Moderate Party was that Sweden in reality no longer had “military service”, as conventionally understood. With the SAP’s substantial changes and cultivation of new norms, the taboo on a professional army had disappeared, thus taking away the accountability problems that otherwise would have prevented a ruling party from reversing an issue-reputation “owned” by another party.
6.4 Pragmatism Trumped Principles

The deinstitutionalisation of military service was driven in equal part by the SAP and the Moderate Party and as a consequence of their struggle to adjust to a new governing context. Parties are problem solvers and sensitive to contextual cues. In this pursuit they engaged in strategic adjustments and policy reversals. Both parties abandoned inherited issue-reputations that constrained them and elevated issue reputations that enabled them in a new governing context.

Apart from what has been listed above, a few observations can be made about the process leading up to the Swedish outcome in 2009. In Sweden, the swap from a conscripted to a professional army was the reverse of the European trend. The problem in Sweden was not a deficiency in social support of military service, as in many European countries (a so called “bottom up” suspension). The swap was led by policy makers who, in a series of gradual adjustments, piecemeal took away the stability of the policy area and the means for the institutional reproduction of military service in a pursuit of preserving it. Between 1990 and 2009 the SAP and the Moderate Party reexamine their issue-reputations. Both parties have pursued strategic adjustments and engaged in policy reversals. How they did this answers why military service was suspended in 2009. Both parties took advantage of issue-reputations that enabled them in a changing governing context, and both parties opted for abandoning issue-reputations that constrained them, and instead adopted the enabling issue-reputation of the other party. Instead of “taking the debate” and defending one’s point of view, both parties opted for pragmatism over principles. The SAP elevated its reputation for internationalism but abandoned its universality policy and scepticism toward the EU, to instead push issue-reputations belonging to the Moderate Party, namely efficiency, prioritising output over process, and European integration. The Moderate Party elevated its reputation for a functioning and efficient Armed Forces, but abandoned its reputation for a strong territorial defence and that the Armed Forces is a special interest, and adopted the SAP’s policy on expeditionary missions and a reduced defence budget. Both parties thus: (a) preserved enabling issue-reputations; (b) abandoned constraining issue-reputations; and, (c) when they abandoned outmoded issue-reputations they adopted the enabling issue-reputation of the opposing party.

Seen in this light the reform developed in a predictable pattern: It was only the enabling issue-reputations that survived and this defined how the reform developed from 1990 to 2009. Both the SAP and the Moderate Party acted as “problem solvers” and in this pursuit they were pragmatic more than principled, preferring disassociation and ad-
justment to the opposition above standing their ground on what had historically been principally important policies to the party. The ongoing preference for this course of action produced a reform consisting of two higher order objectives: recruiting soldiers to expeditionary missions by building efficient and output-oriented recruitment policies. The policy makers’ preference for pragmatism over principles explains why military service was caught in deinstitutionalisation and why this process continued from disruption to conversion to displacement. Whereas the method worked well for the individual parties — in the sense that they solved current policy-problems and proved themselves capable of producing modern policies suited to a post-cold war context — it did not further the chances of military service to survive in the post-cold war period. Neither policies of efficiency nor expeditionary missions were part of what once enabled military service to become an institutional feature of Swedish society, or what had allowed it to reproduce itself during the 1900s.

6.5 Contributions

Until recently the institutional literature tended to address change with a focus on the presence of an external chock that punctuates equilibria, creating a new institutional path. In the 1990s and 2000s the literature has developed, identifying a wider spectra of sources for institutional change. Of the most frequently cited are conversion and displacement, among others. Both concepts tend to be associated with change and little attention has been given to how the two are, or can be, part of formally ending or replacing an institution. Institutional conversion has in particular been regarded as a useful way (for politicians) to adjust existing institutions to new ends without formally doing away with the institution (thus escaping public criticism). This possibility, or political strategy, has in turn led some to argue that conversion is in fact a way of conservation. Even if this is a possibility and examples can indeed be found that point in this direction, I believe it is useful to be equally attentive to the possibility that conversion leads to situations where an institution breaks down and must be replaced. Remaining attentive to this possibility is especially important if the aim of conversion is to preserve the institution, as was the case with the Swedish reform.

The Swedish case suggests that whether conversion leads to change and conservation or breakdown and replacement depends on what kind of changes you do, and this demands that before you do any changes one must map out the factors that in history have enabled the institution to reproduce itself, if the goal with conversion is to preserve the institution,
and not upend it. Indeed, the Swedish case also shows that tweaking the formal structure of an existing institution can be a way for (savvy) politicians to do away with institutions that they do not want but where they cannot explicitly suspend it with a direct political decision (what Pierson calls “systemic reforms” (1994)). In any case, if you take away or otherwise undermine the elements that in history have enabled the institution to reproduce itself over time or if you introduce alternative norm-systems that are “rival” to the existing norm-system, it is also reasonable to expect that the institution will not be conserved or only converted.

Moving on, with few exceptions “functionalism” has been the theoretical perspective in the literature on the European transformation from conscripted to professional armies. The approach has been to identify weaknesses in the conscripted army in light of changes in war and society, and point out these as reasons for the swap. In this pursuit the literature has paid little attention to that recruitment policy is tied up to politics, too. This omission is unfortunate since military service during the 1900s became an institutionalised feature and enactment of the modern European welfare state (arguably the most important political project in Europe during the 1900s). It is reasonable to expect that continent-wide changes in century old recruitment policies are also connected to political change and not only, or even primarily, to changes in war. By bringing “politics back in” we are in a better position to identify new causal mechanisms and concepts in defence studies. For the Swedish case, this was necessary since the existing literature failed to account for the Swedish outcome. For this reason this dissertation took an institutional perspective and complemented it with partisan theory. The purpose with this design was to better understand the relation between changes in war, society and politics and, importantly, to better understand how policy makers in a changing governing context deal with institutions that have taken on a life of their own. With this design the dissertation has reached different conclusions than earlier studies, both Swedish and European.

First, the swap was the result of a gradual process, which this dissertation has described with reference to the concept of “deinstitutionalisation”. Second, the outcome was unintended and due to a process that was driven by strategic policy makers who abandoned and championed different aspects of their political heritage, with the purpose of maximising their party’s relevance in a new governing context. Another observation is that the kind of alterations that they pushed in recruitment policy where simultaneous and of similar kind to changes in other policy areas. This connection, I believe, is important because it suggests that the changes in recruitment policy was part of a larger polit-
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chological repositioning. It changes the causational mechanism and adds new causational concepts, such as: issue-reputation, strategic adjustments and policy reversal. These do not challenge the influence of for instance changes in the nature of wars. Instead, it places that development in its political context. “War” is one “variable” among many others in how recruitment policies change. This dissertation gives some evidence to the idea that changes in war were partly used strategically by political parties for reasons having to do with agenda-setting and partisan theory. Third, the process leading up to the swap was top-down and not bottom-up, as the European literature suggests. Earlier Swedish studies have reached a similar conclusion, but pointed out top-segments in the Armed Forces as the main top-segment actors. The argument on bottom-up pressure in the literature on the European transformation has a weakness in that it perceives the emergence of military service only, or mainly, as a consequence of culture, not as a consequence of politics. In other words, it (subconsciously) treats the institution of military service as a spontaneous creation rather than reactive creation. A product of culture, not of politics. This leads them to argue that cultural change leads to institutional change, because this change is rooted in the development of new societal attitudes or values. This perspective is dominant and a consequence of a failure to include an institutional perspective in the studies. Even if military service developed into an institution and took on a life of its own (which can lead to the idea that it is a spontaneous institution), I argue, one must look at its origins and by doing this one can observe that military service was a reactive institution and its welfare was dependent on a stable presence of formal rules, which functioned as constant reference points for keeping the institution alive over time. Thus, in contrast to the bottom-up literature, I find that the swap was driven by strategic policy makers and not actors in the Armed Forces or genuine cultural change. Further, the public’s support for military service persisted and during half of the studied period (1990-2000) the bulk of the Armed Forces objected to politically invented changes which they argued would undermine military service (such as the refusal by the SAP to prudently adjust the universality principle and the SAP’s introduction of expeditionary missions). Top-segments of the Armed Forces began to support the political direction only after 2000, after conflicts with Owe Wiktorin and after the Defence Ministry replaced him as Supreme Commander with an outspoken supporter of expeditionary missions, Johan Hederstedt, who by his own account was fairly alone in supporting expeditionary missions in the Armed Forces. His successor Håkan Syrén was equally selected on account of his willingness to complete the reform, but on a few occasions also he raised concerns about the need for a territorial defence but was criticised for
this by policy makers, from both the left and right. Even at the height of replacing the conscripted army, in the spring of 2009, the Supreme Commander expressed scepticism about the swap. I have thus found no convincing support to the idea that the Armed Forces were a leading actor in suspending military service.

Fourth and finally, what this dissertation has shown was that the institutional framework of military service collapsed as a consequence of deinstitutionalisation and that this was driven by political decisions. Deinstitutionalisation should however not be confused with a lack of public support for military service. The public’s support for military service persisted throughout the period and it was the most favoured recruitment model among the alternatives. It should however be noted that military service was weakened for two reasons. As a result of policies, there was no longer a stable presence of norms, values and expectations in society that “instructed” citizens on how to act in regard to military service. The value of an institution is that it mobilises people to act in a desired way even in the absence of “repeated collective mobilisation or authoritative intervention” (Jepperson 1991: 145). Without this — without a supporting informal institution — it is difficult for a policy such as military service to function effectively. It should also be noted that at times the reform directly damaged the legitimacy of military service among the servicemen. The changes in enlistment at the end of the 1990s gave rise to legitimacy problems. The new policies in the early 2000s also changed the central role that military service had had in Swedish society. Although the support for military service persisted, the “the logic of appropriateness” that earlier had supported military service was severely weakened. I have addressed this issue as one where the analytical focus should be on what kind of norms policies produce and the importance that formal rules have in creating norms, especially if the norms are (to begin with) the result of top-down directives. With the new policies in the early 2000s, policy makers signalled that the old institution — resting on a logic of appropriateness — was no longer valid or expected of them.

Taken together, by applying an institutional perspective and including partisan theory, new causational concepts and mechanisms transpire and these give explanatory variety to the existing literature on the European transformation.

It is possible that the concepts and mechanisms in this dissertation can be useful as European states move to bring back military service. If there is one “policy lesson” to be held from this dissertation, it is the mutual dependence between formal and informal rules. Formal rules produce norms, and norms are important in building well functioning and efficient recruitment policies. Conscripted armies and professional
armies function on different logics, and these should not be mixed. Regardless of which recruitment policy one opts for, what enabled military service to survive, thrive and function for more than a century was that it became an institutionalised feature of Swedish society. This was possible in large part because military service was supported by a stable presence of formal rules and supportive policies in other areas, which enabled military service to become nested to other institutions in society that enacted the same kind of values and norms. This dissertation has given some evidence that loosening up that connection, taking away formal rules and encouraging the development of rivalry norms based on a different institutional logic also reduces the functioning and efficiency of the policy, at least for a recruitment policy based on military service. In building functioning, efficient and stable recruitment policies (either conscripted or professional), the Swedish experience suggests that this is something to bear in mind for the future. Sweden has by now reintroduced a limited form of military service. Yet whether military service can be reinstalled in Sweden and develop into an informal institution as in the 1900s ultimately depends on whether policy makers can recreate the institutional support for the policy. I have argued that the institution of military service was from the very beginning a reactive informal institution. This should give some weight to an argument that recreating the institution is possible, but that such a development will be conditioned on the presence of bold policies and political commitment.
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Why Sweden suspended military service

For little more than a century military service enacted cherished Swedish values of equality, solidarity and doing one’s part for the common good. What started out as a military recruitment policy in 1901 matured into an institutional feature of Swedish society; appreciated by society, the conscripts, the Armed Forces and by political parties to the left and the right.

In a pursuit to preserve military service in the post-cold war period, governments to the left and the right initiated a reform in the early 1990s. In contrast to the political objective, however, it leads parliament to suspend military service in 2009. By tracing the policy process from 1990 to 2009, Mårten Lindberg answers why military service was suspended in Sweden, identifying new explanatory concepts and mechanisms.

Mårten Lindberg’s dissertation focuses on the importance of institutions (written and unwritten rules, norms and social expectations) for the functioning and efficiency of public policy. It also points out the importance that public policy has in creating and maintaining institutions in society.